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SU}TMARY

The initial expeniment was coneerned with an examination

of sublininal pencgption. Cnitics of this concept have

attributed the effect to two main sources biasing resPonse

processes; (a) fragnrents of the stimuluso and (b) uncontnolled

situational cues which convey the expenimentents intentions.

Howeven, neithen of these explanations is altogethen

satisfactoryr So an attempt was made to ne-examine Some of

the questions associated with the penception of subliminal

stimulation, i

This approach pnoved disappointing, and the neseanch

pnogranme was thenefore directed towards a more fundamental

concern t¡ith the conditions of disc:rimination. Fnom this

three rnain detenminants of peneeptual onganisation welle

Ídentified: (1) inspection time À, govenning the nate of

accumulation of sensory data, (2) noís¿ in the vísual

system s'r and (3) the degnee of eaution adopted as a

crítenion fon nesponding. The development of the theonetical

recognition of these vaniables is tnaced, and an index of

noise suggested, which is closely nelated to tnaditional

psychophysical measures, being distinguished by the detailed

conditions unden which it is obtained.

Results suggest that 100 msec provides an approximate

estÍmate of I, while measunes of noise ane highen than

estimates obtained fnom the data of eanlielr experiments.

.Values , howeven, are of af-t orden expected on the basis of the

pnoposed rationale, havíng :regand fon the different conditions
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applying to the wonk of pnevious authons. Tkre mean ovenall

Iatency of nesponding .D aPPears to pnovide a satisfactony

indinect index of caution, The index of noise so is

sensitive to incneased anxiety, even though this does not

pnoduce consistent on signÍfíca¡rt changes in heart rate, of

Ìn the d.egnee of caution adopted by o. Diffenences between

individuals in the descniptors Àr "D, 
and -t,, together wíth a¡r

index of the use nade of immedíate memorT ô, are companed

with personality, measuned by the M.A.S. and the E.P.Ï.

Results confinm the independence of À, 8D, L and 6 as

indieators of individual diffenences. The relationships

between these measures and scones on the pensonality scales

are clea¡, but not always stnaightfonward. They are

examined in tenms of intenactions betlseen the pnoceSSeS

undenlying the measures. The penceptual indices developed

appear to be stable and consistent descniptors of penformance'

Consistent suppont is found fon a model of the penceptual

decision process, which PlloPoses that O aceumuLates statistical

information over tirne concer':¡ing the state of the discnininanda,

in accondance with art optional stoppíng stnategy fon examining

the Sensony data. Results from a final expeniment suppont

the proposal that this model night be extended beyond simple

psychophysical judgements, to account fon the more complex

penceptual phenomena of emengence and altevnatôon in

ambiguous figunes.

Ttre final chapten outlines furthen applications of

these penceptual indices of penfollmance, panticulanly in the
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aTeas of intellectual netardati.on and vocational

rehabilitation. The concept of subLimínaI penception is

ne-evaluated in the light of this nevr appnoach to

discnimination, and an explanation of some effects associated

witn this concept sought in tenms of the optional stopping

accumu3-aton Process '
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CHAPTER I.

GENERAL INTRODUCTÏON

Ttre initial expeniment in this thesis was suggested

by the controversy which has long sunnounded the

pnoposition that a Personts behavioun rnay be influenced by

stimulation pnesented at low intensity below the 1eve1 of

a$rareness, In discussing this issue, Neissen (1967) has

enphasized hÍs opposition to the possibility of subliminal

perception, maintaining that all appa:rent demonstnations

of disc::imination in the absence of ar^Iareness can be

regarded as antifactual.
In developing a model of cognition, in which the

pencept is actively constnucted from both sensory and

sto¡red information in accondance with an intennalized

hypothesis, Neissen acknowledges his debt to Bantlett (1932).

Howeven, by pnecluding the possibility of penception at any

level othen than that of conscious phenomenal nep:resentation,

Neissen iurplies that awaneness is a necessany cornelate of

cognitive analysis. This proposal woul-d aPPear to go

beyond both Bantlettrs insista¡rce that penception involves

tan effont aften meaningl, and cunr"ent theonies concenning

the basis of rselective attentionr (Egethr 1967; Monayt

1969; Norman, 1969; Tneisman, 1969). Vlhilst these

emphasize that, at any given tine, the onganism is

directly affected by only a very limite¿ range of the

availaÞle sensory infonmation, they do not inply that

infonmation cannot be synttr.esized at pneconscious levels of

analysis, In fact, these models assune ttrat the conscious
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percept is pneceded by a gneat deal of cognitive Proeessitg,

in which all features of incoming stimulation, othen than

the panticular structunes consciously penceived, are

ffiltenedt out at vanious levels within a hie:ranchical

systern of analyzers.

Neisse::t s objections to the hypothesis of sublininal

per.ception apply equally to situations in which stimuli

exposed bnieflyr op presented at levels of intensity below

awareness, appean to affect behaviour, and those in which

variations in the recognition th:reshold ane held to be i

Iinked with the emotional content of thneatening, taboo,

on anxiety-provoking stimulus matenial, His cniticisns

ane dnawn fnom a numben of sounces, and are particulanly

directed towands those expeniments employing a metacontnast

technique in which the sensony effects of a test signal are

enased by a nasking stimulus which follows the test

stimulation. fn each case, Neissen insists that an

íntenpnetation in terms of subliminal penception is

Ìnvalid, and that the percept has occunred eithen because

the stimulus was seen by the obsenvenr or because of the

openation of panticulan biases, influencing the obsenver

to nespond in a certain way, This eurphasis upon the

biasing of nesponse processes as an altennative and

suffieient explanation fon discrimination in the appanent

absence of awaneness is not altogethen consistent with his

at.lempt elsewhere (1967, p,119) to avoid formulating a

dl,chotorny between sensony and nesponse systems, Not: would

it appean to nule out the possibility that sensory
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processing may occun at l-eve1s of activity below

consciousness

Let us finst considen Neissenrs assumption that an

altennative explanation for some reponts of subliminal

penception is that the stimulus has been pantially seen by

the observen, and that cues obtained in this way have

nesulted in a bias to nespond in a panticulan fashion.

TÌris explanation does not explain why fnagmentany cues of

this kind should not be erased by the backward masking

pnocedure, on how they may enten into cognitive processing

without the obsenver becorning aware of thein influence.

Tnansfenning the influence from the fulI thematic

írrplications of the hidden stimulus to its figunal pnopenties

does not explain how the stnuctu¡re of the stimulus is able

to influence behaviour, in the absence of subjectsf neports

that they were awane of these cues, Dixon (1971) has

recently and independently made similan cniticisms of Neissenrs

position.

A second explanation put fonwand by Neissen is that,
in many of the investigations concerned with sublininal
phenomena, insufficient contnols in the expenimental

situation have enabled the obsenvens to obtain unintentional

cues about the task required of them, Although it is novr

well established that an expenimenten may inadvertently convey

the expenimental hypothesis to his subjects, and that subjects

may intnoduce unexpected sources of ernon by nesponding in
accondance with prle-conceived ideas about the expenimental

sìtuation, NeÍssenfs explanation is untenable unless we can

a
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assume that the obsenvers are al^Iare of these biasing

factors.

Neissen points out that most investigatons have failed

to question subjects explicitly concenning thein awareness

of cues in the expenimental situation. The finst experiment

v¡as thenefore designed to examine the nole of fnagmentany

cues in penception, and the possible influence of situational

cues in biasing judgements. Funther, a Pnognanme of

carefuÌIy phrased questions, administened at the conclusion

of the experimental Session, $las intended to establish 
i

whether any such influence had occun:red in the absence of

awareness.

This appnoach, howeven, pnoved disappointing. Although

some evidence was found to support the hypothesis that

situational cues nay influence beþaviour, the fonm of the

bìas pnoduced was unexpected, and not obviously nelated to

the independent vaniables in the expenimental situation.

Thus although obsenvers sho$rn wonds befone nating emotional

facial expression made significantly diffenent judgements

than observens not Shol^rn this venbal matenial, ratings vrelle

not found to be consistent hlith the functional mea¡ring of

the wonds, Moneoven, the results of this experiment cleanly

demonstnated the difficulties that one might expect to

encounter, in following Neissenrs (1967, p.121) proposal that

the phenomenal repont of a co-oPenative subject should be

nelied upon, since judgements hene were so cleanly dependent

upon what had occunned befoneha¡d,
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It had now become clean that this fairly orthodox

approach to the study of, subliminal perception, and the

related concept of penceptual defense, was unlikely to

prove successful. Two essential questions had been left

unanswered by this exPeriment, Finst, the role that

consciousness on a!{areness plays in discniminative

judgement had not been clanified. Secondr tro line of

enquiry had been suggested which might eventually lead to

the delineation of the mechanisms by which emotion and

stress influence PercePtual decision. It appeaned that

these questions rnight be mone fruitfully approached by a

caneful examination of some of the more fundamental

conditions govenning discrimination.

The pnoblems encountened while atternpting to

Lnterpnet the data obtained in this finst exPêriment

enphasized the need fon nigid contnol pnocedures, togethen

with accunate measurement cannied out on individual

observens unden canefully specified conditions. It was

also clear that verbal stimutus matenial and nesponse

measulles dependent uPon language might best be avoided at

this stage, despite thein wide application in neseanch of

this type, because of difficulties in defining the

panametens involved with sufficient precision. Instead,

Ít was decided to direct the neseanch Pnognanme towands

an inmediate concern h¡ith the factons limiting simple

two-choice psyehophysical judgements about lines of

different length.
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It was fontunate that ideas in this area were extant

within the Adelaide Depantment of Psychology at this tíme'

The change in onientation was neinforced in pant by a

change in supenvision. This bnought ne into closen contact

with a related, but appanently more comprehensive

theoretical framewonk, involving the analysis of penceptual

discnínination as nediated by an optionaL stoppíng proeess '

This type of nodel assumes that before neaching a decision

about a percePtual discnimination, thè obsenven accumulates

the outcome of a senies of inspeetíons of the sensony input,

made at a steady nate, until Some pnedetermined eritetíon or

level of ea.utían is satisfied. Despite differences between

the detailed pnopenties of a numben of diffenent optional

stopping nodels, Several provide a neasonable account of

the general features of penceptual discnimination, which

ane that both ellror nate and response latency incr:ease aS

the discrininaÞility of the stimuli is made more difficult,

and that, fon any given level of difficultyr observers

adopt a speed-aeeurae7 eompromíse, by which they nay

decnease the time taken to make the discninination, but

only at the cost of making mone errors (Audley, 1970;

vickers, 1970, 1972a), A detailed account of these

processes is included in the intncduction to Chapten IIÏ '

rn addition to the factor of inspection time, which

detenmines.the nate at which sensory input is acquined,

and that of caution, which govenns the amount of information

upon which a decision is based, necent models of the

disc:rimination Process necognize the impontance of noí'se
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as the third main determinant of perceptual judgement.

Such noise is conceived as, pnoviding the ultimate linit to

discniminative capacity, and is genenally supposed to be

caused by unpredictable vaniability and :randon distunbances,

both extennal to the obsenven in the sources of signals,

and interrral in the sense-organs, Sensory pathways, and the

brain, Although thene has been considerable discussion in

the litenatune concerning the various Sounces and natune of

noise, the sepanation of diffenent types is seldom clean,

and centainly fan fnom easy, In this thesis, theneforer ;

an operational measu!3e will be used which includes 41L

Sources.of vaniability within the pencePtual Process. In

fact, the measu¡?e of noise has inevitably included any

contnibution from the moton system involved in nesponding,

and although exper.imental tasks l^relre designed to miniml-ze

this contnibution, the measune developed should be negarded

as a comprehensive index of all factons limiting the

accunate pnediction of visual penfonm¿rnce.

As discussed in Chapten IV of this thesis, an estimate

of noise night be used to moniton relative changes in the

tndividual, unden cincumstances designed to enhance or

inpain genformance. It night equally be applied within the

areas of netandation on ageing, whene efficiency is alneady

inpained or in the process of deterionationr or in the study

of pensonality and individual differences. In addition, a

reliable, independent measure of noise should nemove what has

so fan been a majon linitation on the development of a
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satisfactony model of the fundamental pnocess of penceptual

discrimination. Thus, although the pnedictions of a model

proposed by Labenge (1962) have appeaned to be in genenal

agneement r¡tith expenimental nesults, it has not been

possible so fan to examine the model stningentlyt

pnincipally because of difficulty in estimating the noise in

the penceived signal.

In developing his raccumulatort nodel, Vickens (1970)

sought to avoid this difficulty by assuming that noise is

a function of the signal value and, funtherr that the

critenion adopted by the obsenver is lineanly nelated to

noise, This stnategy side-steps the theonetical

difficulties of describing the taccumulatonr model

mathematically, and has enabled Vickens to denive pnedictions

about the pattenns of ennons, and the latencies for connect

and inconnect nesponses at diffenent cniterion levels, by

using a computen sinulation of the process. Ttre appnoach

has net with Some Success, and the simulated functions fon

these and nelated behavioural descniptons bean a close

resenblance to empinically detenmined estimates. His

results have enabled Vickers to extend the model with some

confidence beyond sirnple psychophysical judgements, in an

atternpt to account fon the emergence of complex Perceptual

organisations, and the alternation between one organisation

a¡rd a¡rothen that occurrs when centain figures ane viewed

fon a pnolonged pe:riod, A more thonough discussion of
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these phenomena, and thein nelation to the fundamental

perceptual indices proposed and to other measunes of

individuat diffenence, is to be found in Chaptens V and VI

of this thesis.
TÌrese SucceSSeS not withsta¡ding, the raccumulatorl

model would benefit fnorn a¡r independent measure of noise,

since brithout such an estimate it is not possible to

distinguish neliably between the effects of noise, on the

one hand, and changes in the obsenvents degnee of caution

in making a judgement, on the othen. Although it is

customary to attnibute the inc:rease in enrons found to

accompany reduced discnininability to the influence of

noise, the scrme effect would be produced if the critenia

adopted were subject to change, on fluctuated within a

trialr ês suggested by Pike (1968). Ttre effect of such

variability would become molle severe as discrirninability

!.ras reduced, lrlithout an independent estimate of noise,

howeven, it has not been Possible to explone this

possibilitY,
It is hoped that the index of noise developed in this

thesis will Prove to have considenable applicability to the

investigation of the discnimination process. The nesults

obtained from the expeniments reponted in chapten v,

however, have emphasized the impontance that a pnecise

measune of inspection tine holds for a neliable estimate

of noise. Tttere are gnorrnds fon optirnism that reseanch,

in the immediate futune, will funther define some of the

panameters of these potentially useful behavÍounal

descniptors.
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Meanwhile, the model of discnimination that emenges

fnom these studies appears to pnovide a ne$r and sunpnisingly

sirrple theony of how penception might indeed be infruenced

by stimulí of which the obsenven was not awane.
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CHAPTER IT.

DIS CRTMINATION I^ITHOUT AV¡ARENESS

INTRODUCTION

Psychological intenest in discrímination without

ardareness may be traced back to a series of experiments

performed by Suslowa in 1863 (Cal.¡ín et aI' 1961). l'lonking

with the two point thneshold fon tactual stimulation, he

found that when fonced to guess about difficult discniminations,

subjects made significantly mone accunate judgements than

chance would alIow as to whethen stimulation involved one

point or two, even though they had no confídence in thein

decisions. Peirce and Jastnow (1885) were able to

demonstnate essentially the same nesult in an exPeniment

involving discnimination between lifted weights,

The genenality of the finding was eanly estabLished

for a wide variety of stimuli, including alpha-numenic

chanactens (Sidis, 1898)r auditony matenial (Dunlapr 1904;

Dun1ap and t'leIls, 1910) and geometnic shapes (Williams' 1938).

Re-exanining a¡r earlien contnoveusy (Dunlapr 1900;

Titchene¡: and Pyle, 1907) r Bnesslen (1931) reported that

obsenve¡rs e>çenienced the Mullen-Lyen ilIusion, although

the arrobts !.¡ere presented at levels of intensity pneviously

estaÞlished to be subliminal, Moreoven, the magnitude of

the illusor"y response vanied dinectly with stimulus intensity,

a finding, freguently reponteà Uy laten wonkens, which

suggests that penceptual accunacy incneases as stimulation

appnoaches a supnaliminal level (MeConnell et ê1, 1958) '

Eanly investigatons nelied upon low j.ntensity to produce
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sublirl¡:inal stimulation, but the development of neliable

tachistoscopic techniques p:rovided the alternative nethod

of bnief exPosures.

Ma¡ry response indices have been employed to demonstnate

discrimination without awareness r including fantasy

production (Perky, 1910), specific dneam exPeriences

subsequent uPon subliminal stimulation duning nonmal waking

peniods (Poetzl, 1917)r neponts of aften-imagery following

the renoval of subliminally presented natenial (Newhall and

Dodge, 1927), and neponts of contnast between colourst

themselves too weak to pnoduce a resPonse (Fennee and Rand,

1934), Othens have been the establishment of association

between nonsense syllab1es pneviously pained with shock,

a¡rd autonornic nesponding (Mcleany and Lazarusr 19+9) r the

effeet of sublininal shock uPon laten judgernents of shock

intensity (Black and Beva.n, 1960), the initiation of

neactions and changes in neaction time (Fehnen and Biedenman,

1962; Fehner and Raab, 1962), impnovenrent in pnoblem

solving ability (Beien and Donovielr 1963) r and classically

conditioned diffenential blocking of the alpha nhythm

(Bannatt and Hend r 19 6l+ ) '
Sevenal expeniments have used verbal reinforcement

techniques to demonstnate that this may modify behavioun

in a va:riety of situations including the incneased use of

pronouns (Cohen et al, 1954), p]unal nouns (Gneenspoont

1955), and statements of opinion (venplanck, 1955).

Controversy has existed as to whether awalleness of the
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reinforcing stimuli is a necessany condition for facil-itation

of penformance (spielberger, 1962; Spielbenger and De Nike,

1966), but thene appeatls to be sound evidence that it is not

(Kennedy, 19?0, 19?I). The implications of this tyPe of

neseanch fon social intenaction hærebeen emphasized by

Abnatramson (1966), in his discussion of vanious fonms of

covent communication.

Because of the vast numben of experiments directed

towards the investigation of discrimination and leanning

without a\^rareness, discussion hene has been necessaní}y

selective. The readen is referned to a numben of extensive

nevÍews pnovided duning the coulrse of expenimental concern

wittr the topic by Collien (1940) 
' Millen (1942) ' Lazanus

and McCleary (1951), Lazanus (1956) 
' Adans (L957) t Eriksen

(1956, 1960, 1962)r.McConnell et aI (1958)' Bevar¡ (1964),

and Dixon (1971) '
In addition to the possibility that infonmation may be

obtained fnom subth::eshold stimulation, it has long been

acknowledged that vaniations in an individualts threshold

may be due to numerous physiological and psychological

factor.s, such as fatigue, acuity, intenest or attention

(ilastnow, 1888; Cattell, 1893). Mone recently, a gneat

deal of neseanch has been dinected towards Possible

relationships between the attnibuted properties of ambiguous

stimulation and undenlying psychological detenminants such as

rnotivation (Sanfond, 1936, 1937; Levine et ê1r 1942;

McCLelland and Atkinson, 1948; Lazanus et êI, 1953)t

familiarity and expectancy (Engel, 1956; .Iohnson et al' 1960;
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Stnicker, 1961), cultune, envinonment and tnaining pnocedunes

(Toch and Smith, 1968) and emotion (Bnunen and Postmanr 1947;

McÇinnies, 1949). The nationale r:ndenlying this tyPe of

investigation is that penception is selective artd, unden

conditions of arnbiguous stimulation, the effects of penceptual

prefenences will be heightened' T'hus, some material will be

pnocessed more neadily and thenefone have a lowen thneshold.

Irlhilst clearly nelated to subthneshold discnimination,

the investigation of vaniations in the differential thneshold

nepnesents an independent body of experimentation. Such

changes have been tenmed trpenceptual defensett (Bnunen and

Postman , 19 47 ; McGinnies , Lg 49 ) , t'penceptual sensitisationrt

(Bnunen and Postman, 1947), or rrvigilancerr (Bnownr 196l).

A complete neview of wonk on Pel?ceptual defense and vigilance

Ís inappnopríate hene, since compnehensive neviews are

pnovided by Eniksen (1954)r Blum (1955), Bnown (1961), Minard

(1965), a¡rd Dixon (1971).

While thene is now genenal agneement that, under:

centain conditions, the penceptual system may utilize

information without appanent al^ralleness on the pant of the

obsenven, considenable contnovensy has existed as to how

this might occun. Cniticism of the concept of penception

without a!üareness ca¡¡ be categonized r:nden two genenal

headings ¡

(a) LogieaL obJeetione

Some opponents have angued that negation of panticuLan

stímulation implies pnion necognition, and have cniticized

vague attempts to define what constitutes rrsubliminal
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penceptionil and ttperceptual defensett (Howier 1952; Enikseno

1960; Gibson, 1968) .

(b) altevnatioe eæPLanøtions

Ma¡ry cnitics have emphasized that diffenences in

necognition thneshold might be accoun!-ed fon by diffenences

in the familiarityr oP expectancy, associated with stinulus

mateníal (Solomon and Howes, 1951; Fneeman, 1954t 1955)r on

by the voluntany suppression of venbal nesponses reganded as

unacceptable (l¡lhittaken et al, 1952 ) . McConnel] et aI (1958)

have stressed. that the phenomenological limen is a statistical

concept, and that matenial pnesumed to be subthreshold may

be openating directly in the PercePtual process.

Mone necently, Neissen (1967) has cited evidence from

Spenting (1960), and Avenbach and Coriell (1961), fon the

existence of a tnansient, napidly decaying shont-tellm traace t

located very eanly in the penceptual pnocess, f:rom which

inforrnation may be synthesized after exPosune has, ceased.

He has emphasized that stimulus pnesentation of a brief

duration in many of the eanlien tachistoscopic studies would

not necessarily limit cognitive Pnocessing to an equally

brief perÍod.

Neissen (1967) has suggested that appar:ent PercePtion

vrithout awaneness is accounted fon by supPosing that the

obse:rve¡r makes use of pantial infonmation, available eithen

from the sout'rce of stimulation I oF frOm the exPellimental

situation, He pays panticulan attention to a methodologieal

class of expeniments involving metacontrast (!'lennenr 1935) t

whenein a bniefly exposed stimulus is followed by a Prolonged
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exposure of different material. Although the initial
stímu1us is pnesented at above thr-eshold 1evel, it pnoduces

no phenomenological effect at the time of presentation,

because the subsequent stimulation acts as a backward mask,

effectively enasing it fnom shont-term memolly. Using

this technique, a numben of investigatons have obtained

results which they interpret as demonstnating that the

masked, undetected stimulus matenial has influenced the

observerts laten judgements about the rnasking stimulus.

One such expeniment is that of Eagle (1959) r in
which 30 0s nated a neutral figu:re using 63 pains of

antonyms, having viewed the figune in a situation whene

it masked briefly exposed scenes composed of eithen
traggnessivert on rrbenevolentrr matenial. Exposures were

of short duration, rangitrg fn<¡m 60so to 200% of the

individuals t thneshold 1eve1 and 0 ::eceived 2 exposunes at

each of I levels, In genenal, 0s made mot?e negative

personality judgements about the neutnal figure when it
masked a¡r aggnessive scene, than when it was pneceded by

benevolent mate::iaI. Eag1e attnibuted this effeet to the

unconscious penception of the hostile content in the

eggnessive scene.

Neissen (1967), howeven, plroposes an altennative

explanation in terms of pa:rtial cognitive processing, a

hypothesis derived fnom the explanation that Solomon and

Postma¡r (1952) advanced to account fo:r the wond-fnequency

effect ç1owes and Solomon, 1951; Solomon and Howes, 1951).

They suggested that stimulus fnagments might be effective
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in biasing resPonse towands wond altennatíves shaning those

fragments. This rrpantial cuert hypothesis has since been

elabonated and developed'by Eniksen and Bnowne (1956) t

wíener and schillen (1960), Newbigging (1961a' 1961b) ' savin

(1963), and Kemplen and !.\lienen (1963). The subject is held

to penceive fragments of the total stimulus array and to

infen, oD the basis of past expenience, the natune of the

whole.

In suppont of f:ragment theony, Neissen (1967) cites

a series of thnee expeniments by Guthnie and lrlienen (1966)'

using a methodology denived fnom Eagle, these authons had

obsenvens make mood and pensonality judgements about a

neutnal figune, dnawn in bnoken contoun, aften it had been

pneceded by one of foun bniefly exposed figures of a similan

kínd, The masked figunes were, howeven, either angulan on

contouned, on the one ha¡rd, and aggressive or nonaggnessive

(as determined by the pnesence of a gun) r oD the othen'

Guthnie and i,Iienen established that it was the nelative

angulanity of the masked figune, and not the pnesence of

the gunr which detenmined judgements of hostility.

Funthenmore, since they $rere able to establish independently

in addítional expeniments using diffenent os that angulanity

is systematically associated with negative neactions, a¡rd

that Eaglets aggnessive dnawing was judged to be more angulan

than his benevolent pictune, they concluded that the figunal

.pnopenties 
of the pneceding matenial, and not its thematic

content, influence cognitive Processing. This nesult is

penhapssunpnisingsineeKemplerrandWiener(1964)hadeanlier
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suggested that Os may reveal individual differences in their

responses to the same fnagmentany cues because of

charactenistic va¡'iance in the fluency and use of languager or

even pensonality tnaits. Evidence exísts, howeven, to suppont

the hypothesis that stnuctunal attnibutes of line and contoun

may nesult in widespnead attnibution of stereotyped meaning,

the association pnesumabty depending uPon the existence in

the language of eomnon descniptive qualities that are

cultunally determined (Osgood, 1953) .

A second expeniment cniticized by Neissen is that by

Smith et aI (1959), in which wonds nathen than pictonial

naterial wene used as the inducing stinuli, Subjects made

descriptions, which rtere laten classified for expnessive

qualities and physical featunes, about a dnawing of a male

face, presumed to be neutral and expnessionless. The face

!.¡aS presented in a backwand masking panadigm, following

bnief tachistoscopic exPosulres of the wonds ltflappyrr artd

rtAngnyt'. All exPosures of the wonds r.tere well below the

individualrs detenmined threshold and afiy trial in which a

response hras made fotlowing recognition of the venbal

natenial was excluded f:rom analysis. Smith et a1 neponted

a significant tendency for descniptions of the face to be

¡nore pleasant when it was preceded by the wond t'Happytt,

than by ttAngnytt. The effect, funthermore, hras as manked

at an exposure dunation of 4 msec (modal value) as at 20

msec. The autÌrors PnoPose that the aÞsence of a¡y incnease

in the effect wíth increasing exPosure dunation renders an
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explanation in tenms of pantial al^tareness unIikely,

Instead, they conclude that the mea¡ring of the wonds had

been unconsciously penceived.

Neissen (1967) pnefens an alternative explanation,

suggesting that, because Smith et aI did not employ a

double blind technique, the unintentional pnovision of cues

within the experimental situation could have conveyed theín

hypothesis to thein subjects. Such soul?ces of expenimental

enron have been tenmed ildemand chanactenisticsrt (Onne, 1962;

Rosenthal, 19ô3). Neisser advances essentially the ,a^. I

angument when discussing the nesults obtained by Dixon

(1958a) rwhose subjects hrene shown pnolonged exposunes of

venbal matenial, supenimposed on an illuminated screen at

intensities fan below the threshold of al^Iareness.

Neisserrs alternative explanation, however, fails to

account fon the fact that Guthnie and Wienerrs (1966)

subjects ü¡ere able to make discriminations between subtle

compositional differences in figunes already enased by the

nasking pnocedune. Non does it explain how the structunal

attributes of the stimulus matenial, as opposed to the thematic

content, can influence behavioun in the absence of awaneness.

Fina1ly, whilst the impontance of adequate controls against

antifacts anising fnom subjectst expectation or covert cues

provided by the expenimenten must be acknowledged, cues of

this kind do not provide an alternative explanation to

penception without awaneness unless it is established that

observens are, in fact, al^tane of these factons .
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In a necent neview of this anea, Dixon (1971) has

made similan criticisms of Neissert s position. Dixon

funthen argues that, in most situations, the effect of

partial cues concerning the experimental hypothesis would

not be nobust, and that where subjects are not even al^Iare

that they are being stimulated at all (Dixon' 1958ar1960;

Dixon and Haideno 196I), the possibility of covent

communication is extnemely nemote.

When the pnincipal experiments uPon which the

contnovensy above is based ane examined, a numben of I

additional considerations alle naised. Finstly, many

expeniments in this area have failed to establish whether

or not O was ar¡tane of the masked stimulus on of a portion

of it. In his discussion of the distinction between

penception and nesponse, Neissen (1997r p.118 ff) angues

that "if a canefully interrogated and coopenative subject

says that he really sai^I the wond in question, he is to be

believedtt (p.121), Second1y, thene are instances of

weaknesses in expenimental design: both Eagle (1959) and

Guthnie a¡rd Wiener (1966) may be criticized fon combining

responses, made to descriptive dinensions which ane Possibly

not independent; e,g. by adding togethen responses on the

dimensions of ttpleasant-unpleasantfr, Ithelpful-harmfüItt, and

rrcruel-kindtr which would seem likeIy to be substantially

conrelated. Thirdlyr oû close examination, Eaglers

rèsults ane not unifonmly convincing, and among female

subjects, fon example, are actually in the opposite dinection

to his hypothesis. Founthly, in some neseanch, the
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classification and quantification of nesponses depends uPon

psychodynamic assumptions the valídity of which many

psychologists would query (Klein et â1, 1958; Dixon' 1956;

Smith et ê1, 1959),

Howeven, despite the attnaction of a pansimonious

explanation fon subliminal penception in tenms of nesponse

nathen than Sensony Ptlocesses, the resul-ts of a numben of

expeniments, designed to distinguish between sensory and

nesPonse processes, suggest a genuine sensolsy effect,

Neisser (1967) has not attenpted to account fon these

findings.

Wonthington (1964a), and Wal1ace and lVonthington (1970)

have used nate of dank adaptation as the dependent va:riable

in a situation hthere, because of the extnemely low intensity

of stimulus pnesentation, 0 nemains unawane that venbal

natenial is being pnesented. Results indicate thatt

following light adaptation, the time nequined to nepont the

presence o:r absence of a test nonsense shape, which

accompanies a stimulus of much lowen intensity, is

significantly longen fon emotional matenial than fon the

same words invented, fon structunally similan on neutnal

wonds ¡ oF fon nonsense matenial. V'lonthington (1964b, 1969)

has developed a technique involving pained comParison

judgements of the relative bnightness of emotiona] a¡rd

neutral venbal stilnuli, unden conditions involving both

simultaneous and successi.ve presentation at veny Low intensíty.

No difference in judged bnightness hlas for¡nd .fon the

simultaneously pained companisons but, unden the successive
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condition where changes in sensitivity should be stimulus

specific, systematic díffe.rences favouning a rpenceptual

defensef explanation wene found.

Sales and Haben (1968) nepont similan fíndings that

although the nate of incnease in rrpenceptual clanityrl

following nepeated pnesentation is invaniant fon high and

low fnequency wonds, and fon socially taboo words, the

degnee of clanity fon lettens of f:requent words exceeds

that fon nane wonds, which, in tunn, exceeds that fon

taboo wonds, Following Haben (1967) , they angue that

although the penceived clanity of the verbal matenial can

be affected by a wide range of stirnulus vaniables, including

wond fnequency, language, expectation, familianity, length

of wond and exposure dunation, the fact that ttre rate of

incnease in clanity remains the sane fon a vaniety of

material implies that the effect is not mediated by response

mechanisms, but affects sensotly processes dinectly, In

suppont of this view, they also find no systenatic diffenence

between 0s who $rere nequined to name only the letten, ald

those requined to name lettens and then guess the wordr oF

sinply guess the wond only.

Finally, some investigatons have examined the question

of discnimination without awareness by using the nethodology

of signal detection theony (Gneen and Sv¡ets, 1966) , At

least foun expeniments have shown a change in sensitivity
Cdt ) following the presentation of ernotional stimulus

material, although the effect is not unifonm. Sensitivity
rìras found to incnease in two studíes, and to decnease in t$¡o.
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Dorfman et al (1965) aPPear to be the finst investigators

to apply signal detection theory dinectly to the problem of

perceptual defense. They found that fon exposure durations

of 30-60 msec, accuracy in identifying emotionally neutnal

words was significantly highe:r than fon socially taboo wonds,

but that a.t longer dunations this was r:evensed r even when

the wond had to be uttened publie]y. In contrast, a second

expe:r'irnent found highen accuracy fon fnequent r as opposed to

infnequent, words at all dunations, a nesult which supponts

earlier proposals of a bias against infnequent stimuli in

the absence of any stimulus, but under conditions where

stimuli are believed to be pnesented (Goldiamond and Hawkins,

1958¡ Zajonc and Nieuwenhuyser 1964). Dorfman et al suggest

that the interaction betlseen emotionality and dunation may be

accounted fon by their additional finding that discniminabíl-ity

(dt ) was higher fon taboo stimuli at all exPosune dunations,

and that the difference in discnirninability between taboo arld

neutral wonds incneased with duration' No such consistent

trend was found wittr frequent-infnequent words. Using the

Sane stiniulus matenial, in a study designed to examine the

common fi-nding (e.g. Gneen, 1960) that resPonse bias is a

function of the a pniori pnobability of the signal, Dorfman

C1967) obtained :results confírning this hypothesis r accuracy

of taboo vet?sus neut:ral wonds incneasing with a prioni

probability, Once again, howeven, it was found that taboo

wonds $¡ene significantly molle discniminable at all thnee

exposure dunations of 30, 50 and 70 msecr than neutnal wonds,

änd exami.nation of individual data confinmed that this applíed
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for 42 out of the 6t female 0s.

On the other hand,, Hardy and Legge (1968) applied

signal detection pnocedunes to a task involving the

detection of a faint auditony signal while being

simultaneously presented with eithen emotional on neutral

words in the visual nodalíty. Sensitivityr ês measuned

by df, was lowen duning emotional- stimulation fon 12 out

of 14 Oso Howeven, ß, calculated from pooled datat

showed no evidence to suggest that emotional stinuli ü¡ene

affecting deeÍsion making critenia.

Again, nesults from an expeniment by Broadbent and

Gnegony (1967), in uhich socially acceptable wondsr but

having diffenent deg:rees of emotionality r !'rere enbedded in

white noise and pnesented to 32 Cambnidge housewives,

suggest that, although thene l¡Iere more conrect resPonses to

neutral than to emotional wonds, this was not detenmined by

a bias against emotional words but, apparently, because of

the failune of stirnulus infonmation to :reach the per:ceptual

mechanism. As the authors emphasize, this was an

unexpected finding, since Bnoadbent would pnedict that any

effect would show as a change in ß, not dt.

zwosta and Zenhausern (1969) have neported that a

sublirrinal stimulus of white noise incneases dr as opposed

to ß, fon detection of a faint light signal imposed on ¿rn

Ílluminated masking field. Panadoxically, thein nesults

also suggest a cunvi-Linean relationship betrveen sensitivity

a¡rd the level of sti.mulation, facilitation being greater

both well above (+ 15db) and well below (- 15db) the auditony
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thneshold, a finding which aPPears to contradict the commonly

descnibed invented U netationship between anousal and

penformance (Malrno, 1959; V,lelfond, 1968). zwosta and

Zenhausernfs suggestion that the activating ProPenties of

supnaliminal stinulation might be offset by its distnacting

properties, does not, as pointed out by Dixon (1971r PP.281-

284) explaín the U shaped nelationship. Dixonrs explanation

fon the supnaliminal section of the curve, that sensitivity

Ís a function of concomita¡t non-sPecific activation, is

SatÍsfactony if one assumes that 0 is, in fact, under-anoused

vlithin that range of stimulation, and movíng towands maximum

efficiency.
As a possible exPlanation fon the subthreshol<l Part of

the curve, Dixon suggests a hypothetical mechanism fon which

he advances some evidence. Specific and non-specific

contical activity nesulting fnom near thneshold signals are

held to summate, Producing íntenfenence r Inlhereas fon

definitely subliminal stimulation which is not linked to

specific contical effects, the non-specific activity

facilitates sensitivity fon concunrent visual stimulation.

ßegandless of whethel'the model provides a sound Physiological

basl,s for the results descnibed, this expeniment suggests the

intriguilg possibility that sensitivity may be eithen incneased

or decneased, depending upon the kind of stimulation and genenal

Level of a:rousal alneady existing in the PencePtual system'
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EXPERIMEIüT 2.1-z

This investigation népnesents an attempt to ne-examine

some of the questrlons associated with the penception of

subliminal stinulation withín an experimental situation

denived fnon the pnincipal studies discussed above.

Obsenvens viewed a manrs face, pneviously established to

have a neutnal expnession with respect to the emotions of

happiness on anger. The face was pneceded by a briefly
exposed wond, which was eithen Happ7 r op Angny, or a 

i
stnuctunally simiLan nonsense sy11abIe, and the lettening

was in each case eithen angulan or contouned. 0s nemained

unawane of the wor:drs pnesence,

It was thenefore possible to establish whethen

subsequent judgements about the emotional expression in the

face ltene dinectly influenced by the sema¡rtics of the masked

wond since, if this l^tere the case, then judgements should

coincide with the wond pnesent, negandless of its figunal

pnopenties. ff, on the othen hand, 0s made judgernents

consistent with some stei:eotyped meaning denived fnom the

structunal- attnibutes of the lettens in the wond, then

impnessions of angen night be expected in the pnesence of

angular' lettening, while those of happiness should occur

whene the wond was constnucted from contoured lettens.
Finally, following a technique used by Rooney (1969) who

succeeded in evoking emotionally toned responses in the

absence of dinect stimulation, an attempt was made to bias

Ost expectations concerning the aims of the expeniment by
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pneviously showing them wonds synonymous with the meaning of

eithen HappA or Angry, in the guise of a visual acuity test.

If this technique proved 'successful then subsequent judgements

of the emotional expnession in the face should reflect the

influence of these situational cues, and be independent fnom

the various attnibutes of the wond itself.

A numben of nesponse measures, including rating scales

designed to avoid items nesPonses to which !{ere likely to be

cornelated, hlene used in a¡r attempt to uncover whethen the

venbal matenial was indeed unseen, and if it na¿ pnoduced a

detectable cognitive effect. The expenimental design l

thenefone enabled the effects of bias, fragmentany cues, and

subliminal stimulation to be examined independently ana

funthen provided fon the possibility of intenaction between

these factons.

Pnepanøtíon of stimuLus ma,texial and vesponse measu?ea

1, selection of venbal material designed to bias 0sf

expectations.

wonds considened functionally similan to Happy and

Angry wene denived from Rogetts Thesaurus and the 10 most

frequent in both eategories (Thonndike and Longe, 1944)

incLuded with 10 high fnequency neutnal worrds (Bnoadbent and

Gnegory, 1967, Table 2), The association between each of

these 30 woncls and the dimensions flappy-unhaPpa and Ang?a-

Not angr7 was nated by 23 male and female students, ennolled

in the finst year Psychology course at the University of

Adelaider otr a scale ranging fnom I to 'r-. It was emPhasized
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that a score of 4 repllesented the point of neutnality for

both dimensions. The orden of word pnesentation was vanied

fon each judge as a control against resPonse set.

Atthough nesults suggested that judgements using the

two dimensions elene closely inter-nelated (Spearmat o" =

-0.98; p < 0.001; two tails), both l^lere netained fon laten

use, and a final list of L2 wot"ds, as set out in Table 2,1,

selected acconding to nanked mean natings. Each wond was

fonmed in both angulan lettering (Letnaset, No.285, capitals),

and contouned tettening (Letnaset, No. 318, 48 point Benling

italics), and, aften matching the tv¡o fo:rms fon height and

length, tnansfenred to 35 mm tnanspanencies. Examples of

venbal material, in diffenent fonms, alle shown in Appendix 2.1.

2, Pnepanation of resPonse sheets

The aim was to develop a senies of nesponse dimensions

unrelated to those associated with happiness and anger, So

that pnesenting these two within the total context should

pnevent a!üa?eness that they were of special significance.

Tvrenty five adjectives considened to be functionally

dissimilar to eithen HappA or Angry were included with 15

thought to have a high semantic association with these tvrot

and convented to 40 pains of antonyms. As a contnol against

response Set, the word pains l¡rere pnesented in the Same onden

to L2 judges, this orden being revensed fon the nemaining 11.

,,Iudges were the S¿tme 23 students used in the previous task.

E'ach nated ever5¡ wond Pair on a scale fr:om I to 5 ín

accondance with its functional similanity to the dimensions



Happy, Not
angry wonds

Neutnal
wo¡rds

Unhappy, Angry

wonds

nejoicing
joyful

delíghted

laughing

"HappA -Unhappy'l

Plean
nating Rank

1,26 1

1.30 2

1.35 3

1.61 t+

'tAngry-Not angrY tl

Mean
nating

6.69

6.83

6 ,61

6,35

3. 91

3.83

4,35

3. 87

1.04

1,09

1.04

l. 00

Rank

29

30

23

26

foot

run

fan

stop

furious

furning

ennaged

seething

3.96

3.96

l+,0l+

+,09

6. 0+

6,09

6,26

6,30

14.5

1l+. 5

16

t7

27

28

29

30

15

L2

19

13, 5

2.5

4

2.5

I

Table 2,Ii Mean natings on a scale from 1 to '1 , and

cornesponding nank onden of 12 stimulus

words, selected fnom a list of 30 r as

most stnongly nefl,ecting specifíed

conative relationshiPs with the

descriptive dímensions HappA-Unhappy and

Angry-Not qng?A
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Eappa-Anhappy anÔ. Angry-Not a.ng?u, a score of I indicating

that the dimension implied by the wond pain was completely

Syrþnymouswith the cnitical dimension, and a scone of 5

indicating the absence of any nelationship. The 10

antonym pairs judged to be least nelated to the criticaL

dimensio:rs are shown in Tab1e 2,2.

3. Selection of a face, neutral with nespect to the

dimensions Happy-Unhappy and Angrg-Not ãngry,

Photognaphs of 1l+ male and I female faces considened

to be relatively exPllessionless, togethen with 6 male urrâ

6 female f aces whene the penson was smiling r !,¡ere sêlected

fnom ¿Lmong psychology students entening finst yean counses

four years pneviously' All photognaphs were fuI1 face

with ttre shoulders pantially visible.
The 34 photognaphs, togethen v¡ith the dnawing of a

male face used by Smi.th et al (1959) Iâlere shown to the

same 23 students used above, who nated the expnession on

each face on each of the descniptive dimensions in Table 2.2t

and also the c:riticaf dimensions of Happy'Unhappy and

Angry-Not a,ng?A, Judges used a scale fnom I to 7 , the

Score of 4 indicating a neutnal expression. Lists wene

anranged so that the wond pains were never:sed fon about

half of the judges. The onder of pnesentation was also

revensed in half the cases, as a control against resPonse

set. uludges indicated whether the Penson photognaphed

was known to them a¡rd where this was sor the data were

discanded,



religious- irneligious

educated-uneducated

nealistic- supê:rStit ious

studious - not studious

naive - sophisticated

tidy - untidy

ostentatious unpnetentious

concise - venbose

counagejous cowandlY

dl.scneet indiscreet

TaÞle 2,2:

flappy-Unhapp7

Mean natíng Rank

Angny-Not angny

Mean rating Rank

4,35 I
3.96 I
4,00 6

3, 87 10. 5

4,09 2

4,04 3. 5
l+.00 ¡ 6

4,00 6

3.87 10.5

4,04 3,5

4.43

4,35

4,35

4. 30

t+ r.22

4.13

4. 09

4.00

3,87

3,83

1.5

3,5

3.5

5,5

8

o

10.5

L2

15. 5

18

Mean ratings oñ a monotonic scale fnom

L to 5 a¡rd corresPonding nank orden of

10 descniptive dimensions, selected fnom

a list of 40 antonyms as being nelatively

indep-endent to the dimensions HappA-

Unhøppy and AngnA^Not angty,
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Ttre stimulus used by Smith et aI (1959) was examined

separately and found to be unsatisfactony, since the mean

ratings of 2.74 Gappy-[lnhappy ) and 5.70 (Angry-Not angty)

depant significantly firom neutrality (single sample t = 5.32

and 6.8? rrespectivelYi d.f' = 22; P <

Judgements concenning the finaÌ choice showed least vaniance

in both dimensions when companed with three possible

alternatives, and mean natings showed no significant

depantune fnom neutrality on eithen dimension.

EappA-Unhappy Angry-Not a,ng?A

Mean ratings (N = 23)

Standand deviations

Single sarnple t (df = 22)

p (two tails)

4. 39

L.27

1. t}8

0,15

4,26

1,51

0.83

0.58

The male face selected is shown in Appendix 2.2.

Despite a highly significant cornelation between mean

natings of the 35 faces on both dimensions (speanmat o, =

-0.80; P <

Judges used tine Angny-Not angny dimension as a monotonic

scale, reserving the scone of 7 to indicate a completely

neutnal expnession, Thus, although all 17 photognaphs

categorized to some degnee as Happ7 had mean natings in

the dinection of Not ang!!, of the 18 photognaphs categonized

tg some extent as Itnhappy, 13 had mean natings in the dinection

of Not angta, whilst only 5 wene in the dinection of Angry,
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This question was examined funthen by categonizing

each face acconding to its nating (1-7) on the Happy-

Anhappy dimension. Mean natings on the Angry-Not a,ngry

dimension hrene then calculated fon all photognaphs in

each categony on the HappA-Unhappy dimension. These

nesults are included in Appendix 2.3, Although the

clear linean tnend obtained suggests a stnong inten-

dependence between the two dimensions, the markedly

langen dispension in category 7 ) Unhappy, indicates manked

individual diffenences in the intenpnetation of facial

expressions seen as rrUnhappyrr , with nespect to Angny-Not

qngry. This conclusion is supponted by the finding that
yaniances in Categories 1 and 7 of t}^e Happy-Unhappy

dimension ane significantly different (F*-. = 3.26;

df=15120;p<

Because, howeven, it could not be satisfactorily

deternined fnom the data whethen the facial expnessions

t{erle directly rlesponsible fon this nesultr oF whethen some

judges had used the Angry-Not q,ngyA dimension in a Ì^ray

other than instnucted, it was decided to include both in

the expeniment, since the two dimensions did not

necessanily neflect each other in some cincumstances.

4, Letten slides and stinulus film-Ioops.

Two sets of stimulus matenial wene pnepaned, in

addition to the wonds shown in Table 2,f-,
(i) The letters Z, B, E, ll, Q, K, M, X wene

fonmed with letraset, No, 285, capitals, and individual

slides prepatled fon projection in a Canousel pnojecton.
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These 1etters $¡ere chosen since they do not occun ín the

words tthaPPYtt and ftartgrYrr,

(ii) Filn has been used to produce tachistoscopic

exposure conditions, with backwand but without fonward

masking, which ane usually only available on a 3 field

tachistoscoPe.

seven filrn loops wene made, each containing 290

fnames, subdivided into 5 identicat stimulus sequences '

Each sequence consisted of 46 blank frames, 1 fname

containing a wond, and 11 frames the face, so that when the

loop was in openation, the word was foltowed and masked

by the. s1ightlY danker face.

The word was photognaphed so that it appeared to lie

acnoss the eyes of the face, extending fnom ear to ean

without passing beyond the facial outline. Of the 7 films'

2 contained the wond |thappyrt, 2 the wond ltangny", and 2

the nonsense syllable ttyagPhtt composed fnom lettens in the

other two wonds, fn one of each pain the lettering was

angulan, and in the other contouned' The seventh film

contained no wond or sy11ab1e, and the fnames r corresponding

to those in which the wonds or syl1ab1e appeared in the

othen filmsr were left blank.

The tirne for which a fname was exposed could not be

accunately determined since this Projecton makes 3 separate

exposunes of a single fname and the pnecise panametens of

the mechanism v,lene not available, However:, if the

intenmediate rblanks I ane disneganded, the appnoximate

exposure fon the venbal matenial was 40 msec.
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To confinm that venbal matenial was visible when not

followed by the face, a fí1rn loop containing the 6 stinulus

fonms was pnepaned and each wond exposed sepanately to the

S¿Lme 23 Os mentioned pneviously unden conditions equivalent

to the expenimental situation, Results, which ane

pnesented in Appendix 2.4r leave no doubt that the wonds

wene cleanly visible when exposed fon the dur"ation of one

fname without masking.

Appanatus

The experimental room adjoined that housing the

appanatus, and fnom which lighting and a wanning buzzen were

controlled, Slides wene pnojected appnoximately 10 feet

onto a Scneen in the expenimental room by means of a slide-

projector, fitted with an electronically timed mechanical

shutter. Films hrene sirnilanly pnojected, using a 16 nm

cine pnojector, nunning at 24 fnames Pen sec.

EæpertmentaL design

Observers hlere nandomly allocated to I of 2I gllouPs

in accondance with a three factorial design as set out in

Table 2,3, There were 10 0s in each glloup. To induce

diffenent expectations concerning the expenimental aims,

4 tneatments were ernployed, In thnee of these, 0s sar^r

wonds pneviously established as functionally similan to

eÌther "happy" or rtangnyrr, or aS neutral in eithen respect'

Os allocated to a fourth control condition wene not shown

vrords duning this stage,



GROUP
Stage I

(manipulation of 0s
expectations about
exþenimental aims)

Stage 2

(film masking verbal matenial
ln eithen angular (A) or
contouned (C) Iettening)

Happy Angny Neutnal N0
wonãs words !.londs TREATI'{ENT

ttHaPPytt rrAngnytt ttYqgPht' BLANK

ACACAC

//
/
/
,/
,/
/
/

1
2
3
l+

5
6
7
I
9

10

/
/

/
/

J
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

//
/
/
/
/
l
I

/
/

/
I/

/
,//

/I
/l
/
I

/
/

/
/

III/
II
l
,/
/
/

11
L2
13
14
15
16
L7
18
19
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Ta.ble 2 ,3 t The design of Expeniment 2.1, Gnoups were

finst shown wonds selected as like1y to
bias expectations about the expenimental

aims. Groups then watched a film in which

a face masked verbal matenial which was fonmed

fnom either angulan on contouned lettering.
Appnopniate control grouPs hrere included.
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Each of thnee filn loops included eithen the word

tthappytt or rrangnytr on tryagphrr, whilst no wond appeaned in

a founth film. Thene wêne therefo::e 4 levels concenned

wlth the meaning of the masked wond.

Finally, fon each of 3 conditions in which a wond

t'ras included in the fiIm, the stnuctunal attnibute of that

wond was defined as eithen angulan on contouned. The

factonial design was thenefone incomplete, since the

facton concerned with word stnuctunal pnopenties could not

be applied to those control groups viewing a film in which

no wond rÄras pnesent.

Procedune

Obsenyens attended in groups r sitting at desks

belveen 7 and 9 feet fnom the scneen. Com¡nunication with

the expenimenten and within the grouP !ìras nestnicted, a1l

instnuctions being on pninted handouts, on pnojected onto

the scrleen,

Stage 1 was eoncenned wíth nanipulating expectations

about the aims of the expeniment. Initial instnuctions

fncluded in Appendix 2.5 pnepaned 0s fon a test of visual

acuity and eye dominance. 0s wene nequined to identify

the lettens 22 B, E, hl, using the left eye only, and Q, Kt

M, X, with the night eye, each letten being exposed fon

50 msec. The foun wonds previously selected to bias Ors

expectations concenníng the expenímental aims followed,

each being exposed twice fon 500 msec in both angulan and

contouned lettening in a pnedeter:mined otlden,
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Each exposure was pneceded by a 5 sec wannÍng buzzen

duning which lights vrere extinguished. Following exPosuret

lights wetle nestored for 20 sec enabting 0s to indicate the

venbal material seen on the resPonse sheets pnovided. At

the conclusion of stage 1 projected instructions asked 0s to

nemain seated and nefrain f::om talking. The expenimenten

entered the expenimental noom bniefly, to collect nesPonse

sheets and distribute instr:uctions and response sheets fon

Stage 2, These ane inctuded in Appendix 2.5. Diffenent

response sheets were designedr âs descnibed above, to

pnovide contnols against response set.

During stage 2 the film loop was run, the sequence of

the wond masked by the face appeaning 16 times, aften which

0s nated the expnession of the face on the I0 dimensions

shown in Table 2.2 togethen with those of Happy-Anhappy a¡r'd

Angny-Ifot ang"A. Irlhen all the stimuli had been given, 0s

answened 3 questionnaires A, B and C, included in Appendix 2,5,

which wene designed to neveal if rnasking had been successful,

whether 0 had been aware of pantial cues, and to distinguish

between visual processes undenlying the centain necognition

of the wond in the fi1m, and infenential processes by which

0 rright anrive at a |tbest betlr concerning the wond. This

distinction has been emphasized by Neissen (1967, p,121)¡

who terms the fonmen process ttfigunal synthesisrr, while

rese:rving the tenrn |tauditony synthesistr fon the latten which

he negands as a¡r infenential venbal pnocess. The

questionnaines were designed in such a v,¡ay as to pnevent
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answers being biased by eanlien questions and a¡rswelas.

The 2+ adjectives in Questionnaine C were denived fnom

the L2 pairs of antonyms used to rate the exPression of the

face in the film. Once again, the design of the questionnaine

included a contnol- fon response set. Thus, the wonds $tene

presented in two diffenent ondells, one being the reverse of

the othen, ild 5 0s ín each grouP answened one fonm, while

5 answened the othen.

Obsetoers

108 male and L72 female students, with a modal age of

18 yeans, and ennolled in first and second yean psychology

counses at the University of Adelaide and the South

Austnalian Institute of Technology, served as Os. All wene

naive with nespect to the aims of the expeniment. Two

additional Os !,¡ere nejected afte:r connectly identifying the

wond in the film. 2?3 0s reponted that they did not know

the person in the film a¡rd it has been assumed that he was

unknown to the 7 failing to ans!,ler this question.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An exam:ination of nesponses following stage 1 neveals

that, of the 2l0 0s r:ndengoing these conditíons, only 4 made

ernors in neponting lettens (1 ernon each), 6 neponted 1

word inconnectly, and 1 failed to identify 2 wonds. These

Os wene not distnibuted among grouPs in any discennible

pattenn and it may thenefone be concluded that 0s necognized

the ver.bal matenial initially p:resented.
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Responses to questionnaines A and B cleanly demonstnate

that the gneat majority of 0s did not expenience any change

in facial expression, and nemained unaware of the wondrs

presence only 27 considened that a change of expnession

had occunned, and only 45 neponted the detection of

additional matenial in the fi1n. Observens who did this

v¡ene widely distnibuted thnoughout the 28 grouPs and

nefenence lâras invaniably directed towands non-facial

chanactenisticsr ê.8, film blemishes and itens of clothing.

4 0s indicated that they saw lettens but, since they hlere

unable to identify any of them conrectly, thein nesults

vrene netained fon a¡ralysis.

These findings completeiy discount the possibility
that 0 obtained fnagmentany infonmation at levels of

conscious awaneness, and confirm the effectiveness of the

backwand masking pnocedure, The tendency, neported by

Smittr et al (1959), fon 0s to expenience change in facial
expression is cleanly not evident hene. However, since

the Ínstnuctions given by Smith et al specifically suggested

the possibility of such a change (p.169), ít seems probable

that the effect was antifactual.

The frequency with which the 2+ adjectives listed in

questionnaine C wene selected, negandless of na¡rkr ês being

most pnobably exposed duning the film, depants significantly

from chance (single sample 12 = 528.9; d.f, = 23i P <

two tails), 16 of them making contributions to the ovenall
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X2 which exceed the critical value fon the ïeo Ievel. These

are from 10 descniptive dimensions, and include "haPPytt

(x' = 25,2)t trunhappytt (X' = 202.5), and ttangnyrr (xt = 42'3)'

An examination of the distnibutions of rrunhappytt a¡d rrangryrl

responses, however, fínds no evidence fon a relationship

with any of the independent vaniables (analyses ane includecì

ín Appendix 2.6 (i) and (ii)). However, a comPanison of

choice in questionnaire Cr with natings of facial expnession

on the two cnitical dimensions duning stage 2, reveals a

significant relationship for both HcppA-tlnhappy (X' = 59,9 i

df = 15; P <

7t+,2; df = 10i p <

contnibutions to these nesults indicate that 0s judging the

facial expnession as tthaPPytt have avoided the choice of

trunhappyrr, whilst those pneviously negistening judgements of

trunhappytr have subsequentl-y chosen this to a significant

dègnee. Similanty, those judging the face to be rrangnytl

have subsequently included this as a highly pnobable masked

wond, while those necording trnot angnytr judgements have

omitted trangnytt from thein choices, to a significant degree

(nefen Appendix 2,6 (iii) ).

These findings clearly demonstnate the openation of a

¡response set: Osl subsequent opÍnions about what wonds

night have appeaned in the film hrene langely determined by

their eanlien judgements of facial expnession, This, in

tunn, suggests that an exPenimenten míght expect to encounten
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difficultíes if he should t'eIy ultimately, as Neissen

suggested (1967, p.I21) on the phenomenal nepont of even

the most coopenative observen, The question of the use

made of phenomenal neponts in experimentation has been

widely discussed (!,latens, 1958; Conso, 1967) r and it is

not the intention hene to suggest that an 0fs intnospections

should be inadmissible as expenimental data. The pnesent

results, howeven, do ernphasize the need fon caution when

attenpting to interpnet these data,

The nesults funthen suggest that the expnessive

qualities neported are actually pnesent in the face.

Howeven, the single group (N = 10) which did not take pant

Ln stage 1, and whiclr viewed the film in which no venbal

matenial was present (gnoup 28 in Table 2.3), made judgernents

of facial expnession closely nesembling those made pnion to

the expeniment. (A companison is pnovided in Appendix 2,7

(i) ), This suggests that judgements of facial expnessions

have been affected by some as yet ruridentified vaniable in

the expenimental situation.

It was not expected that adjectives other than tthaPPytt',

lrunhappyrr, or frangnyil, rtnot ang:rytr would be selected fnom

questionnaine C at greaten tha¡r chance leveI. I'londs fnom

the I descniptive di¡nensions shown in Appendix 2.7 (ii) were'

however, chosen eithen more on less fnequently than would be

expected by chance, Ðd the mannen in which these panticular

dinensions had been pneviously applied to the same face in

the pne-expenimental session was thenefone examined. Despite
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the much smaller sample (l¡ = 23) t ear'lier ratings differed

significa¡tly fnom neutnal in the dinection predicted by

pnesent nesults in 4 cases (p ( 0,03; one tail), were

manginal in 2 (p f 0.07i one tail), and doubtful in It

atthough this was in the predicted direction (p = 0.14i one

tail) . fn the case of the dimension eouatdly-eourageous,

from which both adjectives welle chosen significantly Less

tha¡r chance, it was expected that eanlien natings would not

díf fen signif icantly fnom neutnal. This was for'¡nd to be

the case (P = 0,26) two tails)' j

Taken togethen, these findings suggest that although

the choice of some adjectives depa:rts signíficantly f:rom

chance, this is not nelated to factons nel-ated to the

expenimental tneatment, Rathen, the biases shown in

selecting these adjeotives as applicable to the facial

expression, ane probably a function of the wo:rds used to

form the descniptive dimensions. The altennative

explanation, that these chanactenistics might be seen to

be inherent in the facial expnession, would seem r:nIikelyt

since, with the possible exception of tidy-unt¿du, the

dimensions in Appendíx 2,7 (ii) are more appnopriately

applied to the description of behavioun than to facial

expression,

Because the foun gnouPs viewing the'no-wond film can

not be included under thecondltion, examining the stnuctunal

nelevance of venbal matenial, nating data, fon both HapPa-

l)nhappy and Angry-Not qngrV dimensions, have been analyzed

by 3 sepanate multi-factonial, onthogonal analyses of
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yaríance, included in Appendix 2.8.

Høppy ^UnhoppA rabtng e.

Tneatment in stage 1 pnoduced an unexpected bias

effect: all grouPs shown wonds prion to viewing the filmt

tended, negandl-ess of the meaning of the wonds they had

been shown, to nate the facial express'ion as mone unhappy

than did the groups not undengoing tneatment (Table 2.4;

F = 2.6s; df - 3, 2L6; p = 0,0+9). Hourever, F^.x(4rsg) =

1,99, indicating that vaniance is significantly non-

homoscedastÍc (1-q = 0.95)r and thene has been some

tendency fon scones to bunch at the top end of the rating

scale. Following a 2 ancsine /ã tnansfonmation, where æ

nepnesents a pnoPortional scone, the effect is less rnanked

(f =.2,l0i df - 3r2L6; P = 0.099). The meaning of the

venbal rnatenial in the film has had no effect (F < L.0) '
but the stnuctural attnibutes of the lettening has pnoduced

a significant effect (F =.3,81r d.f, ¡ 1r2L6; P = 0.049;

tnansformed data), angulan attnibutes nesulting in highen

Anhappy natings. The significant intenaction between

venbal matenial in Stage I and the stnuctunal attnibutes of

the venbal matenial in the filn (f = 2'82¡ df - 312l'-6,

p = .0.039; tna¡rsfonmed data), is caused by the effect of

angulanity being less manked in gnoups not taking pant in

stage 1 (Table 2,4). -No othen intenactions appnoach

significance at the 5% level-.



!,londs, presented duning Stage I r being

functionally sinilan to defined meanings

(Facton A)

Angry Happy Neutnal No tneatment T0TALS

5.53

(1.37)
5.80 5,77 5.73 $. 83

Angulan

Stnuctunal
pnopenties
of wonds
in the
filmt
Stage 2
(Factor C)

Contouned
5.43 4.70 5. 50 5.30 5.23

(1.35)

TOTALS

Table 2 ,4 t

5.62

(1.19)

5.23

(1.49)

5.62

(1.11)

5.07

(1.56)

Mea¡rs a¡rd sta¡rdand deviations (in panentheses)

fon natings of facial expression on the

HappA-Unhappy dimension. Analysis of

vaniance sunmary table is inctuded in

Appendix 2,8, I (i).
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Sepanate analyses, included in Appendix 2,8, Q) a¡rd

(3), enable the companison,of grouPs seeing films in which

the masked word is constnucted from angulan lettens, and

gtloups seeing those in which lettening is contouned, with

glloups viewing the film in which no wond is pnesent. These

confinm that the bias towards unhappy judgements, which

appears above to be attributable to the pnion exPosune of

any wonds, regatldless of thein emotional tone, is confined

to gr?oups viewing fiLms in which the masked wond is of

angulan apPeat?ance (f = 3.49; df - 3r144r P = 0.017) ' No 
/

significant effect is evident when the lettening of the

masked wond is contouned (f = 1.53; df = 3r144r p = Q.207).

It should not be concluded, howeven, that the angulan

properties of the masked woÌld ane a contnibutony facton to

this outcome, sinee the pzrelenee or abaence of a uord in the

fì,Lm ptoduees no sögnificant effeets on iudgenents, regardless

of whether the 1^Iond, when pnesent, is angulan (f = 1.14;

df = 3rI44; p = 0.336)¡ ol contouned (f = 1.45i df = 31144;

p = 0.229), CleanlY, if the angulan ProPerty of the masked

nord was a facton influencing judgement, then we should

expect to find that the angulan stnuctunal attributes produce

sÍgnificantly highen t)nhappy judgements tha¡r ane for:nd when

no wond is pnesent in the fiIm. As may be Seen fnom Table 2,5,

this has not been found to be the case. It is concluded,

thenefone, that judgements of facial exPression have been

influenced by the pnesence of venbal matenial presented pnion

to the judgemental sÍtuation, innespective of its meaning.



I,rl'ords pnesented duning Stage 1' being

functionally similan to defined meanings

(Facton A),

. Angny HaPpy Neutnal No tneatment TOTALS

lrAngnytt 5'80 5'80 6 .10 4.20 5.48

(1,45)

SþruetunaLLy
angular uoxds

in the filn"
Stage 2'
(Faetor B).

t'Happytt 6 ' 00 5. 80 5.40

trYagphtt 5'60 5.70 5'70

5,00

5,30

5,55

(1.30).

5,38

(r. 39 )

No wond
pnesent

l+.50 5.40 5. 60 4. 80 5.08

(1.51).

5.1+8

(1,40)

5.68

(1.29)

5. ?0

(t.22)
4,83

(1,62)TOTALS

Table 2.52 Means a¡rd standand deviations (in panentheses)

fon ratings of facial expnession on the

Happy.tJnhappadimension.Analysisofvariance

sunmary ta.ble is included in Appendix 2'8r 2(i)'
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Angry-Not ang?A natings.

The conclusions above neceive some suppont fnom

responses made on this dimension. No factons on inten-

action pnoduce diffenential effects sígnificant at the 5%

Ievel. However, the tneatment in stage t has pnoduced a

dÍffenence between those gnouPs that htere shown wonds

regardless of meaning, and those contnol grouPs that !,Iel1e

not, This diffenence, although not significant (F = 1.92¡

d,f. = 31216; p = 0.126), is consistent with the findings

discussed above, ild as may be seen fnom Table 2.6 ,

judgements in all gnouPg previously exposed to wonds show

slight biases towards Not qng?V, wheneas the bias is towards

Angny in those control groups not undengoing tneatment

duning Stage I. No evidence is forrnd fon an effect anising

out of structural differences in the masked venbal matenial.

Thene is some suggestion that the use of Angny-Not

qngîA has not been unifonm. !'lhen natings on this dimension

are categonized according to Happ7-Unhøppy ratings,

vaniance between Os incneases as judgement of flappy-Unhøppy

incneases fnom 1-7 (Speanman r" = 0.79, P =,0.048; two tail).

However, as may be seen from Table 2.7, thene is no clean

evÍdence that iuhe Angry-Not a.ngrA dimension has been

genenatly intenpreted in a manner inconsistent with use of

the Happy-Unhappy scale,



V,londsr Presented duning Stage It being

functionally similan to defined meanings

(Facton A)

Angry Happy Neutnal No tneatment TOTALS

angulan

Stnuctural
pnopenties
of wonds contoured
in the fÍlrn'
Stage 2

(Facton C).

TOTALS'

4.?3 3.83 4.17

+,37 4.63 l+.00

3. 80

3.93

4 .13

(1.76)

4,23

(1.49 )

¡+.55 4.23 4.08 3, 87

(1,48) (1.6?) (1.58) (1.7r+)

Tabr-e 2.62 Means and standard deviations (in panentheses)

fon natings of facial expnession on the

Angty-Not ang"A dimension' Analysis of

vania¡rce srunmany table is included in

APPendix 2.6r 1 (ií)'



Ratíng categoríes on HaPp7-Unhappy dimension

Meart

t¡

Sta¡rdand
deviation

I

l+,75

4

0.96

2

5.00

1I

1. 34

3

5.57

7

L,62

l+

4,30

50

l.l+3

5

4,55

60

1.53

6

4,19

89

1.55

?

3,59

59

1. 8r

TabLe 2.7 l Mea¡rs and estimated population standard

deviations fon natings of Angny-Not a,ngrA

= fallíng within all categonies of the

fløppy -Unhappy dinensLon .
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CONCLUSIONS

Unden conditions whene the possibility of bias caused

by situational cues is reduced by isolating 0s from

expenimental appanatus, and ninimizing contact with the

expenimenten, the phenomena often reponted as supponting

a hypothesis of discnimination wi'chout av,taneness r have not

appeaned. This lends suppont to the altennative viewpoint,

that raising on lowening of thneshold to emotional matenial

result ,from resPonse bias, and ane not due to any change in

sensor5r processes (Goldiamond, 1958). It is c1ear,

funthenmore, fnom the absence of an obvious nelationship

between the fu¡rctional mea¡ring of the wonds shor¡In to 0s in

stage 1, a¡rd the subsequent natings made by these 0s of the

extent to which the face they sa$¡ revealed the emotions of

anger on happiness, that the attempt to manipulate 0s

expectations dinectly has not Succeeded. Response bias

has evidently occunred, howeven, as demonstnated by the

significantly less unhappy judgements made by 0s not

previously shown venbal matenial of any kindr a Paradoxical

finding fon which no explanation can be offened here.

The finding that nesPonses to vanious questionnaires

administened at the end of the expenimental session are in

l-ine with earlier judgements concenning facial exPression

made duning the SeSSion¡ ilôY also be interpneted as evidence

fon nesponse bias of an unexpected kind. ThÍs nesult points

to the difficulty of placing much relia¡rce upon phenomenal

E
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reports which, aften the event, ane unlikely to be independent

of eanlien pattenns of nesponding.

Although thene aPpears to be some pnima faeie evidence

that pnevious exPosune to wonds of any kind nay lead to an

increased sensitivity to partial cues concerning the

st:nuctunal attnibutes of masked stimulation, this must be

discounted in the light of evidence that the effect occunned,

even when no wond was pnesent in the filn. It should be

noted that, lacking the contnol effected by this final

condition, which is seldom encountened in the literatune,

this finding would have been attributed to the angulanity of

the masked stimuli, and seen, thereforer to suppont fragment

theony,

The difficulties encountened in attempting to intenpnet

these data undenscone the necessity of adequate contnol

pnocedutles, particulanly whene a numben of conditions ane

involved, Of equal impontance, howeven, is the choice of

sti¡nulus and nesponse measunes. The ambiguity of these

expenimental findings suggest that, despite wide application

in reseanch of this tyPe, venbal matenial a¡rd verbally

dependent scales may best be avoided at this stage, in favoun

of variaÞles fon which the panametens may be more accunately

specified.
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CHAPTER IIÏ.

TTIE MEASUREMENT OF ' INSPECTION TIME ' A}¡D

INOISE' IN THE VISUAL SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

. In 1760 Bouguer neported that when two candles of

diffening brightness ane placed so that one casts a

shadow oblitenating that from the othen, the natio of the

fi¡o intensities nemains constant with vaniation in the
(cited by Barlow, 1957a)

brightness of the lights/ This would aPPear to be the

eanliest attempt to measune the discnirninato::y linitations

of neeepton ongans utilizing the diffenential thneshold.

Du:ring the next hundred years a numben of wonkens,

including the Genman physiologist E.H. !'leben, confinmed

that the least detectable increment in intensity incneases

as a dinect function of the sta¡rdand on backgnound

intensity to which the onganism is adapted. This concept

(AI/I = C) was found to hold neasonably well within wide

limits of intensity, despite individual diffenences, not

onLy fon vision but also fon other Sense modalities.

Fechnen (1966) assumed the !Ùebe:r fraction to be true,

a¡rd used it in attempting to demonstnate a lawfu1

nelationship between stimulation afid Sensation. He funthen

assumed that any difference thneshold is subjectively equal

to any other, deniving, by integnation, his t'psychophysical

lawrr;

sensation=KlogIi "
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The adequacy of the vJeben fnactíon was challenged

from the outset, a numben of wonkens demonstnating its

breakdown at low and high intensities and some inaccuracy

in the intenmediate range, Othens questioned the validity

of the underlying assumptions r panticularly those concenning

the qua¡tification of a sensation (Henmon, 1906t pp.5-11)'

Fechnen, howeven, considened that the absolute thneshold

pnovided the limiting case of the diffenential thr:eshold'

Thus Fechnenrs theony stressed that the onganismrs

capacity to nespond to stimulation was linited. The

level of the absolute thneshold was held to be detenmined

by the nAugenschwanztr, an intninsic residual activity

existing in the onganismts nervous System. Essentially,

Fechnerrs nationale was that because the bnain a¡rd its

neceptor systems are alneady in a state of neurological

activity, excitation nesulting from a physical stimulus

must sufficiently exceed the leve1 of excitation alneady

present, Un1ess this occurned, the onganism could not

experience sensation and $¡aS not, therefore, caPable of

detection on discnimination'

Since that time the differential thneshold has

provide.d a fundamental behavioural descripton, used

extensively in cornpaning the nelative sensitivity of

diffenent sense modalities, measuning the effects of

fatigue, anxiety, sensony deprivation, and the influence

of dnugs a¡rd alcohol, establishing the perceptual

capacities of species othen tha¡l malì, and deteeting changes
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nesuiting fnom development a¡rd ageing' Although

controversy has existed since the eanl-iest studies¡ êS

to whether sensory discnimination actually involves an

underlyi.g, a.brupt, qualitative change at the thneshold,

as held by Fechnenr oF whethen thene is no thneshold in a

litenal Sense a¡rd that trsensation and stimulation each

forms a continuumrt (Jastnow, 1888, p.284)¡ it may be

iltustrated by the method of consta¡rt stimulus differences

(Conso, 196?) that nesPonse pnobability, in a situation

involving two discriminandar mêY be plotted as a

psyehometric funetíon of the stimulus diffenences (Urban,

tg10). Peince and ,Jastnow (1885) found no evídence fon

discontinuity as implied.by Fechnents Position, reponting

that the fr¡nction took the shape of a continuous sigmoid

curve.

Jastnow (1888) pnoposed that the fonm of this

function was caused by trlapses of attention, slight

fatigues a¡rd all the othen psychological fluctuations

that go to make us nohl betten and novt vlorse judging agencíes

tha¡r our average selvestt (P .284 ) . Cattell ( I89 3 ) made

sl,milar suggestions linking vaniation in sensation, and

hence respondirg, to vaniance in stimulation and to

internal fluctuations rrin attention, fatigue, interestt

ÍnhÍbitiontt and other numerous rrsou:lces of variationrr

(p,29?), The ideas of these early b¡orkers pnovide

paralIels with more recent intenest in trneunaltt on rrintennal

nOiSett , The trAugensChçarztt may be Seen aS. the Precullsor tO
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maintained activity in the centr"al nepvous system, whilst

eanly concern with vaniance pnovides the basis fon pnesent

day signal/noise dÍscrimination and detection theony.

Recondings from single sensory neunones have almost

invaniably nevealed a continuous, inregulan activityr even

in the absence of any dinect stimulation. This low

fnequency dischange !,Ias attnibuted to methodological

sounces of ernon by eanly wonkens but, following Granit

(1941), it has been widely necognised that factons like
mechanical stimuLation, electnode pressulle and anaesthesía

ane not responsibl-e fon the backgnound, maintained activity.
Maintained activity has been neconded in single ganglíon

cel1s in the catrs netina, even in complete dankness and

aften full adaptation, (Granit, 1955; Anduiní and Pinneo,

1962, 1963; LevÍck and Williarns, 196r+; Rodíeck, 1967¡

Banlow and Levick, 1969 (a) , 1969 (b) ) , a¡rd in unanaesthetized

preparations (Kufflerr êt alr 1957).

In addition, it has been necognized that vaniability

in stimulus enengy, a.bsonbed from a nominally constant

source, limits the accuiracy of intensity judgenents (Rose,

1948; de Vnies, 1943; 1956), Hecht et aI (1942)' in

fact, considered the effects of biological noise to be

negligible, anguing that statistical fluctuations in
detection could be entirely accounted fon by vaniance in the

numben of quanta absonbed by the photo-neceptons during a

single, bnief flash of light of near-thneshold intensity.
Mone necently, howeven, it is rnost commonly held that,
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whilst stinulus vaniability is undoubtedly a contnibuting

facton, the absolute timit to discnimination is ultinately

detenmined by nandom biological activity in the centnal

nesvous system (Denton and Pirenne, 1954; Banlow, 1956,

I957a, 1957b) I which may be the consequence of ongoing

contical processes, on the afteneffects of pnevious

activity (Hebb, 1961; Tneisman, 1964; V'lelfondr 1965a,

1968),

Anduini (1963) and Pinneo (196ôa) have criticised

enengy level theonies on the gnounds that they negand

spOntaleous, random dischange of neunones as noise and,

thenefore, disruptive. These authors anguer oD the

contnany, that both phasic a¡rd tonic activity convey

infonmation of specifíc functional value to the onganism,

emphasising the essential nole of vaniable stimulation in

maintaining normal perceptual function (Arduini and Pinneo,

1962, 1963) , They point to evidence of a dinect

relationship between panametens associated with impulse

fnequency and varying conditions of stimulatíon (Kufflen,

1953¡ Bullock and Diecke, 1956) and to evidence that

programming highly specific discrete stimulation may

produce integnated sequences of motor activíty, which ane

the combination of several different behavioural fnagments

(Pinneo, 1966b),

Howeven, without denying the significance of such

activity to díscrinination and lear"ning, thene is also

evidence that i:rregulaníty in the timing of the occunrence
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of impulses from neceptor organs may limit sensitivity in

the pnocessing system (Banlow and Levick, 1969a).

Furthenmore, it is felt that Pinneots (1966a) cniticisms

of Hebb and Treisman arer in pant, based uPon a mis-

interpnetation of theí:: positions, which ane concerned with

the consequences of íntenaction between intninsic cortical

activity, arising from stimutation which is irneleva¡rt to

the task, nathen tha¡r with the panametens of specific task-

linked activity, A reasonable compnomise would seem to be

that a unique pnobability distnibution function, detenmined

by a specific signalr flaY become incneasingly disrupted as

it is .swanped by an increasing number of innelevant

functions,

In a series of investigations concerned with spatial

summation, Gnegony and his associates have Produced

psychophysicat estimates of noise in the visual system,

atternpting to distinguish between netinal noise, added to

the system befone tnansduction, artd neu:ral noise, anising

fnom vaniation in impulse nate subsequent to tnansduction

(Gregony and Cane¡ 1955; Gnegonyr 1955r 1956; Cane and

Gnegony, 1957). Although these measunes have shown

pnomise in studying penceptual changes with age (Gnegoryt

Ca¡re a¡rd Vtat1ace, 1957; Gregory; Gnegory and Kendont

cited by We1fond, 1958¡ pp.156-160), a numben of cniticisms

have been raised (Banlow, cited by Gnegony, 1956; Banlowt

1957b; Bulmer and Howarthr 1957) r and as the authors

themselves acknowledger the values obtained ane highly

relia¡rt upon the goodness of fit derived fnom the enpirical

data.
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Barlow (1956) describes a procedune fon estimating

both the mean maíntaíned netinal discharge and the ratio

of nod excitations to quanta falling on the conRea from

a flash of 1íght at threshold intensity. The dank-

adapted subject l-ooked at bníef light flashes of vanying

intensity unden conditions ensuring scotopic stimutation,

and, in addition to reconding when he saw a flasht

indicated ttpossiblerr flashes. The experímental design

Íncluded a numbe:: of It zero intensity flashesrr which

occunred in the same context as stimulus flashes, theneby

providing an indication of false-positive rate, Although

it is possible in principle to denive a best-fitting

cumulative Poisson distnibution from the empinical data,

whene slope at threshold pnovides an indicant of noise a¡rd

the 50eo thneshold repnesents the ratio of nod excitations.

to guantal stimulation, the technique nelies upon an

accunate tfalse-positiver measure and this was not obtaíned

in practice. Banlow concludes that the allowable range of

panameten values obtained is so lange as to renden othen

methods of detenmination necessany' A mone successful

pnocedure (Gnegony, 1959; Banlow, 1957a) involves finst

establishing the nelationship between AI a¡¡d f over a

range whene the contnibution of noise is negligible, and then

extnapolating this nelationship to the absolute thnesholdt

where the only noíse is assumed to be intninsic netinal

actívity, Although dependent upon a large numben of

empinically specified panametens, this technique yields

'values of ldank lightt, which aPpear to neceive so¡ne
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conrobonation fnom available evidence concerning maintained

activity in the visual sYstem.

M, Tneisma¡r (1961+) pnesents no nel^r data but uses the

signal detection model to aPPly I¡{ebenrs 1aw pansimoniously

to a wide llange of threshold discnininations. It is

postulated that the centnal effect of incoming stimulation

ís a linean function of stimulus intensity and may be

represented by a nonmal distnibution, the variance of which

(tenmed fneunal noiser ) will be positively connelated with

the initiat sources. Given these assumptions r it is

possible to define the weben fnaction in tenms of a

continuous tnansition, fnom a Squane root ]aw at Iow

stimulus intensities, to a linear Law at high intensities,

thus accounting for both the appnoximations to l¡lebenr s

law so frequently encounte:red fo:: mid-nange stimulus

dimensions and the depa:rtunes nepo::ted fon low values of

I, The !'leben function that Tneisman denives includes a

numben of panametens which ta]<e account of the effects of

diffenent sounces of noise, and Tneisman discusses PoSSible

techniques fon isolating foun of the panametens in some

detaíl. Hov,tevell, the clifficulties encountened by Gnegony

a¡rd his associates and by Barlow, described above, remain.

Also thene is evidence that sensory coding is multidinensional

(Utta1, 1969). While, thereforer speculation concenning

the detaiLs of conplex neunal integration and function

provides an impetus to the discussion and clanification of

ideas, and may help establish guidelines for the plausibility
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of hypotheses, a single behayiou:ra} measure of noise, in

the most compnehensive Senser Seems to be the mose usefu1

at the pnesent time.

THE PSYCHOI,IETRTC FIJNCTION A}TD THE PHI-GAMMA HYPOTIIESIS

Although the distnibution of effect fnom some sounces

may be more appnopniately char:actenized by a Poisson

distnibution (Pinenne, 1951; Ba:rlow, 1956; !'lelfor:d, 1968)

it has been widely accepted that the combined effects of all

Sources of nandom variation should be closely approxinated

by a nonmal curve (Jastnow, 1888; Cattell, 1893; Boning,

191?; Thunstone rLgZTa, 1927b; Cartwnight and Festingen,

1943; Tanner and Sr'rets, 1954). As pointed out by Swets

et al (1961), although the assumption of nonmality

sirnplífies mattens, it is sufficient that the distnibution

be such that it ca¡ be transfonmed into the Gaussia¡ fonm.

Two signals X and Y of diffenent magnitude may

thenefone be repnesented by two uncor:nelated normal

distnibutions of sensory effect having equal vaniancer ês

shol^m in Figune 3.1. Following Thunstone (I927a) ¡

fluctuations in Sensony effect ane held to occun fnom one

Jud.gement to the neæþr so that each judgernent is a function

of the t'discriminal differencerr (X - Y) between X and Y on

that tníal. Over a series of tnials the distribution of

CX - Y) diffenences will have a mean (X--Yt equal to X' - I

a¡rd a sta¡rdand deviatio. o(x-y) = Ç4 coo li4where

oX = oy), as illustrated in Figune 3.2. Acconding to the
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OYX
MAGNITUDE OF SENSORY EFFECT

figune 3'1;

Hypothetical fnequency (f) dist:ríbutíons of

the magnitude of sensory effect connesponding

to ttlo signals X a¡rd Y.. The distnibutions

ane nonmal, wíth means X and l, and o" = oY'



(a) (b)
r f

o x-v x-Y

MAGNITUDE OF DIFFERENCE IN SENSORY EFFECT

Figune 3,2 z

Hypothetical fnequency distnibutions of (X-Y)

diffenences in the magnitude of sensony effect

betv¡een the signals X ar¡d Y: (a) the case

whene Í' t Y; (b) the case whene N < I
The pnobability of a positive difference

connesponds to the area p, while that of a

negative diffenence connesponds to q, wíth

P+q=1'
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phi-gamma hypothesis, the pnobability 0 of making a response

of the fonm fX >. Yt to a given stimulus diffenence Y should

conrespond to the propontion p of the distnibution of (X - Y)

diffenences falling above 0, whene Y is measuned in units of

o(X_y). The cornesPonding psychometnic function takes the

form of a cumul-ative normal ogive (Boring' l-917; Corso,

1967), It is thenefone Possible, by obsenving the

pnoportion of nesponses of one kind made oven a range of

('X - f) diffenences, to chant out the hypothesized

distnibution of differences, and to calculate its standand

deviation o(X_y) ír tenms of the physical units in which

the signals are measured (Guilfondr 1954).

There is penhaps some restniction on the genenality

of the phi-gamma hypothesis in cases whene the vaniance

ín the distnibution of sensony effect is dinectly nelated

to its mean value (Solomons, 1900)r on if the magnitude

of sensony effect were found to be nelated to nelative

stinulus diffenences, as implied by t'lebenrs Law, nather"

thar¡ to absolute diffenence. In the finst case, deviation

firom the phi-ganima hypothesis should be shown by inequality

between a measure of o(X_y) calcuLated fnom resPonses of the

fonm tX > Yt and one based on those of the fonm rX < Yt.

In the second, any deviation would result in skewing of the

psychometnic function. However, a study of 630 diffenential

thnesholds by 'Fennbengen (1949) for:nd vintually no diffe:rence

betv¡een values of o(X_y, calculated fon the two alternative

responses, Funthenmone, thene seems to be rlo unequivocal

evidence that the psychometnic fr¡nction depants systematically
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fnom a nonmal ogive on is betten descníbed, as pnoposed by

Stevens et aI (1941)r by a rectilinear fonm (Unban' 1910;

Guilfond, 1954; Banlow, 1961; Consor 1967). Indeed, at

the smal} absolute magnítudes nequi:red for the measunement

of thnesholds, it has been necognized that the nelative

magnitudes of stimulus diffenences may be less ímportant

than absolute diffenences (Crossman and Szafnant 1956;

!,lel-fond, 1960). In an unpublished expeniment by Vickens

and Binns, using differences in line length ranging fr:om

0,oI deg, of visual angle to 0.14 deg., it was found that

response latencies and errors each formed two sepanate

functions when plotted against nelative stimulus diffenence.

When plotted against absolute diffenence, howeven, each

could be described by a single, continuous curvet suggesting

that absolute difference was the pnincipal facton

deternining penformance. Even if nelative difference

were openative, deviation of the psychometnic function fnom

a nonmal ogíve would be negligible unless the weben fnaction

appnoached 0,2 (Thurstone, 1928)r which might be pnedicted

fon taste, but is 10 times highen tha¡r the expected value

fon the visual modality (Boning, Langfeld and trleld, 1948t

p,268), !,tithin the pnesent context, theneforer the

assumptions of nonmality, constant vaníance, and a linean

relation betlqeen stimulus diffenence and sensony effectt

would appean to be satisfactony app:roximations fon the

restricted range of values used in detennining a thneshold

(Treisman and Wattsr 1966), and the phi-ganna hypothesis
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seems to pnovide a tenable explanatony model for the

processes involved in sensory discnirnination.

It has been widely accepted that o(x-V), on the

related measurle or preeision, given by h = L/o(x-y)/Tt

will vary dinectly with differential sensitivity, as

illustrated in Figune 3'3 (Cullen, 1926; Kelloggt 1930;

Woodwonth, 1938; Guilfond, 1954; Fechnen' 1966; Corso'

1967; Siegel, 1969), Howeven, whereas classical

psychophysics has emphasized the impontance of precise

thneshold measunement, obtained r¡nden conditions aS fnee of

constnaints as Possible¡ (Ke1logg, 1931; Consot 1967)t

Vickers (19?2a) has proposed that the panametens of er:non

in penfonmance unden canefully specified conditions might

pnovide a measure of the fundamental linitations in

sensory moton perfonmartce. It is thenefore suggested that

o(X_y) rnight funnish a useful index of noise, pnovided that

it is measured unde:r conditions fnee fnom the effects of

bias and unden which t:rle eautíon of o is contnolled and

data aeeumulation Prevented.

DECTSION MODELS OF SENSORY JUDGEMENT

A majon difficulty fon the classical model of

psychophysical judgenent is that the absolute thneshold

has been found to vary with changes in obsenvet bias'

Studies of the absolute thneshold fon flicken fusion, fon

example, have drawn attention to enlrolîs of lthabituationrl

and rr anticipationrr (Hake and Rodwan , 19 6 6 ) , whilst

instructions designed to facilitate on inhibit ttre penception
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of flicken have been found to affect the critical cycle

time (Knox, 1945; Landís and Hamwi, 1954; clank' 1966)'

Boning (1920) has proposed that detenmining the a príoni

pnobabilityofmakingoneresPonsenatherthananothen

should affect the psychometnic function' a suggestion

supponted by evidence that, when diffenential thneshords

are detenrnined using an intenmediate nesponse categony to

al-low fon rdoubtfult or requalr judgements, the standand

deviation of the psychometnic function of one nesponse

may diffen from that fon the othen, because of a bias

towands a panticular resPonse in the doubtful cases i

(Cullenr 1926).
.Signal detectíon theony (Tannen and Swets, 1954)

pnovides a possible solution to this difficulty, since it

distinguishes between 0rs sensitiuity and his bías towands

making one or the othen resPonsê, and the model has been

applied to the measurement of absolute thnesholds (swets

et ê1, 1961; Hake and Rodwan, 1966; Conso' 1967) and

díffenential thnesholds (Tneisma¡r and watts, 1966) ' In

the latten case, whene O is pnesented with a discrimination

task identical to that illustnated in Figure 3'2, it is

proposed that O adopts a cutoff, ûe, along the dimension of

diffenences, classifying as tgneatent all obsenvations

above it, and as llessenf those below it, as shown in

Figure 3,4a, l,Jhereas in terms of thneshold theonyr a

bias towards one altennative would result in a l0wered

'thneshold fon that resPonse, leaving o(X-y) r:nchanged'
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vrithin the context of the signal detection model, bias is

neflected by a shift in æo' The model coPes with the

aclditional complication of a¡r intenmediate category by

supposing that O adopts two cutoffs æ" and' æn' obsenvations

below r, being classified as t lessenr , those above rn as

rgneatenr, and intermediate judgements as tdoubtfull.

A nunber of workens have suggested that 0 may inc::ease

sensitivity by obsenving sensory input fon a longen period

of time. This increases the nurnben of inspections n,

upon which the decision is based (Thomson, 1920; crossman.t

lgSS; Hammenton, 1959). If this st:rategy is intenpneted

within.the context of signal detection theory, then the

distr.ibutions in Figune 3,4a become sampling distnibutions

of means, thein standard deviations decneasing as a function

of z, as shown in Figune 3,4b. This position therefone

pnedicts that df will increase as a function of ñ (Green

et ê1r 195?¡ Taylon et â1, 1967), and has been specÍfically

applied in an attempt to estimate noise in the huma¡t

auditony system by swets et aI (1959) and Gneen (1964).

They argue that, since vaniability between obsenvations fon

the Same alternative in a fonced choice procedune is held to

be caused by noise in ot s sensor5¡ system, any incnease in

d?, following multiple obsenvations where external noise is

held consta¡rtr ßêy be neganded as the nesult of averaging

oven internal noise onlY.

- Although both expeniments nesult in consistent

estimations of noise, which agree with the findings of a

numben of similan investígations cited by Swets (1961), the
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x<Y x>Y x<Y

MAGNITUDE OF DIFFERENCE IN SENSORY EFFECT

X>Y

loc x"' o

Ftgure 3.4¡

Hypothetical fnequency distnibutions of (X-Y)

diffenences in the riragnitude of sensony effect

between the signals X and Y, consistent with

sfgnal detection theorY.

(a) the distnibutions fon single observations ¡

(b) the distnibutions of mean obsenvations

(continuous lines) have decneased vania¡rce

companed with the oniginals (dotted Línes) t

a¡rd discniminabilitY (dr ) of the

altennatives is thenefone incneased,
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hypothesis of a linean nelation between dr and /n has

been cniticized by vickers (19?0) r who points out that

data by Gneen et aI (195?), swets et al- (1959) r and

schouten and Bekken (196?) is as well descnibed by a

sigmoidal, as by a linean nelation. Mone seniously,

when stirnulus diffenence is nandomly varied from tnial

to tr:ial, thereby preventing o from detenmining in advance

the number of obsenvations nequired, thene is abundant

eyidence that Os not only make more elrrors at the smallen

diffenences, but take longen to neach a decision (Vickenç t

1970; Vickens et ê1, 1972; Swenssonr 1972)'

'vüithin the context of signal detection theony,

changes in discniminatory judgenent as a function of tine

are indistinguishable fnom vaniations in sensitivity'

arising from incneases on decneases in internaL noise' It

has been suggested, howeven, that these changes might

nesult from the degnee of eaution exencised by 0r as

neflected in a compromise or trade-off between speed and

accuracy in nesponding (Hick, 1952; Cnossmanr 1955;

Fitts, 1966; Pachella and Pew, 1968; Laning, 1968;

swanson and Briggs, 1969; Vickers et â1, 1971; Vickers

et alr ]:g72; Swensson, lg72), tlheneas diffenences of

bias should cause shifte in the diffenential threshold,

variations in the speed-accunacy tnade-off should change

tlrle preeisíon of the psychometnic cullve r aS a function of

-judgement time.
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These diffenent considenations find an integnated

account in necent optíopaL-stopping decision models of

judgement, in which 0 is assumed to accumulate the

outcome of a series of obsenvations of the sensory input,

made one at a time and at a steady rate until some Pre-

determinecl leve1 of caution is satisfied (Audleyr 1970;

víckens, 1970, 1972ù, The natune of the decision

cnitenion vanies fnom model to model, Audley (1960)

assuming that it is equivalent to an unbnoken rzz of k

positive on negative signal diffenences. A tandom ualk

hypothesis, based on a proposat by stone (1960)' and

deveioped by Laning (1962, 1968) and Edwands (1965)'

postulates that the cnitenion is a diffenence of k events

between the positive and negative elements inspectedt

while La Benge (1962) has proposed a reenuitment model in

which accumulation of k events of eithen class is the

cnitical facton. Audley and Pike (1965) have considened

a random walk process in which k dimínishes within the

course of a single tnial, while Pike (19681 1971) has

suggeste ð. a oaríabLe nectuitment model in which k vanies

nandomly fnom tnial to tnial'

vickens (1970) has attempted to accor¡nt fon appanent

inconsístencies in the available expe:rimental data by

deVetoping a model which inconponates an a,ceumulation

process in which both rnagnítude and pnobability of

occurrence fon a sampled event may vary' The observen

is assumed to accumulate in tuni-dinectional countensr

two nunning totals of the amount of positive and negative
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diffenences r:ntil one of the totals exceeds a cnitenion.

Vickens (I972a, L972b) pnesents convincing evidence that

the pnopenties of an accumulaton model agnee closely $¡ith

the ernpinical featunes of discnimination and penceptual

onganisation,

Despite diffenences between detailed pnopenties of

the vanious models, all pnedict that the pnobability of

a connect response is a sigrnoidal fr¡nction of signal

diffenence, o(X_y, decneasing with incneasing k, Thus,

incneased pnecision is held to be due to the accumulation,

oven time, of information concenning the discniminanda,

and nepnesents an impnovement upon penfonmance nestnicted

to a single obsenvation. It follows that if 0 adoptsr oF

is fonced to adopt, a sufficiently 1ow value of k so that
his judgement is based upon the inspection of a single
(X - Y) diffenence, then the pnobability p of sarnpling a

positive diffenence will be given by the pnopontion of
cornect responses of the fonm fX ) Yr, and in these

circumstq,nees, the standand deviation sO of the psychometnic

cunve fon nesponses of the fonm tX > Yt should connespond to

the value of the standand deviatio. o(X_y) of the undenlying

distnibution of signal diffenencês. It is pr:oposed,

therefone, that the measu::e 
"D, obtained unden these conditions,

pnovÍdes an index of the noise liniting discniminative

capacity,
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A CONSTANT INSPECTTON TÏ¡'fE

considenable evidence exists that 0s ane able to

make fasten judgements if instnucted to do so (Ganrettt

lg22; Festingetl , l-9 + 3) , newanded fon nesponding quickly '
or punished for being slow (Johanson, 1922), even though

they tend to make mone errors when nesponding quickly (Pew,

1969).Ithasalsobeenfoundthat0saneabtetonespond
before a specified deadline has elapsed (Fitts, 1966;

011man, 1966; schouten a¡rd Bekken, 196?; Yellottr 1967t

1971; Pachella and Pew, 1968; Link and Tindal1, 1971)t

using cnitenion times as low as 100 msec. with response

latencies as shont as 170 msec. (Schouten and Bekken, 1967) '

It seems pnobable, therefone, that o might be influenced

to base his decision on a single inspeetion, ttímplicitrr oll

ttcovert resPonsetr (Auclley, 1960, 1964) r on Itprocessing

peniod'r (Efron, 1967) if this could be specified. Although

it nay at Some laten stage, Prove necessany to negard

ínspeetíon tì.me (À) as a single cognitive openation

inconponating many smallen units, it woutd Seem that, for

the present, À is most conveniently treated as a unitany

process, the most 1ike1y estimate being pnovided by

expe:riments investigating the dunation of a rrperceptual

momentrr(Stnoud, 1956; !,lhite, 1963; Efron, 1967; Sanford,

19?1) , These, together with a numben of expeniments

concerned with the durations of stinuli over which meta-

contnast effects ane obsenved (Kahnema¡r, 1968) suggest a

hypothetical penceptual mechanism contnolling temponal

pattenning pnocesses in the central nervous system, and
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which functions in accondance with a constant time intenval

of appnoxinately 100 msec,. This estímate is supponted by

evidence concenning the peniodicities of the braints alpha

nhythn and saccadic eyemovement, multimodalities in

distnibutions of reaction time, and the integnation time

irnplied by the penception of phenomenal simultaneity and

temporal numenosÍty, although othen estimates appean to

exist (Sanfond, 1971). It is not cnitical to the cunrent

proposals whether the integrating peniod is best descnibed

by a discnete SanPling mechanism, or a continuous sanpling

model as outlined by Allpont (1968) and Uttal (1970).

Arguirrg that the distr.ibution of latencies fon conrect

responses to an easy discnimination should confonm to the

Laplace distríbution, Vickens (19?0) deduced fnom McGill

(1962) that an estimate of I should be given by the

diffenence between the minimum and modal l-atencies. He

for¡nd that the average of the estimates based on data fnom

five subjects was 100 msec. lrlelford (1971a)has obtained

an independent estimate of 92 msec. for Àr using a

nationale designed to isolate a numben of processes

contnibuting to choice-neaction time. A more necent

estimate gives I = 100 msec. (V,lelford, personal commr:nication).

l,lhile it nay subsequently be found that thene ane substantial

differences in inspection time, both between and withín

individuals (Stroud, 1956; Shallice, 1964)' it is hypothesízed

hene that O can in centain cincumst¿¡nces be nestricted to a

single inspection of the stimulus diffenence, afid encounaged

to adopt a low value of k, by pnesenting díscninina¡rda
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tachistoscopically for 100 msec., followed by appnopniate

backwand masking to pnevent funthen accumulation of useful

data from momentanily stored Sensony infonmation (Ave::bach

and Spen1ing, 1961; Kahneman, 1968; Habenr 1970).

THE MEASUREMENT OF INSPECTTON TTME tr

It seems highly plausible that thene alle lange

diffenences between discniminanda which are so easy fon

human obsenvens that they could be nesolved without ennor

on the basis of a single sample, p:rovided 0 had the

oppontunity to make one inspection of the sensony data.

An estimate of À should thenefone be given by the stimulus

duration empinically detenmined as necessany fon penformance

of such a task to achieve some predetenmined, high level of

accut?acy. A suitable discnimination task would appean to

be one ín which the stimulus difference subtends a visual

angle of 0.8 deg. This figune is 2.67 times the maximum

value of 
"D = 0.3 deg., estimated by Vickers et aI Q972)

fnom expenimental data obtained by Botwinick et al (1958)

fon olden 0s (median age = 7l years) (See Appendix 3.1).

Using 0.3 deg. as a pnovisional upper estimate of noise,

the expected pnobability of ennon following one inspection

of sensony input with a stimulus diffenence cornesPonding

to 0,8 deg. should be less tha¡r 0.005, ^ållowing for the

possibility of othen sources of enron, such as anticipation,

or momentany inattention, the mone conservative 97.ïet linit
of confidence should pnovide a suitable cnitenion fon

vir"tually erron fnee penfonmance.
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EXPERT}TENT 3.1

Apparatus

Stimuli blere ptotted in non-stonage mode on a

Tektnonix 61I stonage display, controlled by a PDP 8/L

digital computen. The nefnesh cycle was less than 3

m5ec., so that all pants of a figune seemed to appear and

disappean simultaneously. Responses hrene made by pressing

one of two morase keys. The tining, reconding and pre-

liminany analysis of responses was cannied out by the

computen.

Stí,muLì

Stimuli consisted of two vertÍcaI lines, 28.8 and

38.4 rnur long, and 14 mm apart, with thein uPPen ends

tenminated by a thind, honizontal ]iner âs shown in

Figune 3,5a. The display was viewed fnom a distance of

66 cßr so that the stimulus diffenence of 9.6 nm

collresponded to a vísual angle of 0.8 deg. A 7 iltm sgualle,

appeaning 512 msec. befone the display onset and nemaining

for 256 msec. in the position shown in Figune 3.5a,

pnovided O l^tith .rn attentional cue. Immediately fqlLouinçi

pnesentation, a backward mask ovenlaid the stimulus displayt

extending the shonter ventical line to the same length as

the longerr ês illustnated in Figune 3.5b. The pattern

position was vintually constant in the mj-ddle of the scneen,

shlfting only 0.3 mrn in 16 successive tnials befone recycling,

in onden to avoid sconching the sclleen. Lpninosity could

not be accunately detenmined, but was pneviously established
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Cfr Sca1e dnawing of the 'tyPe of stimulus

dísplay, with the positíon of the sguare

- attention cue in bnoken lines.

b, The backwand mask used in Expeniment 3.1,

cr The baclq^¡and mask used in Expeniment 3.2'

ca

ll

Fl,gune 3,5 :
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as being sufficient fon the display to be cleanly visible,

while still being well below an intensity at which oven-

$miting with the mask pnoduced a discniminable change in

brightn€ss. The display was tenminated by a nesponse,

and the following tnial initiated aften 2 sec,

Ðesì.gn

An expenimental session consisted of 6 nuns, each

with 105 tnials. The initial tlun, and the finst 5 tnials

of each subsequent runr l^tere fon pnactice on1y, and wene

thenefone excluded fnom analysis. V'lithin each l?un,

stimuli I"Iere pnesented fon 10 dif fenent exposures r nanging

fnom I to 80 msec. in stePs of g msec. r $rith an equal

nurnber at each dunation nandomly pnesented thnoughout

each successive block of 20 tnials. !,lithin each blockt

the Seguence hIaS random except that the occurllence of the

shorten line on the left on night was equipnobable.

Proeedute

Pnion to the experimental session, each 0 was

scneened fon nonmal binoculan visual acuity, using a

SneJ-3.en eye chart.

lon the session itself, 0 was seated befone the

dÍsplay in a dinly illuninated expenimental noom and

acquainted with the appanatus and the natune of the task,

0 was instructed to respond to the shonten line by pnessing

the appropriate key as qulckly as possible, It was

emphasized that, once overt¡nitten by the Þackwand mask,

no furthen evidence would be available fnom the display,
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The noom was then darkened completely, and following a

5 minute peniod for initial adaptation, the experiment

bega¡. Between runs, ö rested for about 2 min', hlas

told that penfonmance I^¡aS satisfacto:ry, artd encounaged

to keep it stable.

0bseru er s

Six male and foun female undengnaduates, aged

L8-25 years, ennolled in the finst yeall Psychology course

at the univensity of Adelaide, senved as 0s as pant

fulfilnent of a course nequínement. AI1 wene naive witft

nespect to the aims of the exPeriment.

RESULTS AND DTSCUSSTON

Response probabíLì'tY

Ttre psychophysíeal pnocedune used constitutes an

ineomplete method of constant stimulus diffenences r in

which the proportíon of conrect nesponses of the fonms

Ithe left line is shontent and tthe night line ís

shonte:rr may be combined to yield the uPPen half of the

psychometnic function. The mean fon all 10 0s of the

pnopontion of connect resPonses at each stimulus exPosulre

dunation is shown in Figune 3.6br exPressed as a

pnobability, Data show. no significant depantune fnom

a theonetical ogive with a mean of zeîo (Xt = 5.83;

d,f , = !7; t-p <

Pearson goodness-of-fit ;2 test is included in Appendix

3,2), Fo:r the grouP data, the poínt at which the

empinical curve crosses the 97.Seo level of confidence



Figune 3.6: The pnobability of a connect resPonse in

Expenirnent 3.1r as a functÍon of stimulus

exposure dunation'

(a) The pnedicted pattenn when the signal is

completely registened in a pnopontion of

inspection periods detenmined by exposune

dunationr o! when each stimulus diffenence

is registened, the magnítude of registnation

being detenmined by exposune dunation. Ttte

dotted line cha:racterises the smoothen

pattenn produced if tne Processes were

subject to nandom sources of vanÍation.

Cb) The empinically detenmined avenage pnobability

of naking a correct nesponser ês a functíon of

stimulus exPosure dunation. '
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yíelds an estimate of À equal to 105 msec'

Measunes of I wene sinilanly calculated fon each

individual 0 (Appendix 3,2) and nange fnorn 74 UP to 144

msec., with a mean of 107 and a standand deviation of

23 msec. These data show considenable variabilityt

3 Os lying outside the 99eo confidence intenval e2-I32

msec., suggesting that the measur:e À may itself be an

impontant indicant of indívidual diffenences in

penceptual penfonmance. Despite indívidual diffenencest

however, the estimate fon I obtained fnom group data is,

in every case, above the 75eo discnimination thneshold

established for individual 0s, suggesting that an exPosure

of L00 msec. should senve as a useful appnoximatíon to À.

The pattenn of nesponse probabilities obtained here

is egually consistent with two alternative penceptual

sampling mechanisms. The finst possibility ís that any

signal present at the start of an inspection peniod is

either completely registenedr oF completely lost. The

pnobability of coincidence between signal negistnation

and the stant of inspection is given by f = E/^, whene

I = exposune dunation, and the pnobability of a connect

response p = 0,5 r f. ft is not possible to distinguish

between this possibility and the altennative, that the

nagnitude of signals negistened is directly determined by

the stimulus exposure duration, since both woul-d result

Ln a linear function closely resembling that illustnated

in Figure 3.6a, A smoother curve, nesemblitg that in

Figure 3.6b nathen than 3.6a would in eithen case be
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expected, since signals ane subject to noise.

The most plausible descniption fon the discnimínation

pr-ìocesses ínvolved in this expeniment woul-d aPPear therefone

to be a cumulative normal ogive with a mean of zero, An

examination of individual data by applying the Pearson

goodness-of-fit X2 test confirms this assumption. As

rnay be seen fnom the Tab1e in Appendix 3.2)Ho is only

nejected ín one instance (obsenven 3) r and neasonable

fits ane obtained fon 9 0s,

Response Lateney

Three main hypotheses concenning the expected

pattenn of nesponse latencies appean to desenve

considenation:

(i) Since O cannot contnol the dunation of the stimulus

display, he may a.bandon an optional-stopping str:ategy of

accumulating Some critenion amount of signal diffenence

k, Ðd, instead, contnol the length of time fon which

sensorly input is fed to the decision mechanism (Link

a¡rd Tindall, 19?1). In addition it might be supposed

eithen that 0 has no fixed inspection time À, or that I

is constant ar¡d at least as shont as the bniefest stimulus

exposutle dunation of I msec. Expressing resPonse latency

aS a nelatíon of exPosure dunation should thenefone nesult

in an incr.easing linean function, as shown in Figune 3.7a.

(ii) If we suPPose that À = 100 msec. and that 0 can

abandon an optional-stopping pnocedune, nesponding on the

basis of a likelihood natior ês in a fixed sample



Fígune 3.7

Patterns of pnedicted and obtained mean

response latencies in Experiment 3.1 as a

function of stimulus exPosure dunation,

êr The pnedicted pattenn when À is less

than I msec., and 0 is caPable of

abandoning an optional-stopping decision

procedure, nesPonding instead on a

deadline. The time to repnesents the

sum of appanatus and resPonse system

delays,

b, The predicted pattern for deadline

nesponding when À is large.

cr The pnedicted patte:rn when I is lange,

and 0 maintains an optional-stopping

decision pnocedune, even if this means

accumulating non-informative, noise-

pnoduced díffenences when stimul-us

exposune durations are less than l-

d. The obtained patte:rn of mean nesPonse

latencies, fitted by a linear function,

shown as a continuous l-ine.
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statistical decision model (Crossmanr t955) r then the

latency function should nemain invaniant with respect to

stimulus exPosure dunation, as illustr:ated in Figune 3'7b'

(iii) 0 may requine a minimum inspection time of 100

nsec., and may not be able to abandon an optional-stopping

stnategy. To the extent that insufficient evidence is

obtained from a momentany inspection of the sensony inputt

O will continue to sample non-informative, rnoise-pnoducedr,

diffenences between the objectively equal lines which

constitute the backward mask, Such differences might be

expected to be smallen than stirnulus-pnoduced diffenences,

and would favour eithen altennative equally often r So

that the time to accumulate evidence to cníterion should

be lengthened. Thus, lresPonse latency should be

invensely related to stimulus exPosu¡e dunation, the

function reaehing ¿rn asymptote at l, as shown in Figure

3 ,'l c.

Pooled latency data fnon all 10 0s at each exPosulle

dunation alre included in Appendix 3.4(ii), and ane plotted

in'Figune 3,7d, There is a highly significa¡t negative

average connelation between respqnge latency and stirnulus

exposure (mean T = -0.60r P <

,.Ionckheere, 1954). The data ane well fitted by a straight

Iine with the equation y = -f.58x + 678, though there apPears

to be a tendency for the function to leve1 out towards the

maximum exPosure of 80 msec. Vlhen individual data ane

considened, negative conrelations between. latency a¡rd

exposure are found fon atl 0s, and these ane signíficant
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(Pearson n; -0.7I; p S 0.021 two tails) in all but two

cases (Appendix 3,3).

These results ane inconsistent with the suggestion

of Link and Tinda}l (1971) ttrat 0s ane capable'of

controlling the time fon which infonmatíon is fed to the

decisíon process. Thein fÍnding, that resPonse latency

nemained constant fon all degnees of discniminability

when a 260 msec, deadline fon nesponding was imposed,

pnobably nesults from the fact that thein stimuli were

pnesented in sub-blocks of 60 successive trials of

equal discniminability, theneby making it possible for

0 to vary caution between sub-blocks, in onden to

maintain a stable mean response latency. The finding

herre, that 0s take longest to nespond when stimuli are

pnesented for the shontest time, cleanly supponts the

hypothesis that 0s ca¡¡not abandon an optional-stopping

strategy, even though delay does not nesult in any

funther infonmation becoming available.

Lateneies fon eontect and inconreet responses

To the extent that 0 accumulates noise-pnoduced

diffenences, the range of uncentainty should incnease

and the probability of ennon íncnease. An additional

pnediction, anising fnom the hypothesis above, is

thenefone that latencies fon inconrect nesponses should

exceed those fon cornect responses, The pnediction is

supponted, both acnoss obsenvens (z = 2,60) P = 0,009;

two tails; V'lilcoxon matched-pains signed-ranks test;
Siegel, 1956), and acnoss exposures (z = 2.80r P = 0.005;
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two tails). Tables are included in Appendix 3.+.

Independenee and stabilíty of measutes

Taken togethen, the pneceding nesults pnovide strong

suppont for the hypothesis that 0 inspects signal diffenences

until he has accumulated a cniter.ion magnitude k of positive

or negative diffenence (Vickens 
' 1970 , Ig72a) , a¡rd that

where signals are attenuated befone k is neached, 0 ttops

upt both accumulatons with noise-produced differences.

Since the amount of necessany topping up will incnease as

a direct function of k fon any panticulan stimulus exPosure,

it fol-1.ows that the mean latency .D for all resPonses made

by 0 might pnovide an index of k, although care must be

exercised when intenpret'ing I' in this way because of

individual diffenences in À, In this expeniment, these

tvro measures appean to be independent (Pearson r = 0,25;

d.f, = 8; p = 0'501; two tails; Appendix 3.2), Funthe:r,

L is not significantly connelated with the total numben

of err:o:rs rnade by each 0 (Pearson n = 0.40; d,f. = 8;

p = S.246; two tails), an exception to the speed-accunacy

tnade-off which is, howeven, to be expected hene, since

no additional Ínformation ís accumulated following tenmination

qf the stimulus display by the backwand mask.

Tunning to considen differences between nuns, thene

ane not sufficient data to provÍde sepanate estímates of tr

fon each run. As regands L, Table 3.1 shows that mean

response latencies decline over runs, and al analysis of

variance, summanized in Appendix 3.5(i), :reïeals that the
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Runs of 100 tnials

Mean response latencY

(msec)

l_ 432 5

641.6 614.5 612.5 590'l 585.1+

Table 3.1: Mean uesPonse latencies (msec')

obtained fon each of 5 sePanate

nuns within ExPeniment 3.1.

decline has been noughly consta¡rt fon diffe:rent stimuLus

exposures, since thene is no significant intenaction between

stimulus exposure dunation and the position of the nun i

duning the session. Application of the Newrnan-Keuls

pnocedune (Vüinen, 1962) shows the pnincipal sounces of

vaniance to be the diffenences between nuns I and l+ and

between nuns l and 5 (p <

neaching signific¿u1ce at the Seo level (TaÞIe 3.1). !'lhiIe

latency may not dinectly measure k, a plausible explanation

fon the small dnop in latency between the initial a¡rd the

last two nuns is that ít neflects a slight reduction in

cnitenion.

EXPERTMENT 3.2.. A SECOND MEASURE OF T

A possible cnitícism of the finst expeniment arises

from the mannen in which backwand masking was achieved by

extending the shonten stimulus line so as to equal the

length of the other. Although the effect was not apparent

fon exposures up to 80 msec, it was subsequently noticed,

using an exposure of 100 msec, that the shonten tlegf of

the display appeaned to frun outr when the mask neplaced
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the stimulus. This obsenvation is panalleled by pnevious

findings discussed by Kahneman (196?r 1968) which suggest

that the penception of apparent movement is optimal when

the intenval between the onset of two stirnuli is about 100

msec. It could therefone be angued that os in the first

expeniment wene nesponding to appanent movement and that

since this would nenden the backward mask ineffective, 0s

wene gaining additional infonmation fnom some nesidual

effect of appanent movement, panticularly at the longen

stimulus exPosures'

A second expeniment was thenefone undentaken in which

the original mask was neplaced with a similar figune having

both legs equal to 48 mm and thenefone considerably longen

than those of the stimulus¡ ês shown in Figune 3.5c. This

gneatly neduced the illusion of movement and, more

importantlY, nemoved the possibility that any aPPeanance of

movement could act as a cue to the position of the shonten

line, The task could thenef,ore be confidentty neganded as

a simultaneous discnimination of line lengths.

Tvro othen mino:r rnodifications were incorponated'

viewing dista¡rce vras more pnecisely controlled by means

of a padded chin rest, fixed 66 cm fnom the scneen, artd

the nange of exposure dunations $ras changed so that it

encompassed the expected mean value fon l, extending fnom

12 to 120 msec. Ín steps of 12 msec. In all othen nespectst

including the 0s used, this experiment was a neplication of

the fÍnst.
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RESULTS A}ID DISCUSSION

Response probabíLitY

The mean pnoportÍon of eor:rect nesponses at each

stimulus exposure is shown in Figune 3.8a. These gnouP

data closely nesemble those obtained in the pnevious

expeniment, and shown in Figune 3.6. As in Expeniment 3.1,

there is no significant depantune fnom a theonetical ogive

with a mean of zel..o (X' = 2.7r; d.f . = L5; l-P < 0'005) '

The 97,ïeo confidence limit yields an estimate of 99 msec.

fon À, which is veny close to the oniginal estimate of i

I05 msec.

Measunes of À fon índividual Os are included in

Appendix 3,2, and nange fnom 85 to 169 msec. r with a mean

of 106, and a standand deviation of 30 msec. The suggestion

from the eanlier experiment, that tr míght itself be an

impontant, stable behaviounal descniptor, is supported by

a comparison of nesults fon the same Os in both expeniments.

No significant diffenence has been found between the two sets

of scones (related samples t = 0'2t+3; d.f. - 9; P = 0.8083

two tails), although there is a highly significant

cornelation between them (Peanson n = 0.80i d.f. = 8;

p = 0,003; one tail). The capacity of the normal ogive to

account for the data of individual 0s has again been

examined b5r applyíng the Peanson goodness-of-fit X' test.

Results, included ín Appendix 3.2,, suggest that a

"neasonable fit is obtained for 5 Os (1-p <
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the hypothesis of no diffenence is not specifically

rejected fon any of the remaining 5 0s (p >.0'10)'

Ttre sinilanity of the pnoportions of connect

responses obtained with grouP data in the two expeniments

indicates that Os in Expeniment 3.1 had not used appanent

movement aS a cue, but based their: decisions upon a

companison between the line lengths, artd that their nesults

are not vitiated by perception of appar:ent movement.

Response LateneY

Latencies fon all nesponses at each stimulus

exposune, pooled across os ane included in Appendíx

3.4(iii), and again show a significant invense nelationship

with stimulus exPosune, êS shown in Figune 3,Bb (Mean T =

-0,622; p <

line is given by y = -f,30x i 638r though thene is clean

evidence of a¡r asymptote in latency as exPosune dunation

approaches 100 msec, Examination of individual data

finds a negative connelation between latency and exposune

fon all 10 os, and this is significant (Pearson r ) -0.70;

p I 0,02¡ two tails) in all but one case (Appendix 3.3).

l,Ihen each Ots mean overall latency .D is compa:red with

that for the previous ex¡leriment, thene is a slight but

insignifica¡rt drop, (related samples t = 1.901; d'f' = 9;

p = 0,087; two tails), Thene is a just significant

cornelation between the L scores in the two expeniments

(Peanson n = 0.561ð,,f . = 8; P = 0.047; one tail),

suggesting that, although there may have been some tendency

to adopt lower: cnitenion values in the second expeniment,
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L remains fainly charactenistic of inclividual penform¿mce.

Individual data ane included in Appendix 3'2'

once agaín, when the latencies fon connect and

incor:rect nesponses alîe examined sepanately, it is found

that latencies fon enrons exceed those for cornect nesponses 2

both across obsenvers (z = 2.80; p = 0.005; two tails;

lrlilcoxon matched-pairs signed-nanks test) and acr:oss

exPosulles (z = 1' 89; P = Q ' 059; two tails) ' Relevant

tables are inctuded in Appendix 3.4.

Independenee and stabíLíty of measures

As in the fonmer: experiment, no significant nelation

e,ras found between I and.Ë (Peanson n = 0.12; d'f' - 8;

p = 0.741¡ two tails; Appendix 3,2), adding suppont to the

view that I is an independent index of perfonmance, unaffected

by changes in ors cniterion. Again also thene was no

nelation between I' and the total nurnben of ennons made by

o (Peanson r = 0.09; d.f, = 8; p = 0.907; two tails)r a

finding which neinforces the assumption that the additional

evidenee, accumulated by O in a¡r attempt to satisfy a high

criterion, is essentially non-informative.

The stability of mean resPonse latency thnoughout the

session hras again examined by analysis of vaniancer results

of which ane summanized in Appendix 3.5(ii). As expectedt

stimulus exposure dunation was again the majon Sounce of

vaÍiance (F = 7'69i d,f . = 9181; P <

expenirnent, howeven, thene was no effect of position in the

Session, presumably because Qsr cnitenion val.ues had

sta.bilized by the time they took pant in the second expeniment.
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TTTE MEASURE}îENT OF NOISE UD

The measunes of À, obtained unden the two sets of

expenimental conditions above, confinm that 100 msec is a

good estimate of the mean time nequined to make a single

inspection of sensory input. It is thenefore suggested

that a useful index of noise in the visual system should

be p:rovided by a measune "D, defined as the sþandatd

d.eotation of the best fitting normaL ogíue eaLcuLated fon

the psyehonetnic funetíon obtained in a foreed-choíce

d.iseniminatíon task using the method of eonstant stimuli,

the d,ì.señ,ninanda beíng presented fon 700 msee,, in random

o?de?, and, foLLoued. by apptopníate backuard maskí,nT. 0n

the assumption that the distnibutions of sensony effect

corresponding to X and Y have equal vaniances, and are

uncornelated, the noise sfl added to the original signals

is given by ,Iy = €qí. The measure sO is prefenned

hene, however, since it is more directly :related to

tnaditionat psychophysical measunes of limit to

discnirninative caPacitY.

Estimates of sO have been made by Vickens et aI (L972),

fnom the results of Henmon (1906) ' Ganrett (1922), lestinge:r

(1943), Botwinick et aI (1958) and Vickens (1967)' and are

included in Appendix 3.I. !,thile the mean of these estimates

suggests 0.09 deg. of vísual angle as a likely minimum fon

sD, the considenable diffenences between estimates illustnate

the difficulty of interpreting data that ane obtained unden

conditions which ane not strictly companabIe. Ttre generally

low values obtained pnobably neflect the oPPorturity to
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accumulate data duning the long exPosures used. The

shontest exPosure of 0.tS secr used by Botwinick et aI (1958)'

yields highen values fon sO of 0.20 a¡rd 0.30 deg for the

youngen (median age 22.5 yeans) and olden 0s (nedian age 7I

years) respectively, a finding consistent with the nationale

pltoposed hene that shont exPosunes will fonce 0s to adopt

lovren k values. The diffenence between the two grouPs is

in line wittr the pnoposal that noise íncneases with age

(Cnossman and Szaf::a¡r, 1956; Cane and GnegoPY, 1957;

$elfond, 1958; Gnegony, 1956, 1959), but would also be

expected if I fon the olden 0s was longe:r than 150 msec,

A funthen check on the validity of the nationale

advanced here is pnovided by nesults fnom Vicke:rs (1967)

in which Os discniminated between two elongated, vaniable

distnibutions of da:rk spots. Vickersr estimation of

noise added to the signals, obtained directly from the

known panametens of the distnibution of the spots, closely

agrees with the estinate of "D, obtained by analyzing 0s

avenage resPonses (Vickens et ê1, 1972).

EXPERTI.ÍENT 3.3

The punpose of thÍs expeniment was to obtain an estimate

of spr using the value of À = 100 msec. as a standand stimulus

e{posure duration fon each of 10 diffenences of Line length'

ranging fnom 0 , 3 mm to 8,4 mm in steps of 0 .9 IIüII. The

length of the longen line was constant at 38.4 mm, as in the

previoug experiments, Apant fnom the substi.tution of

diffenence in l-ine length fon difference in stimulus
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exposure duration, the appanatus, design, pr:ocedul?er and

0s used in this expeniment wene exactly the Same as those

used in Experiment 3.2,

RESULTS A}TD DISCUSSION

Response pnobabili.ty

Group means of the pnoportion of connect resPonses

at each stimulus diffe¡'ence ane shown in Figune 3.9a'

As ín Expeniment 3,1 and 3.2, no significant depanture is

found from the best fitting ogive on a nonmal distnibution

with a mean of zeîo (Xt = 1.64i d.f. = 15i 1-p <

Individual estimates of "D, íncluded in Appendix 3.2,

range fnom 0.27 deg. of visual angle uP to 0.45 deg., with

a mean of 0.32 and a standand deviation of 0.05 deg. This

mean is much higher than the estimates made by Vickens et

aI (1972) on the basis of eanlien exPeriments, with the

exception of the figune of 0.30 deg., obtained fon the

ol-den 0s employed by Botwinick et al (1958) r whose noise

leve1 has alneady been suggested as likely to be highen

than that of the younger subjects used in the pnesent

expeniment.

Since the neliability of sO is clea:rly dependent

upon the extent to which a normal cumulative ogíve

describes Ofs i?esponse pnobability functionr individual

data have been fitted by means of X2. As may be seen

from Appendix 3.2, data fon 9 0s are well accounted fon

(1-p I 0,25) whilst for the remaining 0, Ho cannot be

nejected (p >
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Response Lateney

As pnedicted by an optional-stopping model of the

discninrination process, nesponse latency has been found to

decnease as diffenence in line length incneased, both across

0s(meant=0.81;p<
individual 0 (Peanson n ) 0,83; p <

Relevant data ane included in Appendices 3.3 and 3.4(iv).
Figune 3.9b shows pooled estimates of latencies fon all
nesponses (connect and incor"nect) fon 10 0s, plotted against

stimulus diffenence, and the data ane well fitted by a

stnaight line, given by y = -18.8 x +677. When individual

data are sinilanly plotted, the slopes of the best-fitting
stnaight lines become more.steeply negative as mean ovenall

latency L incneases (Peanson r = -0.76i d.f, = 8i p = 0.01;

two tails). If , as has been suggested above, .6 is

intenpneted as an appnoximate index of cnitenion va1ue, then

this finding is consistent Ì^¡ith the idea that individual

dl.ffenences in the pattern of latencies are due to the

adoption of diffenent cnitenion values, which intenact with

stimulus diffenence to pnoduce pnopontionately longen

latencies at smallen diffenences.

!ühen latencies fon connect responses and errors ane

examined sepanateJ.yr it is found that latencies fon enrons

again exceed those for cornect nesponses, both acnoss 0s

(z = 2.80, p = .0.005; two tails; V,lilcoxon matched-pains

signed-ra¡rks test; Appendix 3.4(i) ) and acnoss diffenences

in J-ine length (z = 2,80) P = 0,005; two tail's; Appendix 3.4(iv).
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Taken togethen, these nesults funthe:: confínn the

suggestion above, that 0 cannot contnol the time for
which infonmation is fed into the decision pnocess ¡ ês

pnoposed by Link and Tindall (1971). Instead, the

nesults are consistent with 0 employing an optional-stopping

decision pnocedune, wheneby a cnitcnion amount of evidence

favouring one alternative must be accumulated before a

nesponse can be initiated, even if this means including

obsenvations of stimulus difference pnoduced entinely by

noise,

Independelt.ee and stability of measunes

The sta.bility of mean response latency within this
expenimental session was e.xamined by an analysis of

vania¡¡ce, the stunmany of which is pnesented in Appendix

3,5(iii). Latencies remained stable thnoughout the

session, with stimulus diffenence constituting the.only

signifieant source of vaniance (F = 2L.8+i d.f, = 9181,

P<
included in Appendix 3.2) connelate highly with those in
Expeniment 3,2 (Peanson n = 0.86, d.f. - 8; p <

one tail), though they l^rere also significantly longen

(nelated samples t = 2.56; d.f. - 9; p = 0.03; two tails),
lrlhen cornpaned with .E measunes fnom Expeniment 3.1, those

obtained hene alre shonter, but not significantly so (nelated

samples t = L.l7i d,f. = 9i P = 0.27r+; two taíls), and thene

is again a signifieant positive connelation (Pearson n = 0,68;

d.f. - 8; P = 0,014; one tail), '
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Some indicatíon of the stability of sO is pnovided by

a split-half conrelation between penfollmances in nuns 2 and

3 and in nuns 4 and 5 of Expe::iment 3.3 (Pearson r = 0. 87;

d,f.=8;p<
fon the same pains of nuns shows no signifícant diffenence

(nelated samples t = 0.82i d.f. = 9; P = Q.599; two tails).

Thene is also a highly significant correlation (Pearson n =

0.66;d,f,=8;P=0.01gionetail)betweenrunsland2t
on the one hand, and nuns 4 and 5, on the othen, Again,

thene is no significant diffenence between means (nelated

samples t = 0.03i d.f, = 9; P = 0.973; two tails)' These

data ane included in APPendix 3.6.

CONCLUSI ONS

The index sO nesults in measunes of noise that are

considenably highen than those obtained fnom Previous work

and, at least within one expenimental session, aPPears to

provide a stable descriptor of individual differences in

performance. Results from Expenirnents 3.1 and 3.2 pnovide

strong evidence for. tr as an independent index of penformance

and, if mean ovenall latency.6 is intenpneted as a guide to

Ots cniter:ion value, both À and eO appean to be unrelated,

a¡rd to remain independent of vaniations in the value of the

criterion adopted.

The pnoposed intenpnetation of L as an index of

criterion neceives suPPort, since the measure aPpears to

remain staÞle within a given situation, but to be sensitive

to vaniation in the expenimental conditions, whilst stiIl
't'
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serving as a consistent pnedicton of individual differences.

These results, togethen with pattenns of response

latency, including the nelationship between those for¡ connect

nesponses and enrons, aPPean to pnovide stnong suppont fon

the nationale advanced in the pneceding intnoductony sections

of thís chapten. A funther interesting finding is that the

mean value of sO = 0,32 deg. is dnamatically highen tha¡r the

one minute of ancr oP 0,017 deg,, which is the commonly

accepted standa::d of acuity fon monoculan vision (Duke-

E1den, 1938). Sínce 0s in these expeniments had been

scneened befone sel-ection by means of a Snellen letten

chant fon visual acuity, it aPPears likely that 0'017 deg.

does not repnesent the resolving power of the visual system

at any given instant, but is nather an index of the extent

to which the accumulation of information can offset the

effects of noise. Thus, while standand tests of acuity may

be adequate as scneening pnocedures fon situations in which

0 is self-paced, they may be unsatisfactony fon othens in

which, because of tíme pressunes, individual díffenences in

the nate of data accumulation, noise, and caution become

crl.tical. Some suppont fon this suggestion comes fnom a

numben of investigations :reponting that acuity increases

with exposure duration (Gnahan and Cook, 1937; Niven and

Bnown, I94+; Bánány, 1946; Low, 1947; Nachmias, 1967),
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CHAPTER IV

THE EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS ON

NOISE IN THE VISUAL SYSTEM

ÏNTRODUCTION

It has been widely suggested that vaniations in non-

specific centnal activity should accompany changes in
anousal (Hebb, 1955, 1961;M.Tneisman, 1964; ltrelfond, 1962,

1968), and it seems likely, thenefore, that the index 
"D

night be usefully applied to measune behavioural change

caused by envinonmental stness l:esulting fnom monotony,

lack of s1eep, pnolonged immobilisation, social isolation
and sensony depnivation, on the diffenentiaJ- effects of

dnugs, a1cohol, exposure to extneme tempenaturles, noise,

fatigue following extensive mental on neuromusculan

exentiono on the outcome of incneased anxiety.

lrlhilst abundant evidence supponts the vital nole of

the neticulan activating system in maintaining functional

arousal level and integnating cortical actívity (Moruzzi

and Magoun, 1949; Magoun, 1954; Ylonuzzí, 1954), as well

as pnoducing nelated ehange in physiological concornitants

(Benlyne and Lewis, 1963; Sokolov, 1963)2 changes in
penfonmance¡ âs a consequence of anousal, are mone difficult
to intenpnet, Bills (I927) found that inrelevant musculan

tension may improve efficiency in tasks involving venbal

leanning and penception, and Fneeman (1931) eanly suggested

that some degree of incneased, non-specific arousal anising

fnom musculan activity may incnease sensítivity by
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facilitating the firing of cortical ce11s. Data from

investigations of the effects of loud acoustic noise on

behavioun, on the othe:r handr suggest that, wheneas in

some instances exte::nal noise apPeans to impnove penfonmancet

in othens it definitely impains it. Hockey (1970) neponts

an earlien neview of the literatune (unpublished Ph.D. thesis,

1969) which estaÞlishes that the kind of noise is not a

relevant facton in facilitatony on inhibitory effects,

suggesting instead that aspects affecting the complexity

of the task may be of significance, Benlyne (1966) has

made similan pnoposals concenning the nelationship between

stimulus properties designated 'rby wonds like novelty,

sunp:risingness, incongnulty, complexity r variability and

puzzLingnesstt (P.30)r and anousal level. Hockeyts

suggestion would also aPPear to be in line with findings t

beginning htith the wonk of Yenkes and Dodson (1908) ' that

optimal anousal level becomes lowen as task difficulty

increases,

welford (1962, 1965b, 1968) discusses evidence fon

an optimal anousal Ieve1, above on below which efficiency

is neduced (Hebbr 1955; Duffyr 1957; Malmo, 1959;

Lindsley, 1961), pnoposing that both facilitatony and

disnuptive behaviounal effects can be accounted fon by a

progressive incnease in centnal nervous activity'

Irnpnovement in penformance up to an oPtimum anousal level

is explainedr ês by Hebb (1955) r in tenms of incneased

sensitivity as increasing activation nendens cortical cel1s
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mone readily fined by weaken signals. whren the maximum

limit for facilitating behavioun is exceeded, howeven, it

is assumed that as rrthe stream of impulses impinging on

the contex becomes very intense, the cells thene ane not

only nendened more sensitive but alle actually fired ". '

the contex becomes ttnoisyrf so that signals coming from

outside on passing fnom one pant of the bnain to anothen

tend to be blurned ..., cel1s which would othenwise be

neady to cart?y signals are unavailable because they are

nefnactony ,. t. so that the channel capacity of the brainl

is neducedtt (l,lelfond, 1968, p,265), Indinect suppont fon

this model is found in Cnawfordts (1961) suggestion, that

deterionation in dniving perfonmance may be due to oven

stinulation nathen than lowened responsiveness t involving

fatigue nesulting from the stness and consequent emotional

anousal encountened whilst driving, in addition to

openational fatigue. Both Concoran (1962) and lrlilkinson

(1963) have found that white noise, of an intensity

suff,icient to impair normal penfonmance, actually neduces

the detenioration of pe::fonmance on a senial choice-neaction

task, following sleep depnivation. Funthen, wilkinson

neponts that the deletenious effect of loud, acoustic noise

Ls gneaten when subjects are given feedback of thein nesults'

a treatment which nonmally nesults in impnoved penfonmance.

These nesul-ts are conceivably explicable if one considens

.the possibility that arousal effects may be added

algebnaically and behaviour detenmined by the nesultant

l-evel of activity.

a
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A wide vaniety of behaviounal descniptons have been

used to detect the effects of environmental stness upon

sensony discnimination, including the absolute threshold

(Zubek, l-969), ernor rate and reaction time (Buckr 1966) '
reversal rate of anbiguous figunes (Zubek and MacNei11,

1966), the estimation of the duration of time (Goldstone

and Kirkham, 1968) ' necognition threshold (Fniel and

Denogatis, 1965), cnitical flicken frequency (fon a

reyiebt, see V'letfond' 1968r Chapten VIII) r and visual

acuity (Po]land et aI, 1963). Howeven, intenpnetation

of nesults can be comPlicated by the instability of '

some measunes (Siegelr 1969) r and because the nelation-

ships between vanious effects ane often unclean (Broadbentt

1971), !,lilkinson (1969) and Sandens and Bunt (1972) have

stnessed the need fon a more complete theoretical

appneciation of r¡rdenlying psychophysical mechanisms.

The rresults obtained in the pneceding expeniments provide

some gnotnds for optimism that the measures "D, tr t and Z

may be useful in this negand'

A PILOT STUDY

A placebo, descnibed as a drug desígned to pnoduce

eithen tnanquillizing on stimulating centnal effectst

appeaned to offen the possibility of manipulating 0sr

leyel of anousal in an expenimental siiuation, without

the difficulties attendant upon the use of actual dnugs

on othen sources of emotional distunbance. It is well

known that a nêut:ra1 substancer pnesented with the
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assutîance that it h¡ill nesult in a specific effect, will
frequently pnoduce the desined effect. P1acebo treatment

has been widely applied in clinieal practice to pnoduce a

vaniet¡l of effects, including nelief fnom pain (Lasagna

et â1, L954), sleep (Beechenr 1955), and the alleviation

of psychosomatic symptoms ( iloyce , Lg 6 6 ) . In con junction

with appropniate behavioun provided by a stooge, a

conpletely ineffective injection of saline has nesulted in

different emotional states (Schachten and Singer:, 1962).

Mone recently, Cla::k (1969) has studied the effect

of a placebo, descnibed as a potent analgesic, on nesponses

to painful nadiant heat stimulation. V'lhene analysis of

the pnopontion of pain nesponses suggests that thneshold

has been raised, the application of signal detection

pnocedunes neveals that the placebo effect has naised

response cnitenion, without affecting thenmal sensitivity.
Howeven, before using placebo tneatment as an independent

variabLe in a full scale investigation of the sensitivity
of sO to changes in arousal, it was decided to examine the

suitability of the tneatment in a pilot investigation.

Forty male a¡rd female students ennolled in the finst
year Psycholory course at the Univensity of Adelaide, with

a modal age of 1g years I^rere nandomly assigned to 1 of t+

groups. 0s in the 3 expenimental groups were asked to

swallow a coloun-coded gelatin capsule filled with placebo

spansules nesembling conmercially manufactuned dnugs. In

accondance with instnuctions included in Appendix 4.1, the

placebo was pnesented as eithen an amphetamine, a banbiturate,
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o¡. without specific infonmation' Contnol 0s did not

neceive a capsule,

Each group was tested togethen as a whole. All
groups penformed a detection task in which the signal was

a 1000 c.p,s. tone embedded in white noise. Data were

derived from 300 tnials r oD each of which 0s nated thein

centainty concenning the Presence on absence of the

signal, using a 4 point scale. fmmediately pneceding

a¡rd following the expenimental session, each 0 measuned

his or hen own pulse nate during a 60 sec peniod.

The analysis of vaniance sunmary tables fon this

study are íncluded in Appendix 4.1. Measures of

sensitivity and bias obtained from the gnoup not given

specific infonmation about the expected effects of the

placebo have been excluded fnom analysis, because of the'

possibility that an ernor on the part of the expenimenten

nesulted in an incneased signal to noise natio in the

task presented to this gnoup, Data fon the othen 3

gnoups are summarized in Table +,1. The effect of the

placebo is to pnoduce highen measunes of response bias

among expenimental groups when compa:red with the contnol

gnouPs (F = 5.51j d.f. = 2127; p = 0,010), 0n the other

hand, tneatment has not nesulted in any diffenences in

sensitivity (F < 1.0).

Analysis of pufse rate measunes reveals a

significa¡rt difference between groups (F = 13.69; d,f. =

3r36; p <

means for all 3 placebo gnoups ane significantly highen



Placebo treatment

sensítiuî.ty

bias

1.84
(0.16)

P (A)

Gneen-V'lhite
(rr amphetaminett)

Red-rdhite
( t'banbitunaterr)

1.88
(0.20)

t. 85

(0.24)

Contnol

L.77
(0.36)

1.55
(0.15)

1.6ô
(0.19)

Ta.ble 4.1: Means and standand deviations (in panentheses)

fon non-panamet::ic measunes (McNicol, 1972) of:

. (a) eensdtitsity P(A), the area unden the R.o.c'.

cunve: an ancsine transfonmation has been

applied;

(b) b¿as B, the point ín a nating task at which

the observen is equally disposed to signal

and noise responses.

Measunes ane obtained from 30 0s, assigned to

3 groups of equal size, and given differential
placebo tneatment, The nelated analysis of

vaniance sunmary tables ane to be found in

Appendix 4.l(ii). Eon bias, the diffenence

between the ItRed-WhÍterr and the Control gl?oups

is significant at the l% level; the difference

between the ItGneen-V'Jttiterr and Contnol gnouPs

" does not neach significance at the Seo leve1

(Newman-Keuls a posteniori companison between

means; t'linenr 1962).

B



Meapu:r'e Placebo tneatme.nt

Red-Gneen
(unspecific)

85.00
(L2.74)

Contnol

TOTALS

85.9 7

(12.s6)
I

Green-Vthite
( tt amphetaminetr )

92.23
(7.ls)

Red-I,lhite
(ttbanbitunatett )

92.9Ì
(1r.95)

7L.20
(2.86)

2 88. 85

(8.15)

90 .54
(7.73)

82.55
(12.44)

87.73
(13,03)

76.20
(9.95)

80.60
(12.01)

67. B0

(3.68)

69.50
(3.65)

79.61
(11.88)

TOTALS

Ta51e 4,2 z Table of means and standand deviations (in panentheses) of pulse

nate measutles (beats pen minute) obtained fnom 40 os, assigned to
4 groups of equal size undergoing differential placebo tneatment.

The differences between all placebo gllouPs and the control grouP

are significant at the L% leveli the diffenences belr¿een 'rG:leen-

Whitett af¡d ttRed-Gneentr, and trRed-!Ùhitett and rrRed-G:leenrr, are

significant at the Sso leve1 (Newman-Keuls a posteniori comparison

between means; lrliner, 1962). The nelevant analysis of vaniance

sunmary table is included in Appendix 4.1 (ii).
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than that fon the contnol grouP (c¿ = 0.01i two tails) '

Furthermone, the measunes obtained fnom the 2 gnoups

given specific information about the expected dnug effects

an3e significantly highen (o = 0.05i two tails) tha¡ those

found in the grouP not pnovided with any infonmation'

Ihese findings confinmed the efficacy of placebo

tneatment as a means of increasingboth psyehological and

physiological activity, and an exPelliment was thenefone

undentaken to investigate the sensitivity of so to this

tneatment.

EXPERTI'IENT 4.I
Stimuti, appanatus and pnocedune fon the discr:iminatÍon

task were exactly the same as those used in Expeniment 3.3'

In addition, Heant-Rate (HR) vras necorded, using 3 linb I

elect:rodes, on a Both Elect:ro-candiognaPh, Model BH.

Electrodes wene attached to both arms, above the elbow, and

to the lowen tibia above the night a¡rkle, skin r:esistance

having finst been reduced to less than gK ohms by cleaning

witn alcohol, use of skin abnasion and electnode jelly'

Becondings from these connections were for:nd to indicate

strOng impulses, free fnom any somatic tnemon, despite the

key-pressing nesPonse. Befone commencing, 0fs normal

monoculan acuity was tested fon each eye sepanately, by

neading fnom a Snellen letten chant. Each 0 attended two

sessions, separated by appnoximately I week and, duning

each session, th:ree 60 sec HR traces l^Iene taken, following

the 20th response in the finst, thind and'sixth runs
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Following the initial session, Os l^lene matched in pains

on the basis of sex and spr and the membens of each pain

randorûIy allocated to either the expenimental o:: contnol

group. Each group thenefone consisted of 5 males and 5

fernales , closely matching membe:rs of the othen grouP '

Immediately prior to the second session, 0s designated to

the expe:rimental glrouP were told that the investigation was

concerned with the effects of centain dnugs uPon penception,

asked to swallow a coloun-coded gelatin capsule containing

floun, but given no specif,ic infonmation concenning the

possible effects, othen than that they would be hanmless

and of nelatively shont duration. Fon contnol 0s, the

two sessions wene identical.

Obseroens

Ten male and ten female undengnaduates r hlith a mean

age of 20 years, and ennotled in the finst year Psychology

course at the University of Ade1aide, served as 0s in pant

fulfih¡ent of a counse nequirement. All wene naive with

nespect to the aims of the expeniment.

AESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

Besponse pnobability

Since the reliability of sO is cleanly dependent

upon the extent to which a no::mal cumulatÍve ogive

descnibes Ots response probability function, individual

data have again been fitted by applying the Peanson

goodness-of-fit y2 test fon a nonmal distnibution, As
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may be seen firom Appendix 4,2 ) these data ane well

accounted fon by a theoretical ogive with a mean of

zero. The only questiånab1e fit (obsenven 18, Session

2) is still sufficiently close that a chance variatíon

this large might be expected to occulr more tha¡r 25eo of

the time if the sample distnibution is normal.

Noise

Surnmar:y data from a nested factors, thnee way

classification analysis of variance (i^linenr 1962) ane

included in Appenclix 4.3(i). These show cleanly that 
I

placebo treatment has failed to pnoduce a significant

change in the leve1 of noise' Although¡ ês may be seen

fnom Table l+, 3, there is a significant decnease in noise

between sessions (F = 35.47i d.f. = 1116; p < 0.001),

individual measunes fon the two sessions ane positively

conrelated (Peanson r = 0.67; d,f. = 18; P = 0.002i

two tails; Appendix 4.2). The significant sex x

session intenaction (F = 9,18; d,f. = 1116; p = 0.008)

ís due to the highen indices of noise negistened by

males duning the initial session, a diffenence which is

not appanent in the subsequent session. The ovenall

mean and standa:rd deviation of 0. 33 a¡rd 0.09 deg of

visual angle are very close to the values of 0.32 and

0,05 neponted fon Expeniment 3,3r the highen vania¡ce

being langely detenmined by the gneaten vaniance among

. males in the initial session, The extent of the sex

diffenence in Session I Cp <

fontuitous sincer âs indicated by the la:rgen vaniance



Session Male FemaIe TOTALS

1 0,42
(0.10)

0,33
(0.07)

0.38
(0 .10 )

2 0,29
(0 .06 )

o,29
(0.04)

0.29
(0.0s)

TOTALS 0,36
(0 .10 )

0.31
(0,06)

Table 4.3: Means and standand deviations (in panentheses)

of sO (degnees of visual angle), obtained fnom

10 male and 10 female 0s, each taking pant in
two sessions duning Expeniment 4.1.
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among males, it is pnincipally caused by 3 individual

male measunes of sO which exceed the mean fon this session

by more than 1 sta¡rdand äeviation.

Heart-Rqte (HR)

A nested facton, foun way classification analysis

of vaníance, summanized in Appendix 4.3(ii)r neveals no

effect as a consequence of placebo tneatment, but cleanly

demonstnates that HR has steadily decelenated thnoughout

the counse of the experimental session (F = 107.65;

d.f, = 2¡32'¡ P <

measures obtained in this expeniment is included ln

Appendix +.4. Because of the complexíty of this table,

only summarS¡ tables directly nelevant to the angument ane

included in the text,
There is a significa¡rt sex diffenence, females

having highen HR than males, particulanly when finst

entening the experimental situation. lrlhilst not itself

significant, this tendency fon an intenaction between

factons of sex and session is the pnincipal contributon

to the significant gnoup x sex x session intenaction

(Appendix 4.3(ii)), The effect may be seen in Table 4.4'

t'lhat at finst appeans to be an intenaction between sex

and change of HR duning the session (f = 3.22) d.f. = 2132;

p = 0.052¡ Appendix 4'3(ii))r is caused by a gneaten

decnease between the finst and second measune, and a

slower: decnease between the second and final measure, fon

female 0s, when companed to the steady decnease shown by



Session

TOTALS

76 .7 82 .1 79.4
(9.3)

82.6
(l-2.7)

78.6 99.4 84.0
(1+.7)

84 .4
(16.4)

85.7
(14.3)

placebo tneatment

Expenimental Gnoup Contnol Gnoup

85.7
(14.8)

82,3 97.5

llale Fema1e TOTALS Male Female TOTALS Male Fernale TOTALS

73.0 99,5 84.9
(17,9)

77.6
( 12 ,1)

0uepaLL

93,0
(16,6)

95,3
(16.4)

81.7
(12.5)

I

2 77 ,7
(8.6)

77 .7
(10.s)

89 ,4
(ls.s)

Table l+.4: Mea¡rs a¡rd Standand deviations (in parentheses) of HR (beats per

minute) , obtained fnom 10 male and 10 female Os, each taking pant

in two sessions, and allocated to eithen the expenimental gnoup

(placebo tneatment) on the contnol group (no tneatment) duning

Expeniment q.1.



Sex 1

HR measutes

2 3 TOTALS

Male 83. 3

(9. B)

76. I
(10.3)

72,9
(8.6)

77 .7
(10.5)

FemaIe 97,5
(16,6)

86.8
(14. 5 )

83,8
(13 .5 )

89 .4
(15.9)

TOTALS

Table 4.5¡ Means a¡rd standand deviations (in panentheses)

of HR (beats pen minute) obtained fnom 10 male

and 10 female Os on thnee occasions within each

of two sessions duning Experiment 4.1'

90,4
(15.3)

8I, I
(13.3)

78.4
(l-2.6)
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males (Table 4.5). Howeverr the initial high fenrale

measures ane caused by the five experimental- females

(rnean = I08 b.P.Íl.) ¡ all of whom show much highen IIR fon

the initial measure than any of the males in the

experimental group (mean = 79 b.p.m.), and this diffenence

is not neanly So discrepant among contnol subjects (mea¡r

female = 95 b.p.[l. ¡ mean ma]e = 88 b.p.m.). Since 0s in

neithe:r group wetle aÌ^tane at the beginning of the finst

session that trdrugstr would be administened to expenimental

0s at the second Session, there is no lleason to expect a

result of this kind, There seems, thenefore, to be no

obvious explanation fon this finding.

The nesults pnovide no evidence that individual

diffe¡rences in noise are directly related to the leve1 of

cardiac actívity eithen using the thind HR measune fnom

Session I (Peanson r = -0'16i d,f. = 18i P = 0.503; two

tails), or a numben of possible nelationships involving

change in HR or sD.

Response LateneY

A nested facton, three way classifÍcation analysis of

variance, summarized in Appendix 4.3(iii), finds no evidence

of change in mean overall latency Q) fon any of the factons

narripulated. Ttte gnand ovenall mean fon L duning SeSSion 1

is 693 msec, which is significantly highen tha¡r the mean of

596 msec obtained in Expeniment 3.3 (unnelated samples t =

z,Lg; d,f . = 29; P = 0,0359 two tails), and considenably

highen than the mean of 608 found in Expeniment 3.1 (unnelated

samples t = I.90i d,f, = 28i P = 0.065; two tails).
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Tf L is interpneted as an index to Ots caution,

these :îesults indicate that although caution has nemained

stable between sessions within this expeniment, 0s have

adopted highen cnitenia fon nesponding than thein

counterpants in the preceding expeniments ' The gene::a1ity

of this finding nules out the possibility that placebo

treatnent has pnoduced this result. A neasonable

alternative is, perhaps, that the pnocedune involved in

locating electnodes, togethen with awaneness that HR was

being measuned, has made os mone úûary in the present

situation, causing them to adopt highen Ievels of caution

befone nesponding.

This intenpnetation finds some suPPort when the

pattern of cornect and ennor tlesPonses is examined, As

shown in Figune 4,1, when gPouP mean latencies duning

session 1 ane plotted as a function of conditional response

pnoba.bility, the pattenn obtained confonms closely to that

pnedicted by the ttaccumulatorrr model fon sensony

discrimination r^¡hen the nesponse cniterion is high

(vickers, 1970, 1972ù, being asymmetnical with errol?

latencies longer than those for" conrect nesponses, but with

a tendency to tlp down at 1ow nesponse p:robabilities. The

general fonm of this function, and its implications are

discussed funthen, when reporting the latencies obtained

for cornect and en:ror resPonses in Expeniment 4.2 '

Using data fnom the finst Sessionr Do evidence is

obtained for a relationship between .Ë and.sO (Peanson n =

O,!2¡ d,f. = 19; P = 0.607; two tails) on HR (Peanson n =



Figune 4.1:

Mean latencies fon connect and inconnect resPonses

as a function of stimulus diffenence. Connect

resPonses have a fconditíonal pnobabilityr > 0,5t

the pnobability increasing to I.0 as the

discnimination task varies fnom tdifficultr to

feasyt, Conversely, ennon resPonses have a

tconditional pnobabilityt varying from 0 to 0,5 as

the discnimination task becomes incneasingly

rdifficultr. The n fnom which mean latencies ane

. denived is 20 unless indicated in panentheses;

n<
discniminations involving langen diffenences

between the lines.
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-0,23; d.f. = l8i P = o'32r; two tails)'

As in the pnevious_ expeniments therefone, L aPpears

to be independent of so, It aPPealrs as an index of

penformance which vanies charactenistically between

individuals, and which at the same time is sensitive to

genenal changes in experimental conditions, so that a

change of conditions is nefl-ected pnopontionally in all

individuals.
once again, as predicted by an optional-stopPing

model of the discninination Process, nesPonse latency

duning session 1 is found to dec::ease as diffenence in

line Ìength inc::eases both acnoss Os (mean t = -O'72)

P<
being significant in 18 out of 20 cases (Pearson n ) -0.68;

p f 0,015; one tail). The slopes of individual data

become moue steeply negative as L incneases (Peanson n =

-0,63i d.f, = 18i p = 0.002; one tail)' Latency fon

errons is again signifieantly longen than fon connect

nesponses, both across Os G = 3.92i P <

tail; Wilcoxon matched pains signed-nanks test), and

across discniminanda differences (z = 2.80i P = 0'003; one

tail).
The optional-stopping model discussed in Chapten III

suggests that the point of asymptote fon the decneasing

monotonic latency function should coincide with a latency

value equivalent to:

À + to. , whene to = êrlY delay occu:r:ring in the
response sYstern and aPPanatus.
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Resul-ts to date suggest a value fon I + to of

appnoximately 510 msec, which, if | = I00 msec implies that

t = 410 msec. This value, however, fan exceeds those
o

usually found in straightforward disjunctive neaction time

studies involving two alternatives. Ki:rby (1972) neports

an ovenall mean of 270 msec fon a task involving nesponse

to left on night hand position lights, whene the intentnial

Lntenval is 2 seconds, as in this senies of expeniments,

V,lelfond (1971a) neports 280 msec in similan cincumstances

and derives an estimate of to = r+2 msec' assuming the

obsenven nequires an avel?age of 1.5 inspections , $rhere

À = 92 msec, to make a cornect decision. Estimates fnom

mone recent expeniments ane l, = 100 msec and tO = I28 msec

(Vùelfond, pensonal communication) .

The lange discrepancy between the value found hene and

those obtained in these experiments is pnesumably due to the

nature of the task' That of Kinbyrs a¡rd trrlelfordts

expeniments nequined a disjunctive neaction to position,

wÍth the stimulus remaining visible until the nesPonse begar.

In the pnesent expeniments the task involves the companison

of discriminanda and b::ief exPosul?es. In the discussion of

response latency in Chapten IIIr it was suggested that, with

these, decision time will be dispnopontionately lengthened

as the cnitenion nises, since, to the extent that the initial

inspection provides insufficient evidence, 0 will continue

to sample fnom noise, Thus, even if the task can be

penfor:med conneetly on the basis of infonmatíon equivalent

to k - 1, latency will be incneased if 0 adopts a higher
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degnee of caution. 0n this neasoning, the pnesent nesults

suggest that the avenage decision is based uPon an initial
inspection, followed by thnee funthen non-informative

Ínspections.

CONCLUSIONS

Although no evidence has been formd to suppont the

prediction that placebo tneatment incneases anousal and

induces a related change in noise, the measures sO and .D

emerge cneditably fnom the pnesent expeniment, Togethen

wittr those fnom the thnee expeniments neponted in Chapten

III, results ane again inconsistent with the view of Link

and Tindal-I (1971) outlined in Chapten III, that 0 can

detenmine the dunation of infonmation sanpling. Rather,

they suppont the view that 0 employs an optional-stopping

decisLon pnocedure, accumulating a cnitenion amount of

evidence favouning one altennative before initiating a

response, To the extent that available evidence fa1ls

shont of k, he continues to sample fnom noise.

Contnany to the findings of the eanlien pilot
expeniment, placebo tneatment has failed to pnoduce any

appanent diffenences in heant nate among expenimental0s.

I,t seems possible, howeven, that the pnocedune fon

electnode placement used hene, but not in the pilot study,

is responsible for: the incneased candiac activity in all
0s, thereby masking the placebo effect. This suggestion is

supponted by an examination of the mean HR obtained in both

cincumstances. Thus, in the pilot study, it" initial



avenage pulse nate among subjects nequired to take p1

dnugs was 90 b,p.Íl. r and' this fell to 83 b'P'm' t duning

the 30 minute expenimental SeSSion. These measunes hlelre

significantly higher tha¡r those of 7l and 68 b'p'n'

obtained fnom control subjects both befone and aften the

session, The pt?esent situation, on the othen hand, has

nesulted in means for session 1 of 86 and 85 b.P.m' among

expenimental and control 0s respectively, extnemely high

measures being obtained from female 0s, fon whom the rnean =

93 b.p.ûl. I¡,lhen one considers that subjects in the pilot

expeniment measuned theln own pulse-r'ater wheneas the

placeirent of electnodes in the pnesent expeniment involved

the obsenver in considenable handling by the expenimenten,

some females having to remove a:rticles of clothing in onden

to bare arms and legs, the pnoþosa1 hene does not appean to

be unreasonabLe.

c}early, howeven, no conclusions can be dnawn at thiS

Stage concenning a nelationship between anousal and noise,

or concenning the sensitivity of the index so to such a

nelationship, The significant decrease in mean a¡rd

standand devíation of HR duning the coullse of the

expenimental session emphasizes the extent to which

habituation of physiological and psychological systems may

occurl if cane is not taken to neactivate them peniodically,

An effont is made to overcome this pnoblem in the next

"expeniment, by inducing a state of anxiety'
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EXPERIMENT 4.2

A second attempt was made to assess the sensitivity

of sO to cnáges in the individual unden anxiety-pnovoking

conditions. Following Lovibond (1968), it was angued that

a series of painful, unpnedictable electnic shocks might

pnoduce non-specific, enduning arousal anising from the

uncentainty of futune stimulation, oven and above specifie

avension associated with the shock itself. Consistent with

the model of the negulation of cognitive activity outlined

in the fntroduction to this chapten, it was expected that

anxiety should inc¡.ease nandom contical activity or noise'

.Stimu1i, appanatus and pnocedune fon both the

discninination task a¡d the collection of cardio-vasculan

data were exactly the same as those employed in the pnevíous

expeniment, Nine unpredicta-ble shocks of 0.6 sec. dunation

were applied to experimental 0s in the second session,

duning blocks of tnials excluded from analysis. shock was

pnoduced by a constartt cunnent AC stimulaton, connected to

an amrneter fon measuring intensity, and delive:redt by means

of electrodes attached to the second a¡rd thind toe of the

right foot, ât an intensity finst adjusted to a Ievel that

o was pnepa:red to tolenate ttfo:r about 10 such shocks

thnoughout the sessiontr. The nange of íntensiw used was

1.0 to 2.0 ¿Lmp., and the unpnedictable nature of the shocks

was emphasized both initially and between exPenimental runs,

.. Data obtained from control Os in the pnevious

experiment hanebeen netained fon contnol pnocedunes. six

months after- panticipation in the expeniment, all 0s nated
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the anxiety expenienced on a scale fnom 0 to 10 r when

asked to neca11 the expenimental situation and requested

to take pant in fur"then neseanch unden the Same conditions.

0bseroers

Because of the avensive natune of the exPeniment,

undengnaduate students r¡rere not used in the experimental

gnoup, and Os in this grouP h¡ere informed at the outset

that some shock would be applied duning session 2, Five

maLe and five female volunteens, with a mean age of 25

yeans, drawn fnom among PoSt-graduate students and membenp

of the academic and ancillany staff of the Department of

Psychology in the Univensity of Adelaide, served as

experimental Os. Although not ahlalle of the irunediate aims

of the expeniment, all wene sophisticated wÍth nespect to

psychological nesearch.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO}ü

Noise

Mean values and standand deviations of sO fon the

two gnoups are shown ín Table 4.6. Following a nested

factons, thnee-way classification analysis of vaniance

(AppendiX 4.5(i)), it is clean that the exPenimental

tneatment has pnoduced a significant incnease in noise

(F = LI,77; d.f , = 1116; P = 0.00+), wheneas noise in the

contnol gnoup has decneased slightly (tneatment x session

intenaction f = 18.12 1ð,f , = 11161 p = 0.001), Neithen

the sex facton, nor any othen interaction aPPnoach



Session Experimental GnouP
(shock)

Contnol GnouP
(non-shock)

I 0.50
(0.14)

0,37
(0,09)

2 0,66
(0.29)

0.28
(0 .04 )

Table 4.6: Mean values and standand deviations (in

panentheses) of eO in degrees of visual

ang1e, fon Shock and Non-shock gnouPs'
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significance at the ïeo leveI. Nine out of the 10 0s in

the experimental gtloup Shovt an incnease in noise r whereas

only 2 Os in the contnol gnouP do so (p <

exact pnobability test; Siegel, 1956).

wheneas the means a¡rd standand deviations fon the

contnol group are veny close to the values of 0.32 and 0.05

deg of visual angle reponted fon Expeniment 3.3, the

expenimental Os show an average value of 0.66 deg fon sO in

the second session, which is mone than double the figune of

0,28 deg negistened by thein contnols. Even duning the

finst session the expenimentat grouP show a high value of

eO equal to 0.50 deg. This is just significantty highen

than the mean of 0.38 deg in the contnol gnouP (unnelated

samples t = 2,32) d.f . = 18i P < 0.05; two tails), and is

due mainly to foun individual measunes of sO which are more

tha¡r I standand deviation above the mean fon the contnol- grouP.

Whilst no measune of anxiety was made pnion to the

initial session, it seems plausible that sO has pnoved

sensitive to the effects of 0sf appnehension, anising out

of the pnior knowledge that session 2 would involve shock.

Heart-Rate

A nested factons, foun-way classífication analysis of

vaniance (Appendix 4.5 (ii) ) neveals no significant diffenence

due to tneatment, sex or session' Howeven, thene is a

significant diffenence between HR samples, 1, 2 ot 3 (F =

18,28; d,f. = 2t32) P < 0.001), due to a shanp dnop in HR
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between the finst and second samples (Newman-Keuls a

postenioni companison between means; winen, 1962). The

significant'treatment x HR intenaction (F = 3.39i d.f¡ =

2132; p = 0.04) is caused by a slower rate of decrease in

the group subjected to shock, but no othen interaction yields

a pnobabilitY of less than 0'20'

A nunÞen of mathematical connections and tna¡rsfonmations

srere applied to the HR data in an attempt to obtain measures

of nesponsivity indepenclent of the basal leve1 of somatic

activity (V¡ilden, 1957), but without substantial clanification

of these results. As may be seen fnom Table 4.7, avenage HR

ín the second session shows an incnease over that in the

first fon expenimental Os, wheneas it tends to fa1l slightty

among contnols. However, the extnemely large individual

diffenences in candiac activity have masked the effect within

the analysis of vaniance.

similarly, it has not been possible to establish a

direct, significant relationship between HR and sOr

although there is weak evidence for a monotonic nelationship

between incneased candiac activity and incneased noise when

change in HR is derived fnon the initial samples only

(Pearson r = 0,31i d.f. = 8; P = 0.09j one-tail). Taken

togethen, these results suggest that whilst unpnedictable

shock may cause an initiat increase in HR, it tends to

adapt quickty, falling towands a baseline as the session

advances, despite the th:reat of funthen avensive stimulation'



SanpLe Expenimental Gnoup

(shock)

89 .4
(19 .1)

84, 3

(14. 3)

Contnol Group
(non-shock)

88.7
(15.2)

82 .9
(12.4)

77.2
(11. s )

-tq
(18.2)

+1.1
(13.7)

-2 .1+

(11. 0 )

Session I Session 2 Change Session I Session 2 Change

I

2

3

80 .9
(13.3)

78.4
(9.3)

78.4
( 7. 3)

82 .0
(12.0)

+8.5
(10 .1)

+5.9
(7 .2)

+3.6
(6.4)

91. 6
(19.0)

91. I
(16.5)

79 .6
(r5.5)

Table 4.7 z Mean values and standard deviations (in panentheses) of absolute
levels and the change in HR (beats pen minute) between sessions
1 and 2. A positive mean score indicates an incneaqe fon session
2 and a negative mean score denotes a decnease.
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This finding is not surpnising in the }ight of the

contnovensy that exists neganding the relationship between

the candiovasculan system and genenal activation within

the organism. Attempts to test the hypothesis, that the

nelationship between penfonmance and leve1 of activation

is best neplresented by an invented U-shaped function, have

led to conflicting HR nesults. Investigating the effects

of waten depnivation upon ba:: pnessing behavioun and HR of

nats, Belangen and Feldman (1962) nepont that whereas the

numben of bar presses incneases to a maximum and theneaften

decneases as sevenity of depnivation nises, HR continue, lo

incnease monotonically, Howevet?, although Ha}rn et al (1962)

nepont similan behaviounal effects following deprivation,

they found that HR did not continue to incnease wÍth longen

peniods of depnivation, The position is funthen complicated

by a thind study of rats by l¡linen (1970) ín which thinst

was cont:rolIed by means of salt injections. l{heneas

behaviounal data fnom this investigation suppont the

appnoach in terms of anousal outlined eanlien in this chapter,

HR rneasunes ane in the opposite dinection to that pnedicted

by activation theory, decneasing as thinst incneases.

A numben of studies have neponted decelenation in HR

when attentional demands ane made on 0 (Lacey et 41, 1963;

Lacey, 1967;Obnist et â1, 1970a, 1970b; .Ienníngs et ê1,

1970). Howeven, Eason and Dudley (1970) nepont incneases

Ín HR when 0s are fonced to maintain attention in onden to

åvoi¿ shock. Kahneman et a1 (1969) suggest that HR
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accelerates duning the initiat attentional stage, but

that deceLenation accompanies laten infonmation pnocessing.

Dahl and Spänce (1970) häve attempted to nesolve the issue

by pnoposing that the candiovasculan system is sensitive

to both changes in attention and to genenal activation level;

Theír nesults suggest that HR may 'rneflect the biological

systemts assessment of how much information must be

pnocessed by the CNSrr (p.375).

As negands the pnesent expeniment, despite the

failune to establish HR as a neliable index of anxietYr 
,

thene is no doubt that 0s gÍven shocks Í^Iere made extnemely

anxious, Subsequent natings of anxiety in the expenimental

situation, on a scale fnom 0 to 10, gave a mean of 7.00 fon

expenimental Os, which was significantly highen tha¡r the

mean of 1.85 fon thein contnols (p <

Vlhitney U testS Siegel, 1956).

Response Lateney

Ttris expeniment again pnovides suppont fon the

suggestion that mean overall latency -D pnovides an index

of caution on critenion fon nesponding which is independent

fnom sO. The nelationship between sO and tr measunes

obtained fon expe:rimental 0s is low duning both session 1

(Pearson n = 0.45i d.f. - 8; p = $.185) and in session 2

(Peanson n = 0.2Li d.f. = 8; p = 0.569). The independence

of sO a¡rd.D was funther exarnined, with a substa¡tial inc::ease

in the degrees of fneedom gained by combining data fnom this

expeniment with those obtained eanlien. This appears

justified, since the expenimental pnocedune a¡rd conditions
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$rene very similan and an identical discnimination task was

used. Data from Expeniment 3.3 (fO 0s) and Expeniment 4.1,

Session- 1 QO Os), combined with those obtained fnom the 10

experimental Os duning the fi:rst session of this expeniment,

stnongly confinm that no significant nelationship exists

between sD and.¿ (Pearson n = 0.17; d.f. = 38i P = Q.298;

two tails).
If L is taken as an index of caution adopted by 0t

the present nesults suggest that thene is no significant

relationship between anxiety and change in caution. FoT

both gnoups thene is a significant decnease in latency

between sessions (f = 10.82; d.f. = 1r16; P = 0.005;

Appendix +.s(iii)), as may be seen in Table +.8. The

significant intenaction between sex artd sessions (F = 7.19;

d,f. = 1r16i P = 0.016) occuns because this tendency is

most manked among male 0s, due to the higherl gllouP means

negistened by male Os duning session 1 (Table 4.9). This

nesult, howeven, is langely caused by two extneme measurest

one being 1.3 and the othen 1,9 sta¡rdand deviations above

the gnoup mean, and the sex diffenence duning session I is

not significant (unnelated samples t = I.22¡ d.f . = 18i

p > 0,201 two tails), !,lhilst the dec:rease in I between

sessions is less manked in the Presence of unpnedictable

shock, it is not significantly so (f = 2.56; d.f. = 1116;

p = 0,26) , There is in any case no obvious rationale for

.supposing that caution should neflect change in the level

of anxiety: on the othen ha¡rd, changes in caution are to



Session Expenimental Gnoup
(shock)

Contnol Group
(non-shock)

TOTALS

1 623.0
(129.4)

651.5
(97,6)

632.3
(115. 6 )

2 584.9
(118,2 )

570,2
(10 3.0 )

577.6
(111.1)

TOTALS 604. 0

(125,4)
610.g

(10 8. 3)

Table 4'B: Means and standand deviations (in panentheses)

fon measunes of mean ovenall latency .Ë (msec)

obtained fnorn 10 expenimental and 10 contnol Os

duning both sessions of Expeninent +.2,



Session Male Female TOTALS

1 661.8
(133.5)

602.7
(84.5)

I

632,3
(115.6)

2 562.5
(86.3)

592.6
(129.6)

577.6
(11r.1)

TOTALS

Table 4,9: Means and standand deviations (in panentheses)

fon measures of mean ovenall latency tr (msec),

obtained frorn 10 male and 10 female 0s duning

both sessions of Experiment ).2, The mean fon

males, excluding the 2 extneme neadings discussed

on P.108 is 609 msec.

6l,2,2
(119.6)

597.7
(106.6)
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be eþected from the finst to the second session as 0

becomes mone familian wi,th the task.

As pnedicted by an optional-stopping model of the

discrirnination Pnocess r mean lresPonse latencies obtained

fnom the 10 expenimental 0s alre found to decnease as

diffenences between stinuli incnease, both duning session 1

(meanr=-0.51;P<

(mea¡r r = -0.40; p = 0.001; one tait). Vùhen individual

data are considened, negative connelations between latency

and stimulus diffenence are found in both sessions fon 9 Ost

these being significant (Peanson r )" -0.65; P ( 0.019;

one tai]) fon 8 os in session I and 5 0s in session 2.

.Although thene is some tendency duning session 1 fon the

slopes of individual data to become incneasingly negative

as L incneases (Pearson r = -0,42; d.f. = 8; P = 0.111;

one tail), this result is clearly not as convincing as

those obtained in eanliell exPel?iments. Funthenmore, the

prediction is cleanly not upheld fon session 2 (Peanson ll

= .-0,24; d.f , = 8; P = 0.259; one tail) .

when this pnediction is ne-examined using latencies

fon conrect responses only, it is upheld for session 1

(Pearson n = -0.62i d,f, - 8; P = 0.027', one tail) but again

fails for session 2 (Peanson r = -0'20; d.f. - B; P = Q.288;

one tail), Examination of individual data, howeven, neveals

that the failure is pnincipally caused by the atypical

.results obtained from two 0s, these being diffenent pensons

than those, discussed above, who had devia¡t I' measures.
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When gnoup data are reanalyzed excluding these two, the

relationship between the slope of the latency functions and

L is found tå ¡e much impnoved fon session I (Pear.son r =

-0.54i d,f. = 6; P = 0.08t one tail), and to neach

significance for session 2 (Pearson r = -0.85i d,f = 6;

p = 0.00+), despite the smallness of the sample.

An examination of.the penfonmance of the two atypical

Os suggests that both have tended towands dead-line nesponding,

latencies being mankedly negulan, regandless of stimulus

diffenence and whethen responses are cornect on inconrect.

As may be seen f::om Appendix 4.6 where thein individual data

are pnesented, the tendency is found in both sessions,

suggesting that anxiety anoused by shock is not a nelevant

facton. Nor does it appear to be dineetly linked with

caution, since one 0 nanks fifth, whilst the othen nanks

tenth fon mea¡¡ ovenall latency. Both 0s, howeven, have

negistened high measures fon sO, nanking eighth and tenth

in the expenimental group duning both sessions, which suggests

the interesting possibility that a veny rnoisyt individual,

faced with a senies of discniminations which at?e too tdifficultr,

may abandon an optional stopping pnocedune, adopting instead

a stnategy which is based on a fixed sample statistical decision

Process,

Correet and Ineotreet lesponse Lateney

An optional stopping account of the discniruination

puocess is once again supponted by an examination of connect

and ennor response latencies among expenimental 0s. As

pnedicted, mean latencies fon errons ane significantly longen
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than those fon connect resPonsesr both aclloss 0s (session 1;

z = 2.80; P. = 0.003; one tail; t'lilcoxon matched pains

signed-ranks test: session 2; z = 2.50; P = 0.006; one tail)

and acrloss stimulus differenees (session 1; z = 2.t10) P =

0.008¡ one tail: session 2; z = 2,80) P = 0,003; one tail)'

A possible means of obtaining dinect companisons

between the altennative optional-stopping models of

discnirrinato:ry judgement, discussed in Chapten IIIr has been

proposed by Audley and Pike (1965), who suggest companing

the time taken to choose one of two equipnobable altennatives

witn the probabílity of making that nesponse, The rtlatency-

pnobability functiontf so obtained pnovides a comPanison of

latencies for cornect re.SPonses and corresPonding enrors

and each of the models pnedicts a chanacteristic pattenn.

Because the gneatest divengence between the predicted functions

occurs with ennons having a low probability of occunnence, a

dinect companison between the vanious pnedictions has pnoved

difficult. Vickers (1970 , Ig72a), however', has pnesented

evidence to suggest that, it accondance with an rraccumufator'l

model, the pattern of the function changes, latencies fon

enrors incneasidg relative to those fon cornect nesponses as

the critenion adopted by 0 increases. This model thenefone

appears langely to reconcile diffenences between the various

modeJ-s, since, fon obsenvens with a high cnitenion k,

Vickensr model predicts a latency-pnobability function

nesembling that predicted by the rnecruitmentr model (La Benge,

l-962), As k decneases, hgweven, the funcLion appnoximates

that pnedicted by Audleyts (1960) tnunsr model, Fina}ly, ''
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fon low k values, the function increasingly tends towands

the inverted U-shaped function predicted by the rnandom

walkr model' (Stone, 1960).

Although the I accumulatont model has been developed

in a discninination situation which differs f:rom that used

in the expeniments neponted hene in that no constnaints

were imposed upon Ors inspection time, Vickensr pnediction

is examined hene, using data fnom 40 0s in 3 expeniments,

as described above, by examining the nelationship between

the regnession coefficient fon a symmetnical conditional

pnobability function of connect and inconnect latencies,

denived fnom individual data, and caution, as indicated by

the measune .t. Results stnongly suppont an laccumulatonl

account of the penceptual decision plaocess (Peanson r =

-0,59; d.f. = 38¡ P <

the function becomes less symmetnical and more steep, due

to nelative incnease in the latencies fon inconnect responses t

as caution incneases, Data obtained fnom 3 0sr nePnesenting

a Iow, intenmediate and high cnitenion fon nespondingr are

ptotted in the fonm of latency pnobability curves in Figune

4.2a, These would appean to pnovide a neasonable match

with the genenal fonm of connesponding theonetical functions

denived by Vickers (1970; Figune 3r p.45)r as shown in

Figur:e 4,2b.



Figune L+ ,2 7

(a) Latency pnobability functions fon 3

Observers, derived from the latencies

to connect and inconrect resPonses

duning Session 1r ExPeniment +.2.

(b) Latency pnobability functions fon a

computen simulation of the accumul-aton

model for 10 diffenent cnitenia.

Based on Vickers (19?0, Figune 3r p'45).
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CONCLUSIONS

Taken.togethen, these nesults suggest that anxiety

produced by unpnedictable electric shocks has little

pnedictable effect on HR, but does substa¡tiaIly incnease

the noise of which the measu:re sO is a sensitive index.

This finding pnovides suppont fon the suggestion by

Vickens et aI (1972) that the measune eO used in

conjunction with othen indices of discniminative penfonmancet

which can be cleanly internelated within a comPrehensive

theony of penceptual discninination, should have considenable

usefulness in studies of the effects of vanying al?ousal. In

addition to its potential fon investigating effects of various

envinonmental stnesses, sD might be used to study changes in

perfonmance acconpanying ageing¡ oP induced by conditions

nequining sustained vigila¡rce. It seems like1y, funthenmol?e,

that sO might be applied to the assessment of individual

diffenences in pensonality on cognitive functioning.
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CHAPTER V.

INÐIVIDUAL DITFERENCES TN IINSPECTION TIMEI,

rNorsEr, AI¡D ASS0CTATED PERCEPTUAL

INDICES OF PERFORMAI{CE

rNTRoDUcrrON (cited by vtelford, r9o8)
The demonstration by F,!Ù. Besse1 in L820f, that

charactenistic individual differences in neaction time

existed ¿Lmong colleagues nequined to make noutine

astnonomicat obsenvations, $las soon followed by other 
l

attempts to develop measures of fundamental capacity in I

the human information pnocessing system, using such

deScniptons aS neaction time, speed of movement, absolute

a¡rd diffenential thresholds, and musculan stnength

(Galton, 1869; Cattellr 1890). The impontance of the

speed of rnental pnocesses as a majon sounce of difference

in ability has since been widely necognized (Thonndiket

1926; Eysenck, 1953; Funneauxr 1960)r togethen with

conative tnaits nevealing detenmination, pensistence and

caution (V,lechs1en, 195-8; Furneaux, 1960). Sirnilanlyr f:rom

studies concenned with 40 dÍfferent tests of penceptual

penfonmance, Thunstone (1944) has isolated a facton tenrred

rfspeed of judgmenttt, sim:ilan to the facton of trdecision

speedtr extnacted by Kunnapas (1969) ín an investigation of

individual differences in the :rate of figune neversal'

Both mental efficiency and subjectíve factons

influencing the speed of decision ane inconponated in the

theonetical appnoach outlined in the two pneceding chaptens,
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The indices inspection time À, govenning the rate at

which senso.ny input is passed to subsequent decision

processes; noise so added to the signals; and the value

of data accumulated k, adoptêd by 0 as a cnitenion fon

nesponditg, which is indinectly measured by mean ovenall

latency .t,, go a long way towands pnovidíng a conceptual

fnamewonk fon the undenstanding of individual diffenences

in pe:rceptual penfonmance, and might also be dinectly

applied to the investigation of differences in what ane

commonly tenmed tnaits of pensonality or tempenament.

The frequently advanced model of anousal (Hebbr 1955;

Duffyr 1957; Samuelsr 1959; Malmo, 1959; Berlyner 1960;

Lindsley, 1961) implies. that emotional neactions to an

extennal situation may be followed by internal activation

that pnovides a secondary soulrce of stinulation which

increases activity already existing in the nervous System'

Whene a task is nelatively sinple on the arousal the

consequence of a srnall increase in stimulation, the

sensitivity of penceptual mechanisms in the bnain may be

impnoved, theneby facilitating leanning and penfollmarìce.

At higher levels of activation on in more complex tasks,

howeven, the effect of increasing arousal will tend to be

disruptive as intennal noise is naised and the channel

capacity of the bnain neducedr so that penfonmance is

impained (tlelfond, J,962, 19?3), Welfond (1968) cites !'rork

by Davis usíng the Cambnidge Cockpit, a simulated aincnaft

ín which subjects $¡ene tested fon 2 hour peniods on
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complicated ma¡oeuvres designed to nesult in mental fatigue'

commenting o.n these he says: tronset of fatigue may lead to

marrked overactivity, often coupled wittr signs of anxiety'

These in turn may dinect attention fnom the task to wornying

about whethen ít is being penfonmed adequately and thus lead

to still funthen slowing and disnuption'r (t'lelfond' 1968t

p,255).

Deese (1955) suggested, on the basis of a similan

model, that petlsonality measures reflecting tension might

connelate with penfonmance on vigilance tasks. one

instnument widely applied to the measurement of tension ola

anxiety is the Manífest Anxiety Scale (M.A.S.), developed

by Taylon (1953) in accordance with spencets extension of

the Hul]ia¡r concept of excitatory potential (Spencet 1958)'

The M,A,S. scone is assumed tO neflect rremotional

responsivenessrt, which is in tunn nelated to tf dnivert. In

aceondance with drive theony the model pnoposed by Taylon

and Spence suPPoses that total effective dnive is detenmined

by summation pninciples. Perfo:rmance will tend to Ímpnove

as d:rive level nises, although highen drive levels need not

always nesult in impnoved performance, since penfonmance

may be disnupted if dr:ive leve1 neaches a point at which

several competing resPonse tendencies are elicited.

A somewhat diffenent approach is pnovided by Eysenckr s

(1965, 1970) theory of pensonality which is based upon the

distinction between the two empÍnically denived dimensions

of ext:ravension intr:ovension, artd neuroticism - stability.

These ane linked to hypothetical physiological constnucts '
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Initially derived fnom Pavlovian and Hullian concepts of

excitation and inhibition (Eysenck, 1957), the theony has

more necently attempted to link the psychological dimensions

dinectJ-y with physiological anousal (tleLfond, 1965, 1966;

Eysenck, 1967). It is postulated that chnonic level of

contical activity is nelated to extnavension-introvension,

while incnease in anousal level when stness is applied is

linked to the concept of neunoticism on instability.
Gnay (1967) has emphasized that thene ane considenable

similaríties between this appnoach and that of Soviet

psychologists, pnincipalLy unden the direction of the late

B.M. Teplov. This wonk nepresents the extension and

development of Pavlovrs (1927) theonies concenning the

physiological basis of pensonality, isolating dimensions of
rrstreng'chrr of the nenvous system. The Russia¡r concept of
rrequilibnium in dynamismtr beans a close nesemblance to

Eysenckrs pnoposals concer:ning excitation inhibition,
which he has postulated to r:nderly the dimension of
introversion extr:aversion, and thene exists a considenable

body of expenimental data concenning various pnecisely

defined panametens fon conditioned neflexes, the onienting

response, and E.E.G. measunes that suppont the existence of
differences between individuals in the extent to which

excitatony on inhibitony pnocesses pnedominate (Sokolov,

1963; Lynn, 1966; Gnay, 1967). Lynn (1966), howeven, has

emphasized that whene Eysenck has nemained close to Pavlovrs

(1927) oniginal single stage model of habituation, suggesting
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that rlesponse thneshold is naised as a nesult of the

continual genenation of internal inhibition, the Russians

themselves have modifíed this in favou:: of a two stage modelt

in which the analysis of input in tenms of centain cnitical

cnitenia precedes eithen excitation on inhibition (Þloruzzi,

1960; Jouvet, 1961; Sokolov, 1963). Similanlyr Bnoadbent

(I971) has also summanized difficulties fon a unitany state

modeL of anousal, speculating about the existence of both

upper and lo$ren level decision systems, the highen level

mechanism monitoning and modifying the openation of the

lowen, which is nesponsible for the execution of the nesponse.

Within Eysenckts model, the two dimensions of

intnovension-extnavension and stability-instability ane held

to nepnesent the pnincipal sources of vania¡ce in what we

commonly tenm tpensonalityr, and have been nepeatedly shown

to be independent as measuned by the Eysenck Pensonality

Inventony (Fantrey, 1967). Eysenck thenefone avoids the

appnoach to the descniption of pensonality favouned by

Cattell (1965), wheneby intenconnelated p::imany or rrfinst-

Ondentt factors aÌae isolated. Instead, he prefens to deal

witn the mone comprehensive, independent Itsecond order:rl

factons, Controversy neganding the nelative menits of

these two appnoaches continues to genenate discussion

(Eysenck, 1-972).

Although the concepts of extnavension and introvension

have penhaps been most widely apptied within clinical and

psychiatnic pnactice, thene is additionally a vast expenimental
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litenatune linking them to othen measunes of tnaits, to

developmental aspects of behavioun and to heneditany

mechanisms undenlying behavioun (Eysenck, 1967, 1970),

Evidence exists to suggest differences between the Sexes

(Eysenck and Eysenck, 1969), females tending to be mone

intnove¡-ted and less stable than males. Broadbent (1958,

1963) has suggested that the pensevenation and caution

widely attnibuted to intnovents might be due to thein using

longe:r sampling times when inspecting sensotly input. He

has angued that because of highen chnonic anousal, intnovents

may sho\^¡ }ess decrement in vigilance unden conditions in

which ovenall stimulation is low a¡rd the nisk of monotony

or boredom or high, a suggestion supponted by data fnom

Baka¡r et al (1963) and fnom Halcomb and Kink (1965).

Simitarly, int:rovents have been found to be less susceptible

to fatigue caused by loss of sleep (Conconanr 1965)' while

extravents have been found to incun significantly mone

tnaffic accidents and violations than intnovents, a finding

ascnibed to the assumption that extnavents ane less socialized

than introverts because of slowen conditionability and

thenefone less bound by tnaffic negulations (Finer 1963). A

gnêat deal of reseanch has been concerned with the application

of these dimensions to the investigation of a variety of

educational pnoblems, to abilj.ty and achievement factons in

vocational guidance .and industnial fields, ild to u¡rcovering

individual diffenences in the influence of social psychological

vaniables (Eysenck, 1971q0 l-971b) , .
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As was discussed in Chapten IV, I,,lelfond (1962 r 1965bt

1968) has proposed a unidimensional model of stness and

penfonmance aS a functioh of personality, which Postulates

that both impncved and inpaired perfonmance is accounted fon

by the incr:ease of activity within the nenvous system.

tlelfond (1973) has funthen extended this model to suggest

possible explanations fon differences that might exist in

the nonms and chanactenistics of diffe:rent socia] and

national gnoups.

If these vanious anguments and suggestions hold goodt
I

we might expect that measunes susceptible to individual

diffenences in noise and inspection tine night also aPPIy

in the anea. Howevell, it is penhaps unlikely that the

individual differences of intenest can be reduced to

vaniations in a single measure, such as sO on À, and nather

that useful distinctions may involve an intenactión between

these on even additional measures, It is possible fon

example, that some individuals may adopt nelatively mcne

stningent cniteria in response to incneased levels of noise,

on that the effects of noise rnight be :reduced by diffening

degnees in accondance with the use made of stoned data'

At least within the context of the simple line discriminations

used in the expeniments neponted hene, intenesting vaniations

ín the use of temporanily stoned infonmation might be uncovened

by determining the diffenence ô between values of sO and o,X-y)

obtained unden equivalent conditions both with and without

backwand masking (Vicke:rs et al 1972) .
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The aims of the following expeniments were to

investigate individual differences in the indices lr "0,
L and ô, and to examine thein relationships with diffenences

in pensonality climensions measu:red by the M.A.S. and the E.P.I.

EXPERI}ENT 5 .1

Appanatus and Stömu'Í.i z

Appanatus and stinuli used ín the tasks concerrted

wíth measures of À and sO r^rere very símilan to those

descril:ed fo:r earlier ex¡leniments . Some modifications,

however, were made, ltle numben of examples used to

farniliarize 0 with the task befone the initial session,

concerned with measuring tr, h¡as incneased from 4 to L2,

2 being of 2 sec exPosutre and 10 being of 150 msec

exposure, The range of exposune du::ations fon this task

was also expanded so as to extend f¡'om t5 to 150 msec in

steps of 15 nsec. In an additional sessionr concerned with

obtaining a second measure of Àr the sho¡'ten of the two

yertical- lines in the stimulus ciisplay was funthen neduced

to 24 rm, so that viewed f,nom a distance of 66 cilr the

stimutus diffenence of 14.4 mn conresPonded to a visual

arrgle of L,2 dgg.

Fon the session associated with measuning ô r a minon

program change removed the backwand mask following the

e:{posure of the display fon 100 msec.

Design 
Þ

Each' O completed foun sessions in the salne onden,

one week apant, each at the same time of day and lasting
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approximately t houn, 0s were randomly assigned to

sessions befone on afte:: 12 noon, with the constnaint that

thene l^Iene equal numbens. of low and high anxiety 0s in
monning and aftennoon sessions. This pnecaution r^ras taken

because of evidence that pensonality charactenistics are

associated with vaniations in penfornance at diffenent times

of the day (Colquhoun and Conconan, 1964, B1ake, 1967).

A measune of the individualrs ínspection time I was

taken at the finst session. In the second an estimate of

noÍse sr\ was obtained, using 100 msec exposune fon all 0s.
D

At the third session a measure of noise was obtaíned un¿ein

conditions without backward masking, the diffenence between

this estimate a¡rd the fonmen pnoviding the index of the

effects of immediate memo"A ô.

The founth session was undentaken in onder to obtain

a second measune of 1. This pnoved necessany since duning

the counse of the initial session it was discovened that
while testing 16 0s a modífication to the intensity of

íllumination on the oscilloscope by anothen usen had not

been connected.

The design of each of these expenimental sessions was

as descnibed fon eanlien exper:iments.

Pnoeedune

The pnocedure fon sessions involving line discnimination,

remained the same as desc:ríbed in relation to eanlien

expeniments with the exception of two minon rnodifications.

Iollowing initial instruction concenning the task, all
communication with 0 was cannied out by means of a two-way
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inter-communication sYstem.

0b senpers

Obsenvens htetle selected fr:om the finst yean psychology

course at the Univensity of Adelaide on the basis of thein

M.A.S. scones (Taylon, I953) this test having pneviously

been adrninistened to 405 undengnaduates ennolled in this

course. Scoreg fon this population nanged fnom 0 to 40,

with mean = 16,7 and S.D. = 9,0. The distnibution tended

to necta¡rgulanity with modes at 10 and 22 and median = 17 t

but showed little ske$tness (0.34) or kuntosis (2.8;

conventional mean = 3.0). Ma1es tend to Scone lowen than

females, the means of 15.7 and 1?.5 nespectively being

significantly diffenent (únnelated samples t = 2.20; d.f. =

403; p = 0.027; two tails). In view of the widely neponted

cor:relations between the M.A.S, a¡rd the N scale of the

M.P.I, and E.P.I. , this nesult would appear to suppont the

finding that b¡omen tend to score more highly on the

neunoticism scale than men. Selected male and female 0s

Vûere thenefore matched fon M,A,S. score¡ êS a contnol fon

the possible effects of this diffenence.

A1I Os had pneviously completed the A.C.E,R. Advanced

Intelligence Tests AL-AQ (Catalogue of the Austnalia¡r

Council of Educational Reseanch), the IPAT 16 PF, fonn C

(Catte11, Eben and Tatsuoka, 1970) and eithen fonm A or B

of the E,P,I, (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1964), Before selection

each O was nequired to identify connectly all letters in the

6 n line of a Snellen eye chant, viewed fnom a dista¡rce of

6 m unden conditions of nonmal noom illumination. 0 wore
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correcting lenses if this was normal practice, but was

tested monocularlY, a diffenent chant being used fon

each eye.

Five males and five females, closely matched fon M.A.S.

score and âBêr hrere assigned to each of four groups defined

by M.A.S, scores 1-8, 9-16, I7-2+, and 25-39, the foun

gnoups pnoviding intermediate and extreme categonies of

both 1ow and high anxietY.

The 40 Os wene aged 17-28 years (mode = 18 yeans).

All wene naive l^lith resPect to the aims of the expeniment.

Panticipation in the sessions fulfilled pant of a course

t?equirement r

RESULTS A}TD DISCUSSION

Inspeetion þine

Estimates of À calculated fon the founth session nange

fnom 74 up to 156 msec, with a mean of 101 and a standand

deviation of 22 msec. These results closely nesemble those

obtained in Expeniments 3 .1 and 3,2, a¡rd confi:rm the eanlien

suggestion that I pnovides a stable behaviounal descnipton

of individual differences in inspection time. Funthen

confirmation of the stabilÍty of tr was obtained by companing

the nesults of the 24 0s completing session Ir with nesults

fon the same 0s duning the founth session. Although the

means decnease fnon 115 to 105 msec (nelated samples t = 2.00r

d,f, = 23i p = 0.055; two tails), there is a highly

significant connelation between the two sets of inspection

times (Peanson r = 0,78i d.f, = 22; P < 0.001; two tails).
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l{heneas it nay be seen from lable 5.1 that tr bea:rs

no significa¡rt linean nelationship to the personality on

LQ. measuresr âfl analySiS Of VanianCe, summanized in

Appendix 5.2(i), finds a highly significant diffenence

between measunes of À obtained fon the foun leveIs of

chnonic anxiety, as indicated by the Taylon M.A.S. (F = 6.81;

d.f. = 3¡36; p = 0.001), Application of the Newman-Keu1s

pnocedune (Vüinen, 1962) shows the pnincipal sources of

var:iance to be the diffenences betl'leen the extneme gl?ouPs,

when compared with the gnoups immediately above a¡rd below

the mean (Table 5,2), l,treither" the companison between the

two extreme gnouPs, nor that between the two intenmediate

gr?oups is significant (cl = 0.05).

Planned companisons fon tnend (Hays, 1963) confinm that

the fonm of the nelationship existing between M.A.S. scones

and I is best nePresented by a quadratic function in which

I is longest at both very high and veny low level-s of

anxiety (f = 19.50; d,f , = 1¡36; P <

The U-shaped t:rend is also Present when inspection time data

ane na¡rked againSt Scol?es fon extraversion On the E.P.I., a

qr.radnatic function accounting fon Iitenally all between-cells

variance (F = 5,28; d,f , = 1136; p = 0.020; Appendix 5.2(ii)).

The Same tnend is again found when data ane na¡rked against

neunoticism scores on the E.P.I. (f = 7.88; d.f . = 1136;

p = 0.008; Appendix 5.2(iii)). The extent of these tnends

.may be cleanly seen fnom Table 5,2. The measure À is

essentially denived fnom the numben of enrors made, and the



CatteII (16 P.F')

Extravension Neunoticism M.

Eysenck (E.P.I. )

Extrave::s ion Neuroticism

A. C.E. RTaylon

M.A. S . 4 Anxie D Lie

-0.20

-0.03
+0.08

-0.34rlrl

-0 . Ulrl*ë!

-0.34*'"

I

-0 .16

-0 . 3 3¡trl

+0 .00

-0 .09

-0.2L

-0 .19

À

ô

L

D

(r)

(so)

(ô)

-0.01

+0 .02

-0.02

-0¡08

-0 .15

-0 .19

Table 5.1:

-0 .16

-0 .01

-0.04

-0 .10

-0.05

-0.04

-0.06
+0 .10

+0.Lr

+0 .05

+0.07

+0.0I

+0.04

-0,I8
-0.26

+0.02

+0 .11

-0.02

-0.r6
+0 .10

+0.22

+0.08

-0.01
+0.03

+0 .15

+0.02

+0,0t+

+0,06

-o.20

-0.00

+0.06

+0.0r

-0.29*

-0.2r

-0.03

-0 .10

-0 .20

-0.07
+0.03

-0.03

-0.09

-o.22
L

fr

Conrelations îound between À, sD, ô, L and vanious Personality measul?es, obtained

fnom rt.o Os during Expeniment 5.1. In this and subsequent tables the measure À

r:efens to that obtained in the founth session.
rl frrtp <

rr:'sp < 0.0S (two tails)
r'P <

The peanson conrelation coefficient n has been used fon all companisons except those

involving I.Q. where the Speanman rank correlation coefficient n, has been applied,
since the I,Q, test has a maximum of 135+, scored hene as 136r and this has resulted
in br¡nching at the uppen limit.



Pensonality
dimension

anxiet5r (M.A.S. )

extravension (E.P.I, )

neuroticism (E.P.I. )

Tab1e 5 .2:

Low scones
extneme intenmediate

High scores
intermediate extneme

11s .1
(26.6)

108,9
(27 .5)

115 .2
(26.6)

99 ,9
(13.7)

92.2
(15.e)

89 ,0
(14.3)

84,9
(13.7)

92.4
(r7.7)

93.7
(16.3)

112. 3
(12. 8)

108.7
(19.0)

104. 3
(19.3)

Means and stanclard deviations (in panentheses) of inspection

time À (msec) obtained fnom 40 Os assigned to 4 gnouPs of

equal size in accordance with scores on 3 personality dimensions.

Relevant analyses of vaniance are included in Appendix 5.2.
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present nesults may thenefore be intenpneted aS analogous

to an inverted U-shaped function descnibing the relationship

between penformance and pensonality dimensions widely linked

with anousal (Welford' 1973).

Although the M.A.S. has been fnequently interpneted as

an index of chtronic anxiety, Taylon (1956) has emphasized

that the scale was developed to pnovide an objective measure

of genenal tdrivet leve|, ês defined in the introductony

section of this chapten. She points out that whi.le test

scones have Successfully reflected differences in a chnonic

emotional state, negandless of the situation, they have also

nefte.cted individual differences in the degnee of neaction to

factors eausing anxiety and are thenefone also sensitive to

differences in the extent to which anxiety leads to anousal.

This implies that the M.a.s, is not only sensitive to

the kind of activation commonly linked with intnoversion,

but also to that associated with neunoticism. An

examination of the nelationships found between M.A.S. scores

and these dimensions in this exPelriment r pnovides some

evidence for such a conclusion, although the connelations

ane most manked with the Cattell l-6 P.F. measures, which,

clearly, ane not themselves independent of each othen. A

table showing the nelationships found between the vanioLrs

psychometnic tests is included in Appendix 5.1. Fon the

E.P.I. dimensions, M,A.S. Scores ane significantly nelated

.to neunoticism (Peanson r = 0,83; d.f. = 38i P < 0.001; two

tails), but not to extnavension (Peanson n = -0,22i d.f. =

38; P = 0.191; two tails).
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The p::esent results may therefore be best intenpreted

as suggesting that both the individualts leve1 of chnonic

anousal as indicated by extravension, and the pnopensity on

resistance to positive Stness, as indexed by neunoticism on

the M.A.S. Scoreraffect inspection time. Pensons at both

extremes in these dimensions tend to employ longer inspection

tirnes than do those in the intermediate categonies, although

pnesumably fon different psychological reasons.

one may speculate, fon example, that a highly stable

individual with a low level of chronic activity in the brain,

may adopt longen peniods fon the inspection and sanpling of

sensory data in orden to acquine addi-bional stimulation and

enhance the ope::ational efficiency of the penceptual system.

0n the othen hand, a pellson who is highly unstable, having

a high chnoníc level- of anousal, may benefit by sanpling

mone slowly fnom the envÍronment, theneby pa:rtial1y offsetting

the effects of nandom internal noise.

Noise

These speculations neceive some suppont from the fact

that sO is not nelated to any of the pensonality vaniables,

either lineanly, as may be seen fnom Table 5,1, on non-

lineanly as is indicated by Table 5.3 (F < 1.0 fon both M.A.S.

and extnaversion; Appendix 5.3) .

Individual estimates of sD lrange fnom 0,26 deg of

visual angle up to 0.48 deg with a mean of 0.30 and a

standand deviation of 0.06 deg. These results bean a close

r:esemblance to the estimates obtained in Expeninents 3.3, t

+,1, and 4,2 fon 0s in a comparable situation.



Pensonality
dimension

Low

extneme
scores
íntenmediate

High scores
intenmediate extr-eme

anxiety (M.4. S. )

extnavension (E.P.I. ) 0
(0

Tab1e 5.3:

0.31
(0.05)

.31

.06)

0.29
(0.07)

0.30
(0.07)

0.30
(0.07)

0.31
(0.0s)

0 ,30
(0.04)0.30

(0.06)

Means a¡d standand deviations (in panentheses) of noise 
"D

(in degrees of visual angle) oitained from 40 Os assigned to

4 groups of equal size in accordance with scores on 2 pensonality

dimensions, Releva¡¡t analyses of vaniance are included in

Appendix 5,3.
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Tab1e 5.1 shows a significant negative connelation

between 
"O ^.tU 

intelligence (Spearmat ou = -0'33i d.f. =

38; p = 0.034; two taits). This degnee of nelationship

is sunprising, since the nange of I.Q. sampled is veny

narro\^I, extending fr:om 112 to the mæ<imum of 136 , Cleanly,

the question of a nelationship between these two vaniables

can only be adequately, examined whene the sample encompasses

a much wider: ïaange of intelligence,

Although eanlien expeniments found no evidence of

intendependence between sO and À r the two aPPear to be 
t

significantly nelated in this expeniment (Peanson n = 0.45;

d..f . .= 381 p = 0.004; two tails). ft seems possible that

this nesult may be caused by employing a common exPosure of

100 msec, based on the average À of the same dunation obtained

in Expeniments 3.1 and 3,2) when deniving estimates of sO.

Thus 0s having longen inspection times will be disadvantaged

and thenefone make mone et?nolls, while those witfr inspection

times of l-ess than 100 msec will pnofit fr:om the additional

oppontunity fon sampling, thereby neducing the noise. This

suggestion is examined in Expeniment 5.2 by ob'baining estimates

of sD using individual measures of À instead of the comnon

average value of 100 msec and, to anticipate the r:esults

thene, in those cincumstances the significant nelationship

between À and sO was not found.

Taken togethen then, these nesults suggest that the

,measunes À and sD may not be as independent as pnevious evidence

has suggested when a common measur?e of mean inspection time is

utilized, This contamination might, howeven, be eradicated if
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care is taken to denive sO unden conditions which take

account of individual diffenences in tr. Thene is no

evídence at this stage to suggest that so is nelated to

the widely use.d psychometnic tests which punpont to measune

anousal, a finding which emphasizes the independence of the

noise and inspection time indices.

Immedíate memoty, 6

lndividual estimates of ô suggest wide diffenences in

the effects of temponanily stored infonmation, p:roducing

neductions of noise nanging fnom 0.00 uP to 0.30 deg of

visual ang1e, with a mean of 0.12 and a standand deviation

of 0,08 deg. As may be seen from Tab1e 5.1r only

extnaversion Shows any evidence of a significa¡rt linean

cor::elation with ô (Pearson r = -0.29; d.f. = 38i P = 0.067;

two tails), a nelationship which is improved by the

application of a Squane noot tnansfonmation to basic

observations to connect positive skewness caused by bunching

of ô scones towands zero (Peanson r = -0.3I;, d.f. = 38;

p = 0,050; two tails), The tnend is shov¡n in TaÞle 5.4,

!,rhene means for g:rouPs with dÍffenent levels of l'l.A'S. Scores

are also included,

since diffenences in so have not been found to be

related to extnavension, the diffenences in ô suggest a

tendency fon introvents to make more effective use of

temponanily stoned data, There is, howevenr oo evidence to

suggest that the impnoved penfonmance is nelated to a change

in the degnee of caution exencised by 0r since the



Personality
dimension

anxiety (M. A. S. )

extravension (E.P.I. )

Table 5.4 :

Low scores
ext:leme interrnediate

High scores
Íntermediate extreme

0.L2
(0.05)

0 .14
(0.08)

0 .11
(0.10)

0 .13
(0.07)

0 .14
(0.08)

0.12
(0.0s)

0 .10
(0.08)

0.08
(0.0s)

Means and standard deviations (in Parentheses) of immediate memory ô

(in degnees of visual angle) obtained from 40 0s assigned to 4 groups

of equal size in accondance with scor?es on 2 personality dimensions.

Relevant analyses of vaniance are to be for¡nd in Appendix 5.4.
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conrelation found between extnaversion, and mean ovenall

lateney in 
:n" 

unmasked situation, ¿(O), is low (Peanson n

= -Q.I0; d.f ' = 38i P = 0.451; two tails), as is that

between ô and ¿(O) (Peanson u = 0.23i d.f. = 38; P = 0.159;

two tails),

More efficient use by extneme introvents of sensory

tnaces temponanily stor:ed in imrnediate memory is in

accondance with the suggestion that they employ long

inspection times (À), sínce both a longen inspection peniod

and an unmasked memory tnace should províde additional

oppo::tunity fon the integnation and co-ondination of

incoming sensory data. Extneme extnavents, however, also

show relatively long inspection times, and it might therefone

be argued that thein penfo:rmance should also benefit when the

short-term tnace is not oblitenated by the backwand mask.

As may be cleanly seen fnom Table 5.4, this is not the case.

A feasible explanation fon this apparent contnadiction is

that stimulus-induced excitation might raise a genenal 1evel

of activity in extravents that would othenwise be too 1ow

fon maximally efficient functionitg, while the stimulation

anising fnom pneviously negistened stoned infonmation would

be much weaken and pnobably leave the genenal level of

activation vintually unaffected.

Mean ooenaLL Løtency L

It may be seen from Table 5.1, whene the thnee L

indices are identified by subscnipts appnopniate to the

expenimental session, that none shows a significar¡t linean

nelationship with any of the personality measunes, except
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the E.P.I. Lie scale which is a measune of inconsistency in

nesponding t: the items i¡ the E.P.I.; the Peanson r = -0.34

in two instances (d.f , = 38; p = 0.030; two taíls) r and -0.41

in the othen (p = 0.008; two taíls). This finding is

difficult to intenpnet since little neseanch has been

specifically concenned hTith the Líe scale' Eysenck and

Eysenck (1969) neport that it is not unusual fon Lie scale

scones to connelate negatively with neuroticism scones, the

implication being that lians pnetend to lowen neunoticism.

This, however, has not been found to be the case hener the

connelation between neunoticísm and the Lie scale being very

low (Peanson r = 0.09), In the light of the pnesent nesults

a reasonable conclusio¡r would seem to be that inconsistency

in nesponding to the E.P.I, questionnaine may be the

conseguence of lowened caution in formulating answerq, nather

than the outòome of a delibe::ate attempt to select resPonses

seen as socially desínable.

Mean latency L fon the sessions concerned with "D, 
6t

and the second determination of I are shown in Table 5..5.

It will be seen that Z steadily declines oven sessions (F =

19.54i d,f . = .21721 P <

of the Newma¡r-Keuls pnocedure (Vtrinen, 1962) finds that all

diffenences between sessions at?e sÍgnificant at the leo 1eveI.

M.A,S, scones are not related to diffenences in tr (f < 1.0).

The high connelations shown in Table 5.6 between the

vanious measunes of L indicate that it is a stable index of

individual diffenences in penformance fnom one exPerimental



Anxiety (M. A. S . )

intenmediate intenmediateSession

e"D

ô

1ow

597. s
(1s 3 .4)

553.6
(e3.s)

+92.3
(88.2)

592.5
(118.4)

552.8
(70.0)

503.5
(101.6)

596.0
(148.2 )

578.1
(t22.2)

456.9
(39.3)

high

556. 3
(113.8)

511.1
( 5s .1)

)87.2
(119.3)

TOTALS

5 85. 6
(135. 6 )

548.9
(92 .7 )

485,0
(93.6)À

TOTALS 547.8
(123.3)

549.6
(105.2 )

543.7
(128.9)

518.2
(105,1)

Table 5.5 : Means a¡d standard deviations (in parentheses) of mean ovenall-

latency L (in msec), obtained fnom 40 0s assigned to 4 grouPs

of equal size in accoudance with Taylon M.A.S. scores, duning

3 sessions concellned with obtaining indices of Àr dO and ô.
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+0.29*

+0.05

+0 .13

+0 .15

+0.30*

+0,11
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+0,23
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-0.00
+0.09

-0.02
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-0.36**

+0.10

+0 .13

+0.10

-0 .21

-0.7 0***

-0 .24

+0.44***
L

A't ' t(l)

Table 5',6; Relationship between the perceptual indices À, "Dr 
6 and the various measul?es of

mean overall 1atency.ú obtained duning 3 sess:'-ons in Experiment 5.1, together with

the slope of the line best fitting latencies for conrect nesPonses Lo in the

sessions concerned wittr I and sO. This slope is pnovided by the negnession

coefficient Ur.* obtained between latency and diffenences of exposune when measuning

À, and between latency and differences in line length when measuning sD.

fsfs rt p
*:t p
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situatÍon to another', despite the decline over sessions'

Threse findings are consistent with the earlien pnoposal in

chapten IrI that .Û may be interpreted as a guide to the

degr.ee of caution adopted by o, and confinm that the 1evel

of caution may vary in accondance with the situation, ialling

when cincumstances become relatively mone familian.

This inte::pretation of L neceives furthen suppont when

nelationships between the various L indices, and the slope

of the line best fitting latencies fon co:rrect resPollses t

are examined, It has eanlier been found that, in

accordance wíth an optional stopping account of the

penceptual decision process r nesPonse latencies will incnease

with difficulty of discnimin.rtion, the slopes of the best

fitting stnaight lines becoming more steeply negative as L

incneases. The slope of latencies for connect neSPonSeS

L is prefenabl-e to the slope for all resPonses as an index
c

of caution because of eviclence discussed in Chapten ÏV that

the shape of the latency pnobability function is nelated to

degnee of caution ín a complex manner. As may be seen fnom

Table 5,6 r these slopes provided by the regnession coefficients

b . obtained between latency ancl diffenences of exposure
A,t'

when measuning À, and between latency and differences in line

length when measuning "D, 
do become molle steeply negative as

L increases. This supports the intenpnetation of .L as a

measurae of caution, Thene is , furthenmore, a substa¡rtial

degnee of consistency between the slopes obtained when
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measurling sD and À (Peanson n = 0.4ltj d.f. = 38j p = 0.005i

two tails) r^ even thoughr âs is to be expected in line with

the drop in .Ë between these sessions, the mean slope

decr"eases from -8.23 in the sessíon measur:ing 
"D, 

to -0.99

in the session concenned with I.

Indeed, bA.* fon latencj-es of connect responses may

pnovide an even mone satisfactony index of caution than L

ítself, since the measures of slope remain independent of

the indices tr, sO and ô, wheneas, as may be seen in Table

5.6, there is some evidence of a nelationship between .û and

6D. Some interdependence between noise and caution rnight

be expected, however, since 0s having high values of sO

may possibly attempt to compensate fon this by adopting

higher leve1s of caution,

EXPERT}ÍENT 5 .2

This investigation nepnesents an extension of
Experiment 5.1, the aim being to denive measunes of spr

having neplaced the common exposure of 100 msec used

hithento with individual estimates of inspection time. In
addition, an attempt was made to obtain indices of caution

in an expenimental situation where O could examine the

disenirninanda for as long as he wished. The nelationships

between these measunes, and the pensonality vaniables

pneviously discussed, ane investigated.

Except fon minon modifications, apparatus, stimuli,
design and pnocedu:re r¡rere the same as fon Expeniment s.r.
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There tùere two sessions. In the first the new measunement

of s^ was obtained. Duning the second session, no backward
t)

mask followe'd the discnirninanda, and the display nemained

vísible until tenminated by a key-press. viewing distance

vJas increased to 185 cilr established duníng pilot sessions

as appropniate to conditions in which exposune \^ras turlirnited.

0bseruer

Fourteen males and eight females, dnawn fnom among 0s

in Exper:iment 5.1 and with M.A.S, scores nanging fnom 1 to

39 senved as 0s.

of the expeniment.

All wene naive with nespect to the ains
I

RESULTS ATID DTSCUSSION

Noise

0vera11 results appean similan to those obtained in

Experiment 5.1, individual estimates of so nanging fnom 0.26

deg of visual angle up to 0.41 deg with a mean of 0.30 and a

sta¡rdard deviation of O.OS deg, Howeven, these estimates

ane not significantly nelated to those obtained fnom the same

Os in the pnevious experimental situation (Peanson r = -0'31;

d,f, = 20; p = 0.154; two tails), This finding thenefone

tends to confinm the eanl-ien suggestion that estimates of sO

rnight be antificially incneased on reduced by assuming a

conmon.l = 100 msec'

As anticipated when discussing the estÍmates of noise

obtained in Expeniment 5,1r the nelationship between I and

äO shown in Table 5.6 disappea::s unden the conditions of

the pnesent expeniment (Pearson n = -0.I7 ¡ d'f. = 2O) P =

0.51+5; two tails). Once againr D.o evidence is for'¡nd to
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suggest a linean r.elationship between noise a¡rd M.A.S.

scones (Peanson n = 0,09.)r extnavension (Pea::son r = 0'10),

or neunoticism (Peanson r = 0.05). Thene is, funthenmoret

no suppont fon the eanlien finding shown in Table 5.1 of an

inverse nelationship between intelligence and noise

(Speanman r"" = 0.06).

These low connelêtions stnongly suggest that the

Índex eO pnovides a behavioural descnipton that is
independent of l, pnoviding cane is taken to ensune that

Ors penfonmance is based upon only one inspeetion of the

discriminanda. They funthen confinm that sO pnovides

ínformation about the individualts capacities, which is
not neadily obtained fnom conventional psychometric tests

fon pensonality tnaits.

Cq,utíon

As was the case in Expeniment 5.1, the appnopniate

subscnipt is applied to measunes of mean ovenall latency .t',

denived unden díffenent expenímental circumstances. The

symbol ¿(opt) is used he::e to designate the measune of mea¡t

ovenall latency obtained in session 2 whene exposune l^/as

u¡rlimited,

Once again .t emenges as a nelatively stable

behaviounal descnipton. The nreasures of ¿(l) obtained from

the same 0s in Expeniment 5.1 (mea¡r = 573 msec; standand

deviation = 154 msec) closely nesernbie those of ¿{"O)

obtained he::e (mea¡r = 570 msec; standa::d deviation = 131

msec) and thene is a high positive connelation between the
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two measupes (Pearson r = 0.86j d.f. = 20; P <

two tails). Moneoven, as neponted in Expeniment 5'1,

L, - .. 
"pp".is 

to be independent of both À (Peanson r =(sD.,

0.005) and sO (Pearson r = -0.08).

The suitability of .[, as an index of caution neceives

considerable suppont when the speed and accunacy of

responding duning the second session are companed with

neasures of L, r obtained in the finst, artd with values
( sD,,

of ¿(l) obtained in Experiment 5.1. As may be seen fnom

Table 5.7 ) both these measures connelate significantly with

¿(opt) despite the considenably longen latencies reconded

in this situation (mean - 11193 msec; standand deviation

= 348 msec). A similan nesult is obtaíned when measunes

of. ¿(l) -.d ¿C"O) alre eompaned with ¿(opt) + l'' an index

of the numben of inspections of sensony data pneceding a

d.ecÍsion, and which should thenefone be dinectly nelated

to the cnitenion detenmining data accumulation unden these

cíncumstances.

Relationships between vanious measunes of L and the

total- errors made in the second sessionr êS well as with

the tnaditional psychophysical measulre of the pnecisíon h

of the psychometric function (conso, 1967), ane not as

marked as might be expected. Although connelations are in

the direction pnedicted by a speed-accunacy trade-off

(Vicker-s et ê1, L972¡ Swensson, 1972), only that between

L, ^ .. and h neaches significance at the 5% leveI. These
\AD,l
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Table 5,7; Expeniment 5.2. Matnix of conne1ation coefficients (Pearson n) found to
exist between I behaviounal descniptons fon the leve1 of caution adopted

by O befone nesponding. Estimates atle obtained from 22 0s during
Expeniments 5.1 a¡rd 5.2.
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connelations are, howeven, neduced by the fact that thene

haS been no st::ong tendency fon Os to compnomise between

speed and accuracy (Peanson r = -0'31'¡ d'f' = 20; P = 0'157;

two tails). Most 0s have, in fact, adopted a strategy

biased towards a low erron nate, two thirds havíng ennbr"

nates aS low aS fnom I to 23ro in a task designed to

pnoduce high nates. In line with this is the high mean

overall latency of lrl-93 msec a¡d the high mean value of

10 fon the index ¿{opt) + À, implying thatr oD an avenaget

judgements have been based uPon data accumulated within 
i

10 inspection Peniods.

. Ttre slopes ur,* of the lines best fitting individual

correct nesPonse latency data nemain chanacteristic of

individual performance, Those obtaíned fon the same 0s

while calculating À duning Expeniment 5'1 show a

substa¡rtial connelation with those forrnd in session 1 of

this experiment (Pearson r = 0.52 1 d,f . = 20; P = 0'013;

two tails). Once again, the sloPe becomes molre steeply

negative as caution, indicated bv tr'- \r incneases- \8D'/

(Peanson n = -0.73t d.f. = 20) P <

CONCLUSÏONS

The nesults obtained in Experiments 5.1 and 5.2

pnovide considenabLe encouragement fon regarding the measures

that have been developed as pnoviding a basis fon the

undenstanding of the decision mechanisms undenlying

discrimination Pnocesses. Results again aPPeall to pnovide
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evidence for an optional stopping plrocess such as the

accumulator ¡nodel pnoposed by Vickens (1970, Ig72a).

The measures À and sO appean independent when care is

taken to denive sO unden conditions taking accou¡rt of

individual differences in À. At the same time in¿ividual

diffenences of À have been found to connelate consistently

wittr centain facets of personality widely neganded as being

associated with extneme levels of activity in the bnain.

Ttre interest of the measune ô as an index of the use

made of ternporanily stored information has been enhanced by

its nelationship with the personality dimension of

extnavension-íntroversion, despite the finding that at this

stage thene is no evidence of a sirnilan nelationship between

pensonality and 8D. This implies that noise is independent

of the use made of imnediate memory¡ ês well as of inspection

time,
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CHAPTER VI.

EMERGFNCE A}ID ALTERNATION OF THE PERCEPT

Il\¡ltRODUCTT0N

vickers (19?2b) has angued that the eme?genee of a

penceptual onganization, figune or pattenn may be ne¿iaie¿

by the same types of optional stopping decision Processes t

discussed at length in the three preceding chapte:rs. It

has already been suggested in these chaptens that this kind

of model, panticulanly the accumulaton model pnoposed by

Vickens, p:rovides a good account of the featunes of simple

psychophysical decisions like those made by 0s in the

experimental situations described thene.

A pnoblem nelated to the question of Perceptual

onganization concerns the aLternatíon between different

organizations which occurs with a numben of anbiguous

phenomena long known to give nise to the sensation of

spontaneous change in aPPearance. Examples of figunes

which involve depth nevensal include the Necken cube, the

Schroden staincase afld the Mach book, while othens, like

the Maltese cross, Rubints neversible goblet, on the graphic

art work of Escher, result in spontaneous figune-ground

alternations. Boringf s well known trmy wífer mY mothen-in-

lavtrr irrvolves the altennation of the penceived object,

while othen figunes aPpear to change with nespect to gnouping

and onientation (Attneave, 1971). In addition to these

phenomena, the simulta¡reous pnesentation of conflicting

cues , one to each êYê r may :result i n monoculan pnedominance t
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one field only dominating perception, on in rbinoculan

nivalnyr, whene the two fields alternate so that 0 is

fibst a!.rare of one field and then the other (Vennon, 1952;

I'loodwonth and Schlosbeng, 1958; Engel, 1956; Bagby' 1957;

Shelley and Toch, 1962; Reynolds and Toch' 1965) . Mefie:rd

(1968) has emphasized the sinilan nature of penceptual

fluctuations occurring with a wide vaniety of stirnuli and

Vickers (1972b) has suggested that these phenomena might all
be negarded as peneeptual alternations, arguing that centain

general features common to all such situations (SadLen and

Meffend, 1970; Vickers , l-972b) ane the consequence of a

single undenlying penceptual decision pnocess which is

cyclic. Thus the optional stopping accumulator pnocess is

hypothesised to mediate the initial onganization, beginning

anew as each decision is neached. However, because of the

essentially stochastic quality of the data sampling mechanism,

the cunnent penceptual onganisation remains unchanged unless

the decision cycle is revensed. ÞJhene this occurs, the new

nesult in the accumulaton pnocess cornesponds with a change

in penceptual organization.

Víckers (1972c) had discussed the main pnopenties a¡rd

chanactenistics of the cyclic decision model in detail,
pnoposing that a wide vaniety of dinect and indinect stimulus

a¡¡d environmental factons shown to influence the nate of

penceptual altennation might be neconciled if it is assumed

that these affect the value of k adopted by 0. Thus

rpneferencer or fsetf amounts to a lowened value of k, gained
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by tpnimingi the accumulaton relevant to the favouned

pencept before inspecting the stimulus input. Increases
¡l

in alternation rate unden conditions involving incneased

heat on exte:rnal noise (Heath et a1r 1963) r or strenuous

exercise (Ash, 1914; Hollingwonth, 1939; Tussing, 1941)

may be interpneted as the consequences of heightened

psychological anousal .which results in the pantial fíIling

of the decision accumulators a¡rd an apParent decnease in f¿.

Vthilst it seems likely that chanactenistic individual

diffenences exist in a nu¡nben of different measunes of 
I

penceptual penfonmance associated with penceptual altennation

such.as the tractive Period of onientationrr (Sadlen and

Meffend, 1970), tenmed elsewhene the t'initial latencyrl

(Lindaue¡. and Lindauenr 1970), or the dunation of the

initial pencept (Howand, 1961; Pnice, 1967a, 1967br 1969at

1969b) I op the nelative dominance of each pencept (Kunnapast

195?; Pnice, 1969a), the vast majonity of investigations

concerned with vaníance between individuals have concentnated

upon differences in the nate of penceptual altennation

CGuilfond and Hunt, 1931; Fnede:rikson and Guilfondt 1934;

Geonge, 1936; Porter, 1938; Philip and Fisichel-lir 1945;

Bnown 1 1955; ,Jackson, 1956; !'lieland a¡rd Meffend, 1967;

Lindauen and Lindauer, 1970; Lindauen a¡rd Reukauf, 1971) '

No clear conclusion can at this stage be dnawn

regarding possible nelationships between individual

, dÍfferences in altennation nate and individual diffenences

aS rneasured by tests of ext::avension intnoversion. TtIe
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vaniety of questionnaires used to ascentain levels on

the pensonality dimension contributes considenably to

the difficulty of intenpretation. Whe::eas some wonkens

have reponted that intnovents register more rapid

altennation nates than extnavents (Mc Dougal, 1926; Geonget

1936; Ponten, 1938), othens find no evidence fon such a

diffe:rence (l¡lashbunn et êlr 1929; Guilfond and Bnaly' 1930;

Guilfond and Hunt, 1931.; Fnedenikson and Guilfondr 1934).

In a situation involving the aIténnation of the Necken cube,

Fnanks and Lindahl (1963) neport significa¡rt diffenences

between ext::avents and intnovellts as measured by the

l"faudsley Personality Inventony (M. P.I. ) introvents showing

a mo1'e :rapid nate of alternation when instnuctions emphasize

holding any one pencept as long as possibte, which night be

assumed to induce slow alterrration. Unden neutnal

instnuctions, howeven, the tnend is only weakly appanent.

0n the othen hand, Lindauen and Reukauf (1971) 
' using a

numben of ambiguous figune-gnound stimuli, neport that

extnaverts, aô measuned by the E.P.I.r negisten highen

rates of nevensal.

Data obtained from Pensons categonized as mentally i1lt

whose scores on the extraversion-intnovension dimension fall

into extneme categonies, are no less discnepant than those

alneady discussed above. Thus, whereas Hunt and Guilfond

C1933) report more rapid aftennation fon extreme intnovents,

the opposite is found by Costello (1957). In both

expeniments, the nate of alternation is in any case slowen

in the extneme gnouPs than is found among nönmal controls.

Results obtained in expeniments investigating the effects
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of stimulant and depnessant dnugs are as equivocal.

McDougal (1929), Guilford.and Bnaly (1930) and Geonge

(1936) nepont positive increases in altennation rate

following the application of a stimula¡rt dnug, but Eysenck

et a1 (1957) fail to find such an outcome. Again,

McDougal (1929) and Geo:rge (1936) find that depnessant

dnugs cause a decnease in rate of altennation. Guilfond

and Bnaly (1930), howeven, find the opposite, while Eysenck

et aI (1957) nepont that there is no evidence to suppont

a significa¡t nelationship in eithen di::ection. Finallyt

l{entheime:r et aI (1955) repont that although stimulant

dnugs incneasing netabolic efficiency do not affect the

nate of penceptual altennation, depressant dnugs, which

reduce metabolic efficiency, do nesult in a slow nate of

altennation.

Eysenck (196?) has suggested that the trait of rrfield

dependence" (witkin, 1959) can be directly nelated to extna-

vension,Investigationsrelatingthedegneeoffield

dependence and nate of altennation ane slightly less

ambiguous than those dealing with ext:ravension dinectly'

Howeven, while several neponts indícate that slow altennation

is a function of increasing field dependence (Jonest 1955t

using instructions emphasizing fast alternation; Kidd and

chenymisin, 1965; Immengluck, 1966), othens fail to

neplicate this finding (Frenkel-Bnunswik, 1949; 'Iones' 1955 '
using instnuctions emphasizing slow alterrration; Hanonia¡r

and Suganman' 1966),
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Finally, it has fnequently been neponted that high

intnovension is nelated to high M.A.S. scores a¡rd Kidd and

Chenymisin (1965) find that the nate of figure neve:rsal

falls as anxiety incneases.

Thus, although the evidence aPPears to favoun the

hypothesis that intnovension will nesult in mone napid

perceptual alternation,, the results ane by no means

unambiguous. The rate of penceptual alte:rnation has also

been applied as an index to differences between sexes

(George, 1936; Kidd and chenynisin, 1965), males being

more rapid than females, and to the effects of ageing

(Heath et aI, 1963), where nesults suppont the widely held

conclusion that age slows down all psychomoton activity

Qlilliams, I9?0), stable individual diffenences in the

initial emergence of penceptual onga¡ization have been

found to exist independent of the extnaversion-introversion

dinension (Lindauen and Reukaufr 1971) r the index

discnirninating between olden and youngen 0s (Botwinick

et aI, 1959) a¡rd between mental netandates and nonmaL

contnols (Spitz and Blackmanr 1959).

To date then, although the penceptual measu:res

associated with the emergence and altennation of penceptual

organization have been found to pnovide fainly chanactenistic

indices of individual diffenence, attempts to equate these

with othen dimensions of diffenence have been nelatively

unsuccess fuI.
The aims of the following expeniment r^lere thneefold:

finst, to investigate the possible nelevance of the indices
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I, sD' L and ô to phenomena of penceptual emergence and

alternatíon; second, to examine PosSible nelationships

between individual dífferences in these vaniables and

diffenences in pensonality dimensions hypothetically linked

wíth physiological arousal levels; and thind, to consider

vickers (19?2b, 1972ù extension of the optional stopping

accumulaton pnocess to a more eomplex penceptual phenomenon'

EXPERIMENT 6.1

Apparatus and stimuLi 
I

The stimulus usecl to obtain measunes of vanious I

panameters of the emengence and altennation of percepts

was the Necker cube shown in Figure 6.1a. It was back

pnojected onto a gnound-glass scneen by means of a Canousel

35 run slide pnojecton and viewed at a distance of 185 cm.

The projected sizes of the fnont and back faces were 5 cm

square. The lines defining the sides [^tene 45 deg fnom

the ventical, and the orientation nenained invaniable fon

all 0S, Lumina¡rce could not be accurately detenmined but

was of an intensity pieviously judged to be sufficiently

clean without resulting in aften ínages. Respongeg were

made by pressing one of two morse keys when one pencept

appeaned, and the othen alternative key when the othen

pencept appeaned, The timing and pnelirninany analysis

of responses were cannied out by the computer'

Procedute

The obsenver was seated befone the illuninated Necken

cube and the natune of the task explained using a boxr oPen



Figune 6.1:

The Necken cube used in'ExpenÍment 6'1

êç onientation Pnesented to all 0s

b, oríentation used by !'lhite (1972)

. c, rtleftfr penceptual organisation

d. Itnighttr penceptual organisatLon
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on one side, to model the alternative percepts" 0

practised nesponding to altennative pencepts, venbalizing
e

the responsà whilst Pressing the appnopniate key, fon 5

minutes, It was emphasized that figure nevensal should

not be activery encounaged, but nather allol^¡ed to occull

invol,untanily.

Following pnactice, 0 sat facing the screen, with

hands resting lightly on the keys, and was instructed to

press the key conresponding to the initia] pencept as

guickly as possible, It was emphasized that undivided

attention must be maintained, although blinking was

penn:itted, and that aLl subsequent al-ternations should

be indicated by an appnopniate key-pness, made as soon as

possible aften the onganization had occurred. 0 was not

infonmed of the numben of altennations to be neconded but

$ras asked to continue nesponding until funther notice.

Timing commenced with the exPosure of the Necken cuber So

that the latency fon the finst resPonse gave a measure of

the initial emergence of 3 dimensional onganization. The

latency of the next raesPonse pnovided a measure of the

time nequined fo:r the altennative onganization to be

perceived. The stimulus nemained exposed continuously

while 50 altennations, additional to the initial pencePt¡

!{ene ¡'econded,
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0bsenuers

Ttre 40 Os $¡ere those taking pant in Expeniment 5.1.

All were naive wittr respect to the aims of the expeniment.

RESULTS A}ID DTSCUSSION

Ihe Emergence of the Inití.aL Pereept

It is. apparent that the initial pencept has in most

easeS been the rtleftrr penceptual onganisation illustrated

in Figune 6.1c, being so with 38 out of the 40 0s.

Results fnom White (1972), on the othen hand, suggest

pnecisely the opposite nesult. In an expeniment in which

5 sepanate estimates of the latency fon the initial percept

vJere made for each 0, 49. out of 50 0s mone frequently

indicated the night hand onganisation in pneference to the

left fon the initiat onganisation. As may be seen fnom

Figure 6,1, this outcome is the consequence of the

onl.entation of the stimulus figune, V'lhite t s figune being

the minron-image of the stimulus used hene. In both

expeniments it is the organisation doninated by a Louet

fnont face which has nesulted in the emergence of the

Ìnitial pencept. 
.

Tl¡o alterrrative erçla¡rations, between which it would

be difficult to distinguish, suggest themselves. It is

possible that the penceptual mecha¡rism is fsett or ftunedt

by past expectations to negisten the onganisations

illustrated in Figune 6.lc and Figu:re 6'2a(iii)r since

boxes ane most fnequently Seen fnom above, rathen than from
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Figune 6,2 i

The Necken cube in diffenent onganisations and

onientations

êo rrleftrt ar¡d llnighttt pencepts from Expeniment

6.1¡ togethen with the ftnightrf percept fnom

white (Ig72) set agaínst a textunal gnadient

simil-an to that employed by Vickens (1971) '

b, an truPrr or rrdowntr onientation

cr an aLtennative rrleftrt on trnightrr onientation
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below, as in Figune 6.1d. Alterrratively, as may be seen

fnom Figur.e 6,2a onientations (i) and (íii) ane more

consonant t^i:-tn a receding textunal gr:adient than is (ii),

although not entinely so ¡ since the unifonm lengths and.

angles in the cube do not conform to the nules of

penspective dnawing, Pnoposals by Vickens (197I) that

penception may involve more than a simple principle of

economy on pansimony within a figune (Hochbeng and

McAlisten, 1953; Attneave, 1954; Gannen, 1962r 1966t

1970) would appean relevant to the second altennative,

vickers suggests that the penceptual system may tend to

re¿íce :reaunaancy in the encoding of sensory data to a

minimum, whilst at the same time seeking a comPromise

between the advantages of this strategy and the Possible

cost of ernon, caused by ígnoring inconsistencies Ín the

stimulus atlray. Thus, the total context in which the

figune is found must be considened. Eithen an

expeniential or a modified economy hypothesis would

pnedict that the upper face in Figune 6,2b would be seen

to be closen, and therefore inítiaIly pnefenned, but both

organisations in Figu:re 6.2c should be equípnobable since

neither is more consonant thar¡ the other with respect to

expectation anising out of past expenience or a textural

gradient implying depth perspective'

Latencies fon the emergence of the initial percept

range fnom 323 up to 2726 msec, with a mean of 1011 a¡ld

a star¡dand deviation of 605 msec. These data suggest wide
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diffenences between individuals with respect to this

measune of .penceptual penformance. As may be seen f¡-om

Table 6.1, this measune does not apPean to nelate to any

of the pensonality measures associated with an anousal

hypothesis, a nesult which supponts Lindauen and Reuk-,rf t"

(1971) finding that the latency for: the emengence of the

initial pencept is not nelated to the degnee of extnaversion.

The relationships between these data and anxietY, as

indicated by the M.A.S.r and extnavension, as measured by

the E.P.I., have been examined by alalysis of vaniance

(Appendix 6.1-a), and, as tnay be seen from Tabl-e 6.2, no

evidence suggestive of eithen a linean or a non-linea::

relationship between the vaniables is found (f < 1'0).

On the othen hand, Table 6.1 shows significant

connelations between initial pencept dunation and foun

of the five measunes of latency, suggested in Chapten V, as

pnoviding an indinect index of k, Tt¡is suggestion is

funthen stnengthened by the high connelations with ¿(f)
(Peanson n = 0.45i d.f. = 38; p = 0.004; two tails) and

the negr:ession coefficient Ur,, for latencies to connect

responses in the session measuning À in Expeniment 5.1.

(Peanson n = -0.52i d.f. = 38; p <

Funthen suppont for this suggestion is found when making

companisons with data obtained in Expeniment 5,2, Once

again, significant connelations between the index of slope

fon connect latencies and altennation measunes suggest that

caution appeans to be the impontant determinant of both the



Penceptual Alternation Measures

Inl-traI
pencept
dunation

Mean
perce
dunat

t
on S.D.

Change
duning
ses s l_on

P
i

T6 P, F.

E.P.I .

b
!.ût

a.ætb

Taylon M.A. S .

Q4

Anxiety
Extnavension
Neuroticism
M. D.

-0.06
+0.02
+0.03.

+0 .13
+0,r2
+0.03

-0.05
+0 .04

-0,22

-0 .24

-0.07
-0 .06

-0 .01
+0.06
+0.03

-0 .01

+0 .01
+0.02
+0.06

-0,27*

-0.08
'0.08
-0 .06
+0.07
+0 .01
+0.02

-0.05
+0.00
+0 .05

-0.28tr

-0.03
-0.08
-0.00
+0 ,14

-0 .15

-0 .14

+0.24
+0 .14

-0 ,01

-0.13 Ir.Q.

T

"D
ô

¿ (r)
¿ {"o)
¿(o)

¿o(l)

¿t {"o)

+0.15
+0 .15

-0 .15
+0 .45 ¡!**

+0 ,2 8*

+0,27*

-0 .52 **J!

-0 .15

+0 .0+
+0.09

-0.22
+0,2I

+0.23

+0.I7

-0.39*?t

-0 .17

+0.02
+0 .14

-0 .11
+0.29*

+0.25

+0,22

-0 .52iÈft:l

-0 .13

-0.20
-0.08

+0,08

-0 .01

+0 .19

-0,08

-0.24

-0.21

Initial pencept
Mean percept
S,D.

-0 .10
+0.03
+0.10

Ta.b1e 6.1: Connelations found between measunes of pencept
emergence and alter"nation, and vanious pensonality
and psychophysical indices, obtained fnom 40 Os

duning ExPeniments 5.I and 6.1.

0.01 (two tails)
0.05 (two tails)
0,10 (two tails)

The Peanson cornelation coefficient :r has been
used fon all comparisons except those involving
I.Q. whene the Speanman :rank connelation
coefficient ns has been appl-ied, since the I.Q.
test has a maximum of 135+, sconed hene as 136,
and this has nesulted in bunching at the uPPen
linit.

*P
*P
*P



Pensonality dimension

anxiety (M.A.S.)

extnavelrsion (8. P.I . )

Table 6,2 z

Low Scones

extr-eme intenmediate

High Scones

intenmediate extneme

956,1
(622.7)

l.032.2
(780.2)

l_231.8
(736.4)

1097.9
( 713. 8)

827.9
(280.0)

951.2
( 359 .3)

1029.6
(608.7)

964,1
(451.1)

Means and standand devíations (in panentheses) of the
latency fon the emergence of the initial pencept (in
msec), obtained fnom 40 0s assigned to 4 gnouPs of
equal size in accondance with scores on 2 Personality
dimensions. Relevar¡t analyses Of vanianee ane Íncluded
in Appendix 6,1.
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emeugence and subsequent altennation of the penceptual

onganizatio3. (A tab1e. of cornelation coefficients

relevant to Expeniments 5.2 and 6.1 is to be found in

Appendix 6,2) ,

These results pnovide dinect suppont for Vickensi

(19?2b) pnediction that individual diffenences in perceptual

onganization should neflect chanacteristic diffenences in

the degnee of caution adopted in making pencePtual decisions.

The rate of penceptuaL aLternatíon 
l

The necipnocal of altennatíon ::ate, namely the mean

pencept dunation, derived fnom all nesponses, has been used

aS an'index of penceptual altennation. Results range fnom

1155 up to 9287 msec, with a mean of 3852 and a standand

deviation of 1642 msec. As with initial latencyr Do

evidence is found to suppont a linear: relationship between

alte::nation rate and any of the Pelrsonality vaniables

(Table 6.1). Again, as may be seen fnom Table 6.3, no

evidence is found to suggest a linean or non-linean

nelationship with eithen level of anxiety on extravension

(Appendix 6,Ib).
Although cornelations between mean pencept dunation

and the vanious latency measures fnom Exper:iment 5.1 ane

less convincing than was the case with the measune of initial

pencept dunation (TaÞle 6.1), thene is neventheless a

significant nelationship with the negnession coefficient
-'fon correct response latencies in the session concenned wittr

À (Peanson n = -0.39; d'f , = 38; P = 0.012; two tails) '



Pensonality dimension

anxiety (M. A. S . )

extnavension (E.P.I. )

, Low scores

extneme intenmediate

High scores

inte:rmediate extneme

3795.9
(1s08.s)

3813. 6

(t776.7)

4229.5
(2235.0')

4084.7
( 1876 .6 )

3154.8
(824.3)

359 3.9
(1196.8)

4227.5
(1435. 7)

3915. 5

(1596.0)

Table 6.3: Means and standand deviations (in Panentheses) of the mean

pencept dunation (msec) obtained fnom 40 0s assigned to 4 gnouPs

of equal size in acconda¡rce with scores on 2 pensonality dimensions.

Relevant analyses of vaniance are included in Appendix 6.1.
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It has been suggested in earlien chapte:rs than this slope

may be more sensitive tha¡r L to the degree of caution
a

adopted by o, and this nesult thenefone provides some

evidence for the pnediction of vickens (1972c) that l

individuals displaying slowen rates of altennations might

be expected to maintain higher levels of cnitenion fon

decision. 
,

As predicted by a cyelic accumulaton process (Vickers 
'

L972ù, mean pencept dunation aPPears to be a linear function

of the latency fon emengence of the initial pencept (Peanson

r = 0.50; d,f. = 38; P = 0.001; two tails), the data being

fitted by a str.aight line with the equation y = 1.37x + 2467

as shown in Tigu:re 6.3. vickens (1972c, P.37) makes the

specific pnedíction that the coefficient of slope should be

2, on the assumption that the two altennative pencepts ane

equiprobable, the mean numben N of successive events being

given by 1/0 .5 , a¡rd it may therefo:re be seen that the

obtained coefficient is lowen than the predicted value' To

Some extent this may be due to the degree of scatter

encountered in the data, but, more impontantlY¡ it is c1ear"

that the two pencepts were not equipnobable'

since 95% of os negistened an initial left hand

onganization it might be angued that the pnobability

associated with thÍs resPonse is 0.95 and the nelevant

coeffLcient of slope should thenefore be 1.05. In fact,

when the relationship beb¡een initial latency a¡rd the mean

dunation of the eo?responding peneept is ex.amined, the data

are well fitted (Peanson n = 0.52i d.f' = 38; P <
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Figune 6 .3:

Mean percept dunation as a function of

the latency fon the emengence of the

inítial organisation. The data ane best

fitted by the stnaight Line with the

equation y = 1,37x * 2467. The líne with

the equation y = .3,16x is the best fitting
straight lÍne passing thnough the onigin,
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two tails) by a stnaight line with the equation y = f'ZLx +

2124, a result which aPPears to equate reasonably well witrr

the prediction of 1.05.

Ttre intercept of 2467 msec is unexpected since the

cyclic model would pnedict that the line of best fit sh.ould

pass through zeîo, The stnaight line best fitting the data

in Figune 6.3 while passing through the onigin is given by

the equation y = !.16xr'a value which is too high' The

most likely explanation is that lapses in attention on the

pant of observens are nesponsible fon the high intencept'

The diffenence betr.reen the ovenall mean pencept dunation

of 3852 msec and the intencept of 2467 is 1385 msecr a

val-ue which agr?ees well with the tinres of 1340 and l-520

msec neponted by Kunnapas (1957) fon the dunations of the

equiprobable alternative pencepts of a Maltese cross, and'

the 1500 msec estimated by Vickens (19?2c) as rePresentatíve

of a difficult discnirnination'

Meqn percept durations fon Left and tight otganisaþions

A highen pnobability for the emengence of a panticulan

pencept is hypothesized by vickens to be the consequence of

a lowen k value associated with it. AS neponted abovet

the rrleftrt onganisation has predominated as the initial

pencept in this expeniment. Mean dunation fon that pencept

should thenefone be longen duning the alternation phaset

since the lowen critenion should nesult in longen nuns of

decisíons favouning the more pnobable pencept. 30 out of
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the 40 0s ane found to have a mean dunation fon the
onganisation seen initially which is Longen tha¡ that fon
the othen percept (p <

the mean dunation fon the left pencept of 4449 msec obtained
fnom pooled data is significantly longen than that of 32ss

msec fon the night (related samples t = 4.68i d.f. = 39i

P<
high conrelation between the two measunes (peanson n = 0.77;
d.f. = 3B; P <

rntenestingly enough, the right pencept pnedorrinated

duning altennation in !,lhitef s (IgZ2) expeniment and, because

the onientation of the stimulus was the revense of that used

hene, the night pencept pnedominated initially. His

nesults, togethen with those neponted here, suppont a
cyclic model, thene being no discnepancy between the two

measunes of penceptual dominance.

Ihe standard deuiation of peneept d.uratíon

As may be seen fnom Table 6,r, the nerationships found
to exist between the standand. deviation of pencept dunation
and other variables ane very similan to those applying to
mean pencept dunation, This is only to be expected in view
of the high degnee of nerationship between the means and the
standard deviations (peanson r = o.g3; d.f. = 39; p <

two tails), The pnincipal nelevance of the standand

deviation measune hene is that Vickenst (1972e) eyclic
decision model pnedicts a rinean nelationship between the
mean and standand deviation. since the mea¡r numben N of
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successive events is given by N = l/9, whene q. = l-p, and

the variancç of this run.Ay p/g,2, then the coefficient of

slope fon the nelationship between the standand deviation and

the mean should be 0.71. The value obtained fnom the.data

pnoduced by the computen simulation nefenned to by Vickens

(1972c) I^¡as 0.83 (Vickens, pensonal communication), a

neasonable agneement, especially since the estimate of 0.71

!ùas acknowledged to be a ninimum estimate, being based uPon

the vaniability in one pencept on1y.

As may be seen fnom Figune 6.4r the standand deviation

of the dunation of each pencept does foIlow the mean fon

that pencept close1y, and the coefficients of slope ane

close to the pnedicted va1ue. The left onganisation is well-

fitted by a stnaight line having the equation y = Q.93x -
1493 (Peanson n = 0.911 d.f. = 38i p <

¡¡hile the night is descnibed by y = 0.90x - 1368 (Peanson n

= 0,88i d.f. = 38; p <

inteneepts in excess of I sec atle unexPected, howeven, being

much longen than might be anticipated as a nesult of

movement time on delays in the decision mechanism. If, as

suggested in Chapten fII, we accept 150 msec as an estirnate

fon to, then the pnesent nesult ùnplies thatr oD an averaget

at least 10 inspections of the figune, each lasting for an

average of about 100 msec, are made befone an altennation

occurs. This is consistent with the nesult obtained in

Expeninent 5.2 fon the task whene exPosure was not limited.



Figune 6.4

The standand deviation in pencept dunation

as a function of mean percept dunation

for" (a) ttlefttt onganisation and (b) rrrightrt

onganisation.
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It is equally Possib1e, however, that the longen

values are caused by tentative :responding' oll lapses in

attention, and it must be acknowledged that uncontrolled

arrdundetectableobserveninconsistenciesinthe

maintena¡rce and direction of attention Present problems

which are armost centainly intrinsic to the panticuran

task used in this exPeriment'

Ihe ehange in alternation rate dutíng the sessíon

SinceVickers(19?2c)hasmadespeculations

concerning the possible releva¡tce of incneases and 
I

decreases in arousal to changes ín the nate of alternation

asafunctionofviewingtimelâDattemptwasmadeheneto
obtain a measure of change and examine its nelationships

withothenexpe:rimentalvaniables'Howeven'becausea

significant trend (s = 0.05) between penceptual alternation

nate and viewing time could be established fon only 6 0s

bycornelationalprrocedu]1es'itwasdecidedtousethe
diffenence between the means fon the finst 10 and last 10

arternations as an index of change. As may be seen fnom

Table 6.I, this measune shows no relationship with any of

the othe¡' expenimental vaniables. since the measune is

negatíve, indicating an incnease in alternation nate, fon

lEOs,andpositiveror22,itrraybeconcludedthatno
specific trend has emerged, and that the measune is not of

consequence within the context of this expeniment'
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Final eæamination reeults

Thepossibilityofarelationshipbetween0|sSucceSS

in coping with an intnoductony course in Psychology ànd any

of the pensonality on behavioural indices was examined,.

using the total of all marks accumulated in terminal and

final exams, and fnom practical and tutonial assignments

ttrnoughouttheyea]]'asanindicantofSuccess.These

could be obtained fon 38 0s, 2 failing to complete the

coullse.

As might be expected, SucceSS is found to conrelate

significantly with I.Q. (SPeanman r" = 0'50; d'f' = 36;

p = 0.005; tv\to tails) but nelationships with Personality

measunes are 1ow. Fon the M,A.s. r Pea::son r = -0'10

(p = 0.557), while fon Cattellrs Q4 and M'D" r = -0'18

(p = .0.27g) and 0.16 (p = 0'339) nespectively' There

is little evidence of a nelationship with extrave:rsion

(r = -0,07) r but for neu::oticism Peanson r = -0'24

(p = 0,143).

vüith negand to the behavioural indices obtained in

theexpenimentsdescribedinthisarrdthepneceding
chapten, conrelations are all low, most nelationships being

found with the latency for the emergence of the initial

pencept (Peanson n = -O,?41 P = 0'143) and sO (Peanson r =

-0,19; P = 0,252), It has been proposed that the latency

of the initial pencept may be langely dependent uPon 0rs

caution in rnaking a decision. The nesult is thenefone

consonant with the widely held opiníon that individual
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dífferences in cnitenion play a significant pant in the

attainment of success, It is handly sunpnísing, howeven,

that these measures of simple psychophysical decisions

have not pnoved sensitive to performance in a situation'
as complex as that of coping with a univer:sity subject

over^ an extended peniod of time.
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CHAPTER VII

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Eurthey appLieatíons of the perceptuaL índices of

performanee

The experiments neponted in the preceding chaptens

have emphasized the importance in a judgement task, of

applying accurate measuning pnocedunes to the analysis of

the individualt s penceptual decision processes, and of

pnoviding conditions which enable the pnecise specification

and contnot of stimulus variables. The nesults also

indicate a number of fundamental measures of perfolflnance,

namely inspectíon time (ì), noíse (so), caution (as

evidenced by tatency or -measul?es denived fnom it) r and

use mad,e of immediate memo?A (ô). These measures aPPeals

to go a long way towands providing an under:standing of the

decision mechanisms undenlying perceptual processes. In

panticulan, the expenimental data pnovide stnong evidence

that at least some sirnple psychophysical judgements are

rnediated by an opttonaL stopping deeisíon p?oeess such as

the aecumuLator modeZ pnoposed by Vickens (1970 , I972a),

Suppont is also found fon Vicke:rsf (Lg72b, L972e) suggestion

that the model may be extended to account fon the emel?gence

and altennation of perceptual organisation in arnbiguous

figunes by supposing that the discnimination process is

cyclic,
Measunes of inspection time À, obtained unden a

vaniety of experimental conditions, have confirmed the
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initial hypothesis that 100 msec is a reasonable estimate

of the avenage ti¡ne nequined to make a single momentany

inspection of the sensory input. The measune has,

moneoven, pnoved to be a stable, consistent predicton of,

individual diffenences that is sensitive to centain facets

of pensonality widely hypothesised to be associated with

mone extneme Ìeve1s of activity in the bnain. There are

some grounds fon optimism that the measure of Àr denived

here fnom the analysis of the pattenn of 0rsconnect

responses, will pnove to be analogous to the index of

inspection time, calculated dinectly fnom nesponse latencies

by lüelfond (1971a). If these two measunes should prove to

be intenchangeable, stable indices of individual differences,

it would imply that peniodicities of about the onden

suggested by the expeniments neported here chanactenize

lange pants of the tnansmission and integnation of sensorsy

data in the human information pnocessing system.

The compnehensive measure of noise in the visual

system sO has also emenged as an impontant independent

index, pnoviding consistent charactenization of individual

diffenences in penforamance. lrlhile evidence at this stage

suggests no dinect nelationship with personality vaniables

chanactenized by chnonic anxiety on anousal, sO has pnoved

to be extnemely sensitive to the dinect application of

environmental stness. As suggested by Vickens et aI (1972) ,

the potential that sD appears to have as an index of

envinonmental stness might lead to some neassessment of
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cunnent theoneticar intenpnetations of sensony depnivation.

tiheneas the lowen sensony thneshold and diminished

physiological anousal encountened in depnivation nesêarch

has been interpreted as a corrective sensitization of the

onganisn in nesponse to neduced cortical activity (schultz,

1965; Zubek, 1969), the viewpoint pnesented here predicts :

that "D 
should dj¡ninish as a function of tjme spent under

conditions of sensony depnivation and that any impnovement

in penformance unden these conditions would be a dinect

nesult of lowened nandom corticar activity. A pantieulanry

intenesting finding that has emerged from these experiments

is that the measunes of so obtained are much highen than

might have been expected fnom earlien wonk whene exposure

time was less nestnicted. This nesult has impontant

irnplications fon the significance and validity of standand

untirned tests of visual acuity, and reinfonces the wonk of

Í,ieston (1949) in suggesting that these tests may be

unsatisfactonyr op indeed quite inappnopniate, fon the

scneening of individuals nequined to wo::k unden conditions

making Sevene demands, eithen continuously on inte¡'mittently'

fon speed of penfonmance. These conditions might be pnesumed

to apply, fon example, to Pensons openating complex

industnial machineny, dniving moton vehicles, panticulanly

when entening on leaving heavy tnaffic' flying aincnaft

duning take off and landingr oF nesponsible fon the co-

ordination and contnol of ain tnaffic'

ThemeasuneofmeanovenallresPonselatency.Ehas

emerged most cneditably fnom the pnesent nesults as a
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consistent índex of characteristic levels of caution in a

wide vaniety of experimental situations. Although the

measure appears to be langely independent of inspection

time and noise, thene is some evidence in the nesults of

Expeniment 5.1 of a relationship wittr both À and sO.

tlhile both connelations are Iow, it is cleanly desirable

that an index of the caution adopted by 0 be developedt

which is not dependent upon the analysis of nesponse

latencies. An example of such a measure would be the

dinect estimation of the value of 0rs cniteríon fon a

decisionrinvolving the discnimination between the frequency

of occunrence of two easily distinguishable altennative

events, as used by sanders and Ten Linden (1967) and by

Vickens et aI (f971), In this situation, 0 nesponds as

soon as a decision is reached as to which of two lights

is flashing mone frequently. The pnobabilistic stnuctune

of the stimulus events is exactly specified, and stimuli

ane pnesented at a pnedetenmined nate, Ieaving the adopted

Level of caution aS the najor source of vaniance between

.individual obsenvens-, Vickens and I¡'lillson (Vickens et

a1r 1972) are cunnently exploring the Possibility of

deniving such a measutle from a logistic function of the

genenal fonrn discussed by 0gilvie and Cneelman (1968) t

v¡ithin af¡ g4p€r¿4elltal situation whene no constnaints ane

imposed upon inspection, as descnibed in Chapten V. The

index E(opt) + Àr repnesenting the average numben of

inspections of sensory data pneceding a decision, rnight

also be expected to be directly nelated to the cniterion
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determining data accumulation unden these cincumstances.

The nelevance of the measure ô, as a standand index

of the benefit of temponanily stoned information to

pepformance, has been gneatly enhanced by the finding that

intnovents make more effective use of this data than

extnavents. This finding has undersconed the importance

of develoPing a batteny of behaviounal descniptons which

can be used in conjunction with one anothen because they

ane derived within the same conceptual fnamewonk. As

emphasized by vickens et aI (1972), some suppont for the

general appnoach advocated in this thesis is pnovided by

evidence that similan psychophysical decision mechanisms

appear to undenly a numben of penceptual Phenomena that

have not pneviously been tneated as theonetically

intendependent, For examPle, a numben of wonkens have

dernonstnated that cnitical cycl-e time fon the penception

of flicken decneases as stimutus exPosure duration

incneases, at least uP to exposunes of appnoximately I sec

(Andenson et aI, 1966). This finding suggests thatr vtith

longen exposunes, o is able to accumulate additional

infonmation which facilitates the detection of the pnesence

of flicken. Again, in reviewing recent nesearch of

individual differences in figunal aften-eff,ects o Oven (1970)

has ernphasized the influence of decision Processes t

summanizing evidence that |tthe rnagnitudê... is dependent

upon the speed with which post-inspection judgements ane

nade, the extent to which a resPonse set is. formed, and the

criterion adopted by the subject when judgements are maderl
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(p.r+09). These suggestions cleanly neflect a viewpoint

very sinilan to that advocated in this thesis '

oven funther suggests that Persons categonized in

accondance with clinical diagnoses, on differences in

intellectual ability or age might be shown to diffen

systematically in rrjudgement time, set and judgemental

criteniontt, aS these nesPonse vaniables undenly the gnouP

diffenences in figural after-effects found by some

investigators, ft seems highly Iikely the::efone that the

measures À, "D, 
ô, and .t,, togethen with those associated

dinectly with perceptual altennation, might be usefully

applied to the investigation of developmental and ageing

processes. Indeed, a numben of necent reviews have

emphasized the advantages of measures of perceptual-moton

speied in this area (trlelfond and Birnen, 1965' L969; Hicks

and Binren, 1970).

It is hoped that the measunes might also find valuable

application in the study of mental netandation and even

psychopathological conditions (!'lelfond, L971b) . The

expenimental task fnom which these measures are denived is

nelatively sirnple, and one in which it nay be possible to

ovencome the difficulties associated with obtaining data

fnom the intellectually retarded. An expenimental

situation is being developed at present, employing a 2

fietd tachistoscoPe, nodified to pnovide backward masking,

Ttris appanatus, togethen with a porta.ble, pnognammed

recorder system can be neadily transponted into the field,

and therefone affonds the oppontunity to collect data fnom
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these persons unden environmental ci.rcumstances with
\

which they are fanilian. It has the additional advantage

that the demands made upon the obsenvenrs compnehension of

instnuctions, and attention during the counse of the

experimental session, are consídenably neduced. Although

the coJlection of data in this mannen is very much slower I

than in the setting descnibed in this thesis, evidence has

al:ready been obtained that the less formal situation enables

the expe::imenten to maintain cl-osen óontact, and to provide

more intensive tnaining in the task requined. As a

consequence, data have been collected fnom intellectual

netandates who wene unable to cope with the mone constrained

a¡rd demanding conditions which they encountened in the fuI1y

computeri-zed laboratorY .

Although many cunnent diagnostic tests and pnocedunes

for assessing intellectual abilities and basic aptitudes

enjoy neasonable face validity, they ane neventheless all

too often inappnopniate to the situation in which, fon wa¡rt

of suitable altennatives, they are applied (Savager 1970).

Measunes of fundamental penceptual pnocesses, such aS those

descnibed, would seem well- suited to the assessment and

appnaisal of basic human capacity and penformance, panticulanly

in the area of vocational nehabilitation whene, although

sensory handicaps and intellectual retandation are fnequently

encountered, careful tnaining Procedunes can lead to

encouraging results (Neffr 19?1), The techniques descnibed

here, fon example, night be betten suited to the assessment

of some fundamental capacities of a deaf-mute, than the mone
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neadily available diagnostic tests and procedunes fon

the appraisal of abilitÍes or aptitudes, which are

nende:red inappnopriate because of thein heavy dependence

upon venbal skiIIs, Again, the measures might be

developed to distinguish the educationally unden-pniviledged

fnom the intellectually netarded. Finally, since these

indices would aPPean to be dinectly relevant to fundamental

capacities of the kind hypothesized to underly a potential

fon vanious mar¡ual skills, the measures lr "D, 
ô and '['

might usefully be considened in nelation to the kind of

dinect industnial training pnocedunes advocated by Seyrnoun

(1954) and Belbin (1969): fon example, ane the functions

undenlying these measures oPen to tnainingr oP do they

have to be accepted as tgivent ín any tnainíng situation,

a¡rd thenefore impontant cnitenia govenning acceptance for

certain jobs?

A ye-euaLuation of the eoncept' of subLininal peneeptíon

Following the attempt in Chapten Vi to extend the

optional stopping accumulator model to account fon mone

complex penceptual phenomena, it is tempting, it conclusion,

to try to ne-evaluate the concept of subliminal penception

Ín tenms of the discninination Process outlined in the

previous chaptens. The sigmoidal fonm of the Psycho-

netnic function, which has pnovided the centnal pninciple

fon the explanatony model developed in Chaptens III r IV and

V, has been assumed to occur: because discniminatony

sensitivity is not only dependent upon the intensity or
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magnitude of stimulation, but also uPon nandom factors

which ane manifest in accondance with the laws of

probability. No evidence has been for:nd to suggest that

a statistical account of the discníminative decisíon

process is inaPPnoPniate.

The model presuPPoses that, even in the idealized

situation, the pnesence of noise in the decision pnocesses

wilI, by its very natune, prevent the possibility of

pnecise behaviounal pnediction. The connelation found to

exist between phenomenal nepnesentation and the enellgy

state negistened by the appnopniate sensory system thenefone

becornes a question of degree, since discnimination will

depend upon the stnength of the signal nelative to that of

noise in the system. The term rsubliminalr is thenefone

only appropniately apptied to the penceptual pnocess unden

conditions in which the inspection of the sensory ínput is

lirnited by an exposure of less than Ir and whene the signal

is thonoughly enased fnom shont-term memory without the

oppontunity fon any data Processing at even the pnimary

level of the analYsing sYstem.

In these circumstances responding would be made

either on a chance basis r oF in tenms of envinonmental

and subjectíve factors influencing the critenion adopted

beforeha¡rd fon each alternative, Vickers (1970, L972c)

has suggested that a decrease in the value of k applying

to a panticulan decision would result fnom the pantial

tpnimingt of the accumulator mechanism by factons such as

ehanges in attention, sensitivity to non-equipnobabilities
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ín the sequence of stimulus presentationr oP the effects of

instnuctions and incentives. Anothen set of biasing

factons r^lould be provided by the expectations bnought into

the situation by the observer. Thus, whel'e a pnefenence

fon a panticulan pencept existed, the accumulaton process 
I

would favour it, and this tendency would be more pnonounced

unden cincumstances hrhere no infonmative data htere obtained

a¡rd the accumulatons vüere entirely rtopped upt with noise'

This explanation would seem to account fon the demonstnation

of a resPonse bias against infnequent stimuli in the absence

of any stimulus, but whene observens have been led to expect

napÍdly presented stimulus matenial (Goldiamond a¡rd Hawkins,

1958; Zajonc and Nieuwenhuyse, 1964)'

Turning now to the mone usual situation, in which a

decision is made on the basis of at least one inspection

of the discniminartdar oF where shont-term memony is used to

take advantage of additional pnocessing time after the

signal has ceased, it is suggested that the emergence of a

pencept is, in eveny case, the consequence of an intenaction

between the incoming data, the critenia governing the nesPonse

mechanisms, and the level of noise in the system. One of the

most intenesting findings reported in this thesis is that

observens genenally aPPear una.ble to aba¡rdon an optional

stopping procedune, even unden conditions where every attenpt

is made to impose a minimum, uniform critenial level. 0n

the contnary, 0s adopt charactenistic cnitenia that can
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sometimes only be met by ttopping upt the decision

mechanisrns with non-infonmative data denived fnom the

noise in the sYstem.

This pnoposal aPPeans to go a long way towands

nesolving the contnoversy outlined in chapters I and II,

as to whether ttsubliminaltr effects can be wholly explained

in te::ms of nesponse organization. To the extent that

pantial on fnagmentary information is obtained from the

discniminanda, it witl ente:r into the analyzen system.

The end decision, howeven, will depend also uPon the extent

to which various biases alneady exist in the resPonse

system, and on the 1evel of noise r âfl influence that will

increase aS the signal to noise natio decreases. Thus t

the pnesentation of a stimulus of insufficient intensity

in itself, will neventheless interact with the pne-

existing onganisation, and thenefore influence the outcome'

fn the same wêYr a stimulus enaEed by backward masking night

be expected to produce at least some limited effect uPon

behaviour. Although Expeniment 2.1 failed to find evidence

fo¡. this, it is now widely accepted that bniefly exposed

stimuli can be pr:ocessed, even when dinectly followed by a

masking stimulus (Averbach and coniell, 1961; Spenling,

1967).

Vaniations in the necognition thneshold to emotionally

connotative matenial may be undenstood in tenms of the model

of anousal discussed in chapters III and IV, Thus, a rnild

inc:r,ease in the activity of a system operating below its

optirnum should ::aise the effective strength of incoming
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signals. A mone intense degnee of genenal activation,

however, would incnease .the level of noise, rendering the

discrimination more difficult. Whethen the outcome was

penceptual rvigilancer oll rdefenser would depend uPon:

(i) the signal to noise natio. defining the difficulty 
;

of the discnimination;

(ii) the degnee of incneased activity produced by the

emotional stimulus;

(iii) tne level of chnonic ar.ousal- alneady existing in

the sYstem.

This account of tperceptual defenset leads to two

predietions, The finst is that, to the extent that

emotional stness incneases the Ievel of noise and neduces

the discniminability in the situation, the latency of

nesponding shoul,d be lengthened. This follows because,

if the decision cnitenion nemains unchanged, mone non-

infonmative noise will have to be accumulated. Veny little

reseanch on this question is available at the pnesent time.

There is, howeven, some evidence which supponts the

pnediction: Dixon (1956) and Bnown (1965) nepont that

response tines atle longen to emotional matenial.

The second pnediction is concerned with individual

differences in the dimensions of extnavension-intnovension,

and sta.bility-instability, As discussed in Chapter V'

these are commonly associated with the chnonic level of

anousal, in the finst case, and the neactivity of the

individual to changes in anousal, in the second. The model

outlined above pnedicts that sevenely thneatening stimulation
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should markedly incnease the level of activity in the

nervoussystemarrdthenefonepnoduceahigherthreshold

fon necognition among intnoverts a¡d neunotics, alneady

in a high state of arousal, than among Pensons at the

other ends of these dimensions. Thene is some evidence 
t

to suggest that individuals sconing high on the

psychasthenia scale (Pt) of the M'M'P'I" or on the M'A'S"

have lowen recognition thnesholds fon emotionally toned

stimulation than do individuals having high hystenia (Hy)

scones¡ oF lOV¡ M.A.S, SCOneS (fO:: a neviewr see Inglist

1960) . Bnown (1961) has extended these findings ' and

suggests that ]ow thnesholds fon emotional stimuli should

chanacte nize intnoverts, while high thr.esholds should

chanacteríze extnaverts'

Inaccordancewiththehypothesisputforwandhere'

howevenrthisoutcomewouldonlyfollowifthestinuli

wereofnelativelyslightemotiveconnotation.Asthe

emotive content of the stimuli was increased this tnend

would be revensed, so that when stimulation was highly

stnessful,itseffectwouldbemostdisnuptivefor

individuals alneady in a high state of anousal' Recognition

thnesholds would be naised accordingly'

Dixon(1958b)nepontsthatfemalesshoweda

significantly higher relative bnightness thneshold fon

the left eyer duníng sublíminal stimulation of the night

eye with the word rvrhorer, than did males' This nesult

istobeexpeited,panticularlyifthiswordisrega:rded
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as mone anxiety-provoking by females , since, as v''as

emphasized in chapten vr..females have been found to be

mot?e introvented and mone neunotic than maIes. Howevert

the amount of evidence available in this anea Ís as yet

sma}I, and the pensonality measunes somewhat cnuder so

that mone precise studies may need to await futune

developments in technique. Befone tunning fnom the

relevance of response bias to the concept of subliminal

penception, I¡¡e should consider an explanation fon t-hose

investigations, discussed in Chapter II, which have neponted

a change in sensitivity (dt ) , as measuned by signal detection

methodologyr foLlowing the pnesentation of taboo on

emotional matenial. It witl be necalled that the effect

hras not uniform, two experiments finding that taboo wonds

were significantly mone discnirninable than neutnal wonds

(Donfman et ê1, 1965; Donfma¡, 1967), and two othens

reporting that sensitivity was lowen during emotional

stimulation (Broadbent and GregorY¡ 1967; Handy and Legge,

1968),

A possible explanation fon the increase in sensitivity

is to be found in the finding by Donfman et aI that the

diffet'ence in discniminability between taboo and neutnal

hrords increased with duration. This is pnecisely t'¡hat one

would expect from an optional stopping account of the

perceptual pnocess, since lengthening exposune time would

allow O mone opPortunity to increase the number of

inspections made of the stimulus, Howeverr wheneas in
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accordance with signal detection theory dr incneases as

a function of ,/î, the higher discnimina.bility is reganded

hene as an example of the sPeed-accuracy comPnontse

emphasized by the optional stopping model

The l0wen dt measures obtained in the othen two

investigations find a possible exPlanation in the evidence

of gneater: variance in the judgernents of ttbad wondsrr in the

B:roadbent and Gnegony study. As the authors themselves

point out, if the distnibutions undenlying ratings of

emotional and neutnal \^ronds had equal means, but did not

have equal vaniance, as their analysis assumest dr would

appean to be different for the two classes of wonds. The

Sa¡ne nesult, howeven, would pnesumably be obtained, íf the

level of noise was incneased by the pnesentation of

emotional stimuli, in accordance with the model of anousal

outlined above.

Dixon (1962) has suggested that Penceptual defense

rnay result fnom a neduction in the ]eve1 of contical

activity, caused by decreased neticulan activity following

contical discnimination of stimulation. He argues that

such a mechanism should nesult in a dec::ease in dr, since

genenal activity associated with the Itnoise plus signalrl

distnibution would fall. However, as Pointed out by

hletfond (1968, p,277 f .f ,) while a fall in activation level

shoutd nesult in a :rise in B, litt1e if any change is to

be expected in dl . The pnoposal put forç,rand hene, that

the signal to noise ratio night be vanied by incneasing o11
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dec:reasing intninsic noise in the pe.nceptual system, would

appean to offen a more Parsimonious explanation,

The pnoposed account of subliminal perception in

tenms of an optional stopping accumulaton model- of the

decision pnocess cleanly assumes that sensory data may be

negistened by the appnopniate sensony system, and subjected

to some degnee of analysis, htithout a\^¡areness on the pant

of the obsenven. It is thenefore open to the objection,

put forwand by some opponents of the penceptual defense

concept, that one cannot 1ogica1ly penceive, ín orden no't

to per:ceive (e.g. Howie, 1952; Gíbsonr 1968). As

emphasized by Dixon (19?1), however, this appanent

contnadiction only anises if one insists that tenms like

rpenceptionr and tdiscniminationt can only aPPly to

conscious acts. There is no logical inconsistency if we

assume that these wonds aPPIy to openations, penfonmed

within a complex System conceíved in cybennetic tenms

(l,lelfond , ),972) . Common sense would certainly advise

against adopting the extneme Position that, because one is

not aware of a Particulan event, it cannot possibly

influence behavioutf. We daily canny out a lange nurnben of

habitual actions napidly and accunately without being awalle

of them. As k'telfond (1972) points out, it is only when

environmental factons such as fatÍgue a¡rd stness intenfene

with the complex Patterns of biases Permanently established

-.in the behaviounal nepentoine, that we become aware of

details in the openations involved. Indeed, when an enron
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occuns, it is not uncortìnon to be rralented to the fact...

although,., unahtare of what ennon has been madetr (p.309).

At the p:resent tirne it is only Possible to speculate

about the actual mechanisms by which stimulation ultinately

affects behavioun. The I accumulatont posited hene is

conceived as analogous to an analyzen, within which evidencel

is companed wittr an intennalízed nePnesentation of a

particular outcome. As alneady mentioned, this

representation will be shaped by sevenal diffenent internal

a¡¡d extennal sounces of bias, operating in both the shont

a¡rd long term. A decision is pnecipitated when

cornespondence is obtained between the accumulated evidence

and the cnitical state of the analyzen.

These suggestions ane in line with the commonly held

view that the perceptual Process involves a complex,

hienarchical system of feature analyzers, openating both

simulta¡reously and sequentially. Data ane Processed

thnough a numben of stages of onganisational development,

beginning with the registration of the sensony connelates

of even the weakest pontions of the stimulus array, and

concluding ultimately ín the highest centnes of the brain,

The system is wíde1y acknowledged to include a numben of

pneconscious stages (Dixon, 1971; Welfond, 1972), A

system of the kind outlined would have sufficient flexibility

fon some stinulation to nesult in ar¡Ianeness. However, othen

signals, although openating indirectly upon ovent behavioun,
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would do so hlithout affecting Penceptual expenience to

an extent which would enable thein contnibutions to be

recogni zed,.
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APPENDTX 2,I

Examples of the verbal stimulus material, forrned

from both angulan and contoured lettening, used

in Expeniment 2.L



I

F

HAPPY

DELIGHTED

LAUGHING

JOYFUL

REJOICING

ANGRY

SEETHING

FUMING

FURIOUS

ENRAGED

YAGPH

FAR

FOOT

STOP

RUN

hoppv

delighted

laughing
joyful
rejoicing

angry

seething

f uming

f urious
enraged

yagph

fo,
fo ot

stoP

run
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APPENDIX 2.2

The mate face, neutnal hrith nespect to

expnessions of happiness or angen, used

in Expeniment 2,)-. Permission of .the
person concerned was obtained befone

pnoceeding,





APPENDIX 2,3

Angry-
Not angny
dimension

Standand
deviation

Mean natings and standand deviations on the

Angty-Not angry dimension, obtaLned using 35

faces categonized acconding to thein natings

on the Happ7-UnhaPPY dirnension.

Eappy -Anhappy dinens ion

I 65432

179.

7

Mean 6,t+7 5,49 5,19 4.66 4.31 3,79 3,78

n

0 .79

20

0 .80

2L

0.93

23

0 .9L

19

1.08

22

0.83

22

l_.45

16
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APPENDIX 2,4

HaPPy
(angulan)

HaPPy
(contouned)

Angry
(angulan)

Angry
(contouned)

Yagph
(angulan)

Yagph
(contoured)

The numben of 0s who connectly tlecorded 6

diffenent stimulus wonds, exposed fon the

dunation of one fname (appnoximately 40 msec),

when no baekwand mask was pnesent. One or

more inconnect lettersconstituted an erlrori

llo, of 0s making connect identification (N=23)

Finst exposure Second exposure Thind exPosure

23

23

23

23

L2 1

t-1Ll_1

t0
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APPENDIX 2,5

Instnuctions and Res onse sheets for e t 2,1

includ ins the rat ins scales and Ouestionnaines

A, B' and C.

InitiaL ínstruett)ons, Stage 7 :

rrThis experiment is concenned with facial expression

and with oun ability to judge what facial expnession neveals

about a person. Befone beginning, however, it is necessary

to assess whethen on not you have a domina¡rt eye. If you

are accustomed to wearing spectacles, please place them on.

A number. of lettens and wonds wíII be exposed on the

screen and you ane nequired to necond thern on the attached

.sheet ìn the spaces pnovided. Do noþ 1'eaoe anA bLanks.

If the letten on wond is exposed too fast fon you to readt

you should guess wtrat it was. You will be given 20 seconds

ln which to answer. Throughout the last 5 seconds of this

ans\^¡er period, a buzzep will sound, indicating that time is

nunning out. l,lhen the buzzer sounds , look back at the

scneen and 5 seconds laten the next letter on wond will be

shol^In,

Finst you vrill be shown eight single lettens. Cover

youll teft eye whilst viewing the finst foun exPosures.

Coven youtt right eye whilst viewing the next four exPosunes '

Eight wonds will then folIow. Iheee must be Oieaed

Ìn¿th hoth eAes oPen.
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Befone you beginn please ensure that you have fi}led

in all panticulans on the toP of youn attached Response

Sheet. Duning the counse of the expeniment, you will be

nequined to pnovide these panticulans sevenal times. This

is sirnply to assist the expenimenten in the collation of

data, Your identity is of no cthen consequence to the

expenimenter and youn penfonmance is in no way cln indication

of any specific ability.
Please do not talk in the expenimental room.

Occasionally instnuction slides will aPPeall on the screen,

These will always be distinguished by two asterisks (**)

in the top night hand conner of the slide. l{hen the

expeniment is about to stantr êD instruction slide will

appear on the screen, and a buzzen will sorrnd fon 5 seconds

pnio:r to the finst exposure, "
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Respon se Sheet, Sta 1:

Lettens (Left eye 'covened) :

Exposune No. I
Exposure No. 2

Exposune No' 3

Exposune No, 4

Letters (Right eYe covened) ¡

Exposune No, 5

Exposune No. 6

Exposune No. 7

Exposure No. I

Wonds (Both eyes

Exposune No.

Exposune No,

Exposune No'

Exposure No'

Exposune No,

Exposune No'

Exposune No,

Exposune No'

open)

I
2

3

l+

5

6

7

I
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Instnuctions' Stage 2:

Please provide the following infor¡natíon. Duning the

course of the experiment you will be nequined to pnovide

these particulans seve:raI times. This is simply to assist

the expenimenten in the collation of data. Your identity

is of no othen consequence to the expenimenten and youn

penformance is in no way an indication of any specific ability'

NAME (BLoCK LETTERS) ...... r....., .............,. r.......... t t

SEX . . . . . . t . . . .. t. t a ' 
t t ' t t ' AGE t ) t t ' r t t ? t t t '

I do/do not nonmally wear spectacles (cnoss out whene

inapplicaÞle) .

This expeniment is eoncenned with facial exPression and

with oun ability to judge what facial exPnession neveals about

a Person.

The attached sheet contains sevenal pains of antonyms

i,ê. wonds of opposite meaning to one anothen (e.g. good-bad) '

Since all the words are adjectives, each pain rnight be used

to descnibe a panticulan aspect of an individualts pensonality,

Beside each of these dimensions is a ?-point scale.

The figunes 1 and ? nepnesent the two extneme meaníngs, whilst

the figure 4 stands for the point of complete neutnality i'ê'

neithen r¡rord used to define the dimension aPPlies mone than

the other, The list below indicates the meanings attached

to each of the scale values.
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Strongly suggests (word on left)

Modenately suggests (word on left)

t'leakly suggests (wond on left)
Neithe:: wond applies mone than the
othen

Irleakly suggests (wond on night)

Modenately suggests (word on right)

Strongly suggests (word on night)

ff you undenstand so fan, please read on. If you have

any questions at this stage, please naise youn hand.

You ane about to be shown a photognaphed face. We

wish you to study the expnession of the face and to

aftenwands indicate uhqt you think it neueals by tsing the

dimensions listed on the attached sheet. Study the face

canefully fon the full exPosune peniod. Do not attempt to

write anything until the lights come on.

fndicate youtr opinion by placing a ning anound the

appnopniate point on the sca1e, The face must be nated on

aLL dimensíons.

When you have done this, indicate whethen the Person

photognaphed is known to you by tí.eking the ansuer that appLì'es;

(eithen Ye.s on No) .

If, at this stage, there ane any sections of these

instructions which a¡re not clean to you, please naise youll hand.

The lights will now be dimmed and a buzzen will sound fo¡r

5 seconds pnion to exposune of the face, Rememben that you

should pay close attention thnoughout the futl exposulre peniod,

I

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Response sheet, Stage 2:

inneligious neligious

superstitious nealistic

not studious studious

hot angny angny

sophisticated - naive

uneducated educated

untidy tidy
cowandly coullageous

unpnetentious ostentatíous

unhappy - hapPy

venbose concise

indiscreet - discneet

12
t2
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

l+

4

I+

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

567

Is the penson photognaphed known to you? YES N0
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Suestionnaì,xes Stage 3 :

A. Answen the following questions by ticking the appropniate

responser ,

1. In youn opinion, did the expnession of the face change

duning the course of exposune? YES N0

, 2, V'lene your at any time, avíare of anything in the filmt
in addition to the penson and his facía1
expnession? YES N0

3, If you ticked tfYESrr in answen to question 2, please
descnibe bniefly what you thought you sav¡.

B, Sometimes, in addition to the face¡ you may have seen a

wordr orr pontion of a wond. A word was definitely thene.

Please answer the following questions as canefully as

possible.

1, Was the wond identifíable? YES N0

. The wond was (If you have ticked tNOt,
Ieave blank)

2. Could you cleanly see the wond YES N0

3. If you T¡¡ene unable to see the entire wond, could you
infen what the word was? YES - NO

I would infer that thg wond was .. ...... ..........
(If you have ticked tNOt,
leave blank)"

4. If you could not infen what the wond vras r could you
cleanly aee any of the lettens? YES N0

The letters I savù $¡ene

(ff you have ticked tNOt,
leave blank)

5, Although unaware of the pnesence of a wond, did y
think you saI¡r lettens? YES

The lettens I thought I saI^I hlere ...)).,.......

ou
-N0

(If you have ticked tNOt,
Ieave blank)
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C. Ttre word that appeaned in the fí}n you have just seen is

one of the following:

Ptace a figune 1

beside the wond

that you thinl<
was most probably
the word in the
fi1m. P1ace a
figune 2 beside
the wond that
you considen
I¡IaS next most

like1y.
Continue this
process until
you have nanked
fiye of the
words'in the
list,

concise
unpnetentious
educated
not studious
nealistic
sophisticated
neligious
hapPy

cowandly
tidy
indiscneet
studious
verbose
angry
naive
supenstitious
unhappy
discneet
untidy
not angry
ostentatious
inneligious
counageous
r¡reducated
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APPENDIX 2.6

Chi-Square anaLyses refenred to in
Erpeniment 2.L. Fnequencies in all
Ta-bles ar?e denived frorn 279 0s, since

one fail-ed to complete questionnaine

C connectly,
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('i) The fnequencies with which adjectives in
questionnaine C (Stage 3) hlere selectedt
disnegarding rank, as being most probably
exposed duning the film. The expected

frequency unden Ho is 58.33

obsenved fnequency x 2

uneducated
counageous
irneligious
ostentatious
not angry
untidy
discneet
unhappy
supenstitious
naive
angry
venbose
studious
indiscneet
tidy
cowandly
haPpy
neligious
sophisticated
realistic
not studious
uneducated
unpnetentious
concise

53
38
4+
U+
62
78
45

167
27

108
108

1t+
7+
50
56
40
20
36
I

84
43
62

103
61

0,49
7,09
3.52

33.69
0.23
6,63
3.05

202.+5
16. 83
¡+2.30
42,30
33,69
4.21
1,19
0,09
5,76

25.19
8.55

4L,72
11,30
4,03
0,23

34,2I
0.,L2

TOTALS 1r396 528,87
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(ti) various distnibutions of os selecting or

failing to select the wonds, "Unhappyrr and

rrAngryrr as most pnobably exposed duning

thefilni.0salleclassifiedaccondingto:

a) uonds eæPosed duting stage 7:

''UNHAPPYII

selected not selected selected not selecte<i

IIAl\¡GRYII

Angny wonds
Happy words
Neutnal wonds
No wo:rds Pnesent

x2 (d.f. = 3)

P

rr¡1grytt
ttHaPPytt
trYagpht'
No wond Present

xz (d,f. = 3)

P

Angulan
Contoured
No wond Present

x2 (d.f. = 2)

P

46
42
39
40

24
28
31
29

25
29
30
24

45
41
40
45

1,60 1.44

ilA}JGRYrr

elected not selected

b) uord masked by face duning Stage 2:

IIIJNHAPPYII

selected not selected s

51
43
49
2+

29
36
31
I6

36
28
30
14

44
51
50
26

1,54 1.97

c) tqpe of Lettening ftom uhí.eh masked uord uas eomposed:

''UNHAPPYII 'IANGRYII

selected not selected 'sêlect ed not selectei
73
70
24

46
50
16

54
40
14

65
80
26

0.26 3.92



APPENDIX 2,7

a) flappy-Unhappy

r,Iudged mean

standand deviation

single sample t

p (two tails)

b) Angty-Not qng"A

,.Iudged mean

standand deviation

single sample t

p (two tails)

Pne-expenimental
grouP

l-92,

Expenimental
grloup 28 (Tab1e 2.3)

t+. 80

1. 37

1.92 (d.f.=9)

0 ,10

Experirnental
gnoup 28 (Table 2,3)

4 ,40

1,4 3

0.88 (d,f.=9)

0,60

Comparisons betueen natíngs of the face, used

í,n Eæperíment 2.7" before and durtng þhe 
,

eæpenímental s e s s'üon.

(i) Ratings, by the Pne-exPenimental gnouP

(l¡ = 23) and the expenimental group
(l¡ = 10) not exposed to venbal stimulus
mate:rial at any stage, fon the following
dimensions;

Pne-experimental
group

4. 39

L,27

1.48 (d.f.=22)

0 .15

4. 26

1.51

0,83 (d.f.=22)

0,58



('ii) Means and standand deviations for pre-expenimental natings of the face,
in accordance with the following dimensions, composed fnom adjectives
making significant contnibutions (a = 0.05) to analysis (i), Appendix 2.6.
Depantune fnom neutnality (+.0) has been exarnined by use of a single sample
t test

Pnedicted bias Mean Standand
deviation

d. f.

inneligious 3.L7 1.64 2.+L 22 0,012 (one tail)

nealistic 4. 83 1.90 1,52 11 0.077 (one tail)

studious l+.67 r. 37 1.68 11 0.058 (one tail)

naLve 4.74 1,66 2 .14 22 0.021 (one tail)

untidy 3.30 1.64 2.04 22 0.025 (one tail)

unpnetentious 3. 30 1,55 2 ,15 22 0.020 (one tail)

concl-se +. 39 1. 70 1.10 22 0.140 (one tail)

none 4,50 1.4 5 1,20 11 0,255 (two tails)

Dimension

irneligious-
neligious
supenstitious-
nealistic
not studious-
studious
sophisticated-
naive
untidy-
tidy
unpretentious-
ostentatious
venbose-
concise
cowandly-
cour?ageous

t p

P
(.o
(^)
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(íii) The distnibution of choices fnom Questionnaine C, 
'

in accondance with ratings on the critical
dimensions, concluding Stage 2t

a) tlnhappg

Dimension HaPPY'UnhaPPY, Stage 2

21-4 567 Y

Choice t rank

Questionnaire
c

I
2

3

4

I
I
3

7

3

I
7

3

3

28

13

7

7

5

29

15

5

2

2

19 .5
4.9
1.+
4,0
2.1

28,0

51
Not
chosen 48 29287

TOTALS

b) Angny

TOTALS

I
Ctroice t nank 2

Questionnaire
c

71 60 88 60

Dimensior' Angry-Not ang?A, Stage 2

5-7

59.9

x21-3 l+

3

4

26

19

I
4

6

5

7

5

10

1

7

2

5

0

2

]-9,2
15 .5

1,4
13 .l+

4,2

.20 .5

5

Not
.clrosen 8433 55

97 83 100 74,2
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APPENDIX 2.8

Summany tables of anaLyses of oaní-anee

neported in Chapter 1I' Eæperíment 2.1,

for natings on speeified dímensions in
accondønce üith a ? point seale.



1, Analyses eæcLudíng þhe 4 g?oups tíeuing the no-uond filn dutíng Stage 2,

tft Eappy-unhappa
(a) Raw data;

Sounce

A (emotional quality of wonds, Stage 1)

B (wond in filn, Stage 2)

C (stnuctunal attnibute of wond)

AxB

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

Within ceIl
TOTAL

(b) Tr:ansfonmed data:
Source

A (emotional quality of words, Stage 1)

B (wond in filnrstage 2)

C (stnuctunal attnibute of wond)

AxB

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

Within ceII

S.S

13.90
2.5I
5,40
8,53

17 .77

4,98
13.26

378.40
444.75 239

ee

d.f.

d. f.

M.S.

4.6 3

r.?5
5 ,40
L.+2
5,92
2.49
2.2L
1,75

M,S.

0.68
0 .13
r.22
0 .29
0.91
0.55
0.23
0 .32

F

2.64
<n.0

3,0 8
<1.0

3.38
L,42
L,26

2 .10
<]. 0

3, 8r
<1.0
2.82
L.7L

<1.0

0 .049
n.s.

0.076
Il .S.

0 .019

0 .243
0,276

D

0.099
¡1 .s.

0 .0+9

D,S.
0.039
0 .182

Il .8.

3

2

I
6

3

2

6

2l.6

F

2.03
0.27
L.22
1.7 3

2.72
Ì.10
1. 39

69.50

3

2

I
6

3

2

6

2r6

H(o
q,

.iOTAL 79 .96 239



Cii) Angny-Not ang"U

Sour:ce

A (emotional quality of words, Stage I)
B (wond in film, Stage 2)

C (stnuctunal att:ribute of word)

AxB

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

Within CeIl

TOTAL

S.S.

14.83
6 .46

0 .60
22.64
11.70
L.23

19 ,48
557 .00

633.94

d.f M.S.

4.94
3.23
0.60
3.77
3.90
0 .6I
3.25
2.59

F

1.92
1.25

<1.0
1.46
Ì.51_

<1.0
L.26

3

2

1

6

3

2

6

2L6

239

0.126
0.287

fI .S.

0.191
0.211

fì.S.

o.277

H
(.o
\¡



z, Ana1yeee in uhì,eh the uotd, in the fiLn (stage 2) ie etrueturally angulan' and uhieh

ìneLude the 4 contro| groups oieuì.ng the no-uord fíLn

(i) flaPPY-UnhaPPA
Sounce

A (emotional quality of wonds, Stage 1)

B (word in film, Stage 2)

AxB

!,Iithin cell
TOTAL

(ii) Angry-Not d.ngrV

Source

A (emotional quality of words, Stage 1)

B (wond in film, Stage 2)

AxB

trtithin cell

TOTAL

s.s.
20.02

6 .52

17 .11
275.30

318.95

S.S.

16,03
8,23

36.73
405 . 80

466.79

d.f.
a

3

I
144

159

d.f.

3

3

o

144

159

M. S.

6,67
2,L7
1.90

)

1. 91

M.S,

5 ,34
2.74
4.08
2.82

F

3. 49

1.14
<1.0

1.90
<1.0

1.4 5

0 .017
0.336

Il .S.

0 ,132
fl .s.

0.173

pF

H
(.o
@



3, Analyses ín uhich the oord ín the ft,Lm (Stage 2) ôs structunally eontouted'
and uhich ínclude the 4 eontroL groups uieuing the no-uond film.
(i) Eappy'UnhaPPy

Source

A (emotional quality of wonds, Stage 1)

B (wond in fi1n, Stage 2)

AxB

I,'lithin ce11

TOTAL

(ii) Angny-Not angry

Sounce

A (emotional quality of wonds, Stage 1)

B (wond ín film, Stage 2)

AxB

V'lithin ce11

TOTAL

S.S,

8.47
8.02

23.61
26+.90

305,00

S,S.

11.5 3

3.88
11.39

336.00

362.79

d.f M. S.

2.82
2.67
2.62
1. 8+

M.S.

3. 8l+

1.29
1.26
2.33

1.5 3

L,45
1.43

r.65
<1. 0

<1.0

D

o.207
0,229
0.173

D

0 .180
D.S.
D.S.

F

3

3

9

144

159

d.f

3

3

I
144

159

F

Pto
(o



APPENDIX 3.1

Expenimenten

Henrnon (1906)

Pq,drs of horízontaL
Lines, uith vanying
absoLute o? TeLatiue
dífferenees in Length,
eæposed until response
made by 0,

Gannett 0922)
Tuo seetíons, oanying
ín Length" of a
honôzontaL Líne,
eæposed for 6
different ínteruaLs,

Festinger (1943 )
Paírs of oertíeal
Lines of oanyíng
Lengths, etposed fon
500 msec, uì,th uønyíng
emphases in
ínstnuetions. ¡tUsua,L'Ì

ínetnuetions üe?e
ùntended to produee
q, eompromise betueen
a,ccu?aeA and speed.

Botwinick et al (1958)

Paivs of Lì.nes of
uarying Lengths,
eæpoeed for 2 dífferent
interuals, to 0s from 2

uídely separated age
groups,

Vickens (1967)

Paíns of uertieaL
Lånes of oarying
'î,engthe , eæpo sed
untíL ?esponse
made by 0,

Comments

Obsenve:r H
0bserven S

Obsenven H
Observer- S

Expeniment I
n

II
il

200,

Value of s
in degnees
of visual
angle

0 .0191
0 .1366
0,0252
0 ,02 70

0 ,09 33
0.0823
0.0707
0.0734
0.0889
0.1225

0.0594
0.0492
0.0515
0.0573
0.0526
0,0529
0.0515
0.0512*

D

il
rt

ll

,
,
,
)

.0 s

.5 s

.0 s
,5 S

.0 s
,5 s

4
2
2
1
1
0

ec.

êC.

õ^
êC.

exPosure
exPosure
exPosure
exposure
exPosure
exPosure

Obsenven, H.S . ,1ts'ua,L
instnuctionstt a,ceùrraeAtt speed

J, B. usualt' aecu?aeqtt epeed
B,hl" usuaL
N.P. speed

It
ll
n
ü
ll
n

il

It
il
il
r
ll
il
It

01de
il

unge

exposure 0.1413il 0,3002rt 0.1394rr o,2oo9

0,1035
0.0891

2 .0 sêc.
0.15 il

2.0 rr

0.15 il

n 0s,
il

rrt
n

Yo
il

expeniment IXc
Mea¡r



APPENDIX 3,2

sponding probability.

Eæperiment 3.7

x2 d.f r-p

11.0 16 <O,25 481.5 85.1 17.6

tD

14 <0.90 486,2 0.27 I.1 1+ <o'25 522'3
L

Eæperì'ment 3.2

xz d.f. I-p L

Eæpeniment 3.3

xz d.f. 1-pObsenven À

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

Mean

S.D.

73.8
88.7
89 .9

94.0
95.3
9 8.6

119 .3
124.3
143.8
14 3.9

1I .4
33 .4
11.1

9.7
5.8

13.0
19 ,3
18.1

<0 .25
>0.99
<0 .25
<0.05
<0.01
<0 .25
<0 .75
<0 .75

576.5
557.8
646.8
570.3
635.7
76L 3

759 .1
613.4

À

86.6
87 .4
9+ .6

98.7
96,2
88.3
89 ,4

169.0

12 .0

11. I
1.3

14.5
2,8
9,9

1,5,8

20 .8

<0 .50
<0 .50
<0 .01
<0,75
<0.01
<0 .25
<0 ,75
<0 .75

582.7
486 .4
387.1
474.9
619 ,1
720.2
610.8
635.0

0.34
0.27
0.29
0 ,34
0.36
0.28
0 .30
0.27

20 .1
8.6
3.2
9.2
3.2

10 .5

6.1
6.2

<0 .90
<0.25
<0 .01
<0 .25
<0 .01
<0.25
<0,02
<0 .05

7L9.2
526.0
460 ,5

490.8
7L7 .l
671.1
667 ,7
675.1

ft

97.4

L7

L7

T7

17

tl
18

18

18

14

14

15

15

15

14

14

18

I5
I4
14

15

16

15

I5
14

7.3 18 <0.02 477.6 161.8 25,6 18 <0"90 52L.2 0'45 LL'z]-7 <0'25 505'4

552.4 0.32
93.2 0,05

595.5
LO7 .2

23.0

608.0 105.7
9 3.0 30 .2

f\)
o
P
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Ihe Pearson goodness-of-fit Xz test (Ilays, L963)

It is appneciated that the use of X2 involves

assumptions of independence betweerr the resPonse categonies,

a difficult assumption to make wittr confidence, given the

nature of the experimental task which necessitates taking

nepeated measunes from the same 0. Eveny attempt has been 
I

nade, however, to ensune that ors nesPonse on any tnial was

not influenced by a nesPonse on any othen tnial. Level of

discninination difficulty has been nandomized to contnol

against onder: effect and each observation may only be

categonized into one of the stimulus classes. The range

of stimulus classes would aPPean sufficiently extensive to

qualify as rrexhaustive", in so fan as they have langely

ensured that connect resPonses nanged from p = 0.5 to 1.0.

cleanly, hohrever, categonies ane not ttexclusiverr, since

erroll responses have been denived dinectly from cornect

responses, only half of the psychometnic function being

represented.

Because expected fnequencies in the vanious categonies

are knovrn, unde:r the phi-gaÍìma hypothesis, it was cleanly

not possible to determine befo:rehand the grouping of data

necessauy to give equal pnobability intenvals r as

reconmended by Hays (1963, P.586 f.f.). It has thenefore

been necessary to combine frequencies fnom some extneme

class intenvals whene expected frequencies wene very sma1l'

since, howeven, it is recognized that this openation

intenfenes r^rith the nandomness of the sample, it has only

been :resonted to v,¡here failing to do so would nesult in an

expected fnequency of less than appnoximately 3. It is

also acknowledged that because intervals do not contain

equal expected frequencies, the X2 test is slightly less

sensitive to depalrtunes fnom nonmality in the niddle of

the class intenval range'
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Both numben of enrons and numben of cor"nect nesponses

have been used in analysis and, in onden to avoid unclen-

estimating X2, the contnibution of each categony has been

considered sepanately, i.e, whene it has been necessany ,to
combine error categonies, this has not been done for the

conresponding conrect-llesPonse categories .

Since one pauameten (o(X-y)) has been estimated, the

mean of the undenlying distnibution being fixed at zerot
the degnees of fneedom have been neduced by one. Thus

utilizing aII 20 nesPonse categonies, without any

conbinations, would nesult in 18 degnees of fneedom,

Fína1ly, it is necognized that, v,tithin the context
of this experiment, the expenimente¡'is requined to aeeept

a nulI hypothesis, since it is clearly the intention to

demonstnated that the sample distributions of single 0s

ane the same as the population distribution, hene defined
aS a nonmal cumulative ogive. Whilst it is acknowledged

that failing to neject Ho, based on a panticular grouping,

does not imply that a diffenent gnouping would not have

nesulted in the nejection of Ho, it is none-the-less
angued that a low X2, and high pnobability value, does

pnovide some evidence of possible agneement'
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Eæperi.ment 3.7

Peanson r p(two tails)
Eæperíment 3.2

Pea:rson n p(two tails)
Eæperíment õ.3

Peanson n p(one tail)

Ttre connelation coefficient, and corresponding probability value reflecting
a nelationship between stimulus exposur?e dunation on difference, and mean
response lateñcy, fon 10 Os penfonming sirnple discrimination tasks as defined
in Expeniments 3.I, 3.2, and 3.3.

0bsenven

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

10

-0.93
-0.7I
-0.96
-0 ,76

-0.91
-0.92
-0 ,89

-0.86
-0 .50

-0 .34

<0 ,001
0.002

<0 ,001
0 ,010

<0.00I
<0.001
<0 .00r
0.002
0.135
0.31+3

-0.88
-0.84
-0,87
-0.77
-0.89
-0.93
-0 .92

-0.83
-0. st
-0.70

<0.001

0.003
0.001
0 ,010

<0 .001
<0 .001
<0.001

0.003
0.7-27

o.022

-0.95
-0 .99

-0.95
-0.83
-0 .94

-0,97
-0 .92

-0.98
-0.88
-0,90

<0.001
<0,00r
<0,001
0.002

<0.001
<0.001
<0 .001
<0 ,001
<0.001
<0 .001

t\)o



APPENDIX 3.I+

(i) Indiuidual dataz

Eæpeníment 3.7

0bseryer corneet error

Mean ?e6ponse Lateney

Eæperiment 3.2

conrect error

(ms ec )

Eæpetiment 3.3

conrect error

Companison between latencies fon cornect and inconreet l?esPonses fon 10 0s in
Expäniments 3.1, 9.2 and 3. 3, fon dif fenent stimulus exPosulle du:rations in
Exþenirnents 3.1 and 3.2, and fon stimulus diffenences in Expeniment 3.3. In
all cases, the prediction is that latency fon enr:ons will exceed that fon
conrect rlesponses.

t
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

l0

Mea¡r

S.D.

471,6
565.4
527.L
619 ,7
555,7
627 .8
719.4
736,4
606,2
485.3

591, 5
84,5

5 31.9
618, I
670.2
748.2
62 3.6
664.1
980.1
818 .1
629,3
+57,6

664.2
119 .4

479.6
575.2
l+61 . 5

385,4
469.2
600.4
679.9
592.6
626.1
508.9

537,9
86.2

571+.0

649 .1
694.1
399.7
508.8
7 31. tt

1027.2
734.6
661.6
556.3

653.6
159 .9

511. 3

687.3
506.0
457.2
483,3
687,5
652,0
644.2
667.9
492 .6

578.9
90.8

592.6
851+.1

658.0
491.7
520.6
842.4
78r.3
799.1
722,5
548.5

679.6
130 .7

N)o
(tl
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(ii) Døta pooled øc?oss stùmulus eæposu?e duration:
Eæperíment 3.1

Mean lesponse Lateney

Exposune (msec) Connect

(nsee )

Ernon TotaI

I
16

24

32

40

48

56

64

?2

80

643.9

635.5

633.5

606.8

59 7.4

589.9

580.4

564.1

553.8

553,9

663. +

675.3

682.6

657.4

683.3

704.1+

654.2

599 .0

565.5

651.7

653.4

653.5

653,2

621.4

619,7

610,5

588.8

566.9

554.5

558,0

Mear¡

S. D,

595.9

32 .0

653.7

39 ,5

60 8,0

37, 3
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(iii) oaþa pooLed ae?oss stí.muLus eæposu?e dunation:
Eæpeniment 3.2

Mean 
"esponle 

Latency (msee )

EnnonExposune (msec) Con::ect TotaI

l2

2+

36

+8

60

72

84

96

108

L20

642 .9

604 .0

583,2

5l+6.4

527 .0

510, 3

511.4

506 .2

507.2

5r2.2

633.0

661.2

654.8

647.1

638.9

619 .3

659,6

684.7

527 .3

38t+,3

638.2

624.6

602 .6

556.8

538.1

516,3

516 ,0

509,4

508,2

510.4

Mearr

S.D,

545.2

t+6.0

6Ll. 0

85 .6

552.r

u8,5
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(iv) Ðata pooled acvoes ettmulus dtff,erencet
Eapentment 3,3

Diffenence between Connect

lllean ?esponse Lateney
(msee )

Ennon Total
Line s(

0.3

L,2

2rL

3,0

3.9

4.8

5,7

6.6

?,5

8,4

661. I
66 3.9

629,2

59 3.2

595.1

574. 3

559 .7

545, 3

534,3

.530.5

669 .1

665.5

697.8

7 3r.7

673,2

640.6

733.1

592.8

579.1

583.9

665.5

664.5

649 ,1

612.6

605 ,2

577 ,9

568.L

5l+8.8

5 35.2

531,3

Mean

s,D,

589.7

46.9

656,7

5l+,2

595.6

49 .2



APPENDIX 3.5
AI{ALYSIS OF VARTA}TCE SUMMARY TABI,ES

(i)Meanres[)onseLatencíes(msec)'Eæperíment3.7

Source S.S. d,f . Test

A/AxC 10.88 <0.001

B/BxC 4.8I 0,004

Æ<B/Æ<Bxc <1' 0 D.8.

M.S.

77 r3L6

55,772

480,910

2 )382

7r108

11r586

3r199

PF

A (stirnulus exPosure
dunation)

B (position of run
in session)

C (observens)

AxB

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

TOTAL

69 5 , 8l+2

223,087 _

+1328r190

85,740

575 r758

417,086

1r036'l+50

7 ,362 ,15 3

I

l+

9

36

81

36

324

499

¡\)o
(Í,



(ii) Mean ?esponse Latenciee (msec), Eopetiment 3.2

Sounce S,S. d.f.

A (stimulus exPosure
du:ration) 1r178,040

M,S. Test F D

130r893 A/Axc :rt ?. 69 <o. olI

B (position of run
in session)

C (obsenvens)

AxB

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

TOTAL

25 1240

¡+r339,250

44r475

1r379 r380

273,665

648,061

7r888r111

4

9

36

81

36

324

499

6,310 B/BxC

t+82 ,138

1r235 (AxB)/(AxBxC)

17 1029

7 ,602

2,000

<1.0

<1, 0

n.s

TI .S

N)

o
a



(iií) Mean ?esponse Latenciee fusec), Eæperiment 3.3

Source

A (stimulus difference)

B (positiori of nun in
session)

C (obsenvens)

AxB .

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

TOTAT

S. S.

1,210r390

38r266

l+r744r620

7Ir085

498r681

305 r 849

6 89 ,402

7r558r293

d.f

9

M,S.

134r488

I,567.

527 r180

1r975

6,157

8r496

2 )128

Test F P

A/AxC 2r.84 <0.001

BIBxC 1,13 0.358

(AxB)/(AxBxC) <1'0 Il .S.

4

9

36

8l_

36

324

499

t9
P
H
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APPENDIX 3,6

Estimates of.so (deg visual angle) based on
penfonmance in"two successive runs within
Experiment 3.3. For these estimates
thenefone, the pnobability of a connect
nesponse, ât any single stimulus diffenencet
is denived from onlY 20 trials.

0bsenver Runs I-2 Runs 2-3 Runs 4-5

1

2

3

t+

5

6

7

I
I

10

0.27

0 .37

0.27

0. 31

0 .32

0.39

o,27

0.28

0,26

0.37

0.27

0.28

0.28

0 .30

0. 36

0.29

0. 30

0. 30

o,27

0 .40

0.28

0. 31

0.27

0.27

0 .31+

0.33

0.28

0. 31

0.29

0,44

Mearr

S. D,

0,31

0.05

0. 31

0,04

0. 31

0.05
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APPENDTX 4,1

INSTRUCTIONS AND SUMMARY DATA FOR THE

PILOT STUDY REPORTED IN CI]APTER IV.

(i) fnstruetions to 0s, regarding the expected effects

of the coloun - coded capsules that they l^rene nequined

to swallow,

g?een and uhite/ned and uhite capsuLes:

trThe civil airlines ane concenned about the effects

of neadily obtained dnugs upon the penceptual sensitivity

of their pilots, Because negulations prevent pilots

fnom dninking alcohol fon 24 houns Pnion to take-offt

some pilots ane believed to take tnanquillizen dnugs befone

going to bed, i. onden to ensure nelaxation aften a

fatiguing flight. The next monning, because of nild

afte:r-effects, they may use a stimulant dnug to ensure

that they ane wide-awake and functioning efficiently,

I am investigating the possible effects of these

dnugs upon penceptual sensitivity, using a simple signal

detection task, This capsule contains a low dosage of

amyLobarbitone/deaamphetamíne suLphate, which is used as

a sedq,tiúe and minor tnanquíLlízen/4n ant¿depressant

etûmu'Lant, acting on the centnal nervous system.

It takes 20 minutes to obtain fuI1 effects, which

will include a neductí.on ín escitement or 
.ønæíetg 

and ø

feeling of, drousíness/a f,eeLíng of eæeitement, inereased

pulse nate, some hand-tremo!' and a dny mouth.
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It will d.epress/heí,ghten you'l penceptual sensitivity,

so that signals will be Less/more easily detected.

As with any dnug the effects will h¡ear off within a

few houns as the dnug is changed to an inactive ,'.,u"t""""

by the metabolic pnocesses of the body'rr

green and uhíte eaPsules:

ttl am investigating the possible effects of a

necently developed dnug uPon penceptual sensitivityt

using a simple signal detection task' This capsule

contains a low dosage of a dnug which, for obvious

neasons, I cannot te1I you anything about until the

conclusion of the exPeririrent.

It takes 20 minutes to obtain fuIl effects and wi.1I

change youl? penceptual sensitivity, but, as with any dnugt

this witl wear off within a few houns as the dnug is

changed to an inactive substance by the metaþolic

processes of the bodY.rl
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(íi) AnaLgsis of uanì.anee summa,?a tabLes for the pilot
studY rePonted in ChaPten ÎV '

(a) SensítittitY:

d. f . M.S.S.S. FpSou::ce

Between gl?ouPs
(placebo treatment)

!'lithin groups

0 .06

1.95

0,03
0.07

2

27

<1.0 r. s .

TOTALS 2,0L 29

(b) Response bias:
S.S. d. f , M.S. rpSounce

Between grouPs
(placebo treatment)

Within grouPs

0.48
1.18

2

27

0.24
0 ,04

5.51 0.010

TOTALS 1.66 29

(c) PuLse Yate

Sounce

Between subjects
S,S.

l0 ,15 3.50 39

M,

1r803.50 13.69
131,75

858.05 18.78
73.78 1.62

45,68

d.f. FS

A (placebo tneatment)
Subjects within grouPs

Ítithin subjects

5 ,410 .50

4r743.00

2r724,00

3

36

40

<0.001

<0.001
0.202

B (measunes 1 and 2)

AxB

B x subjects within
grouPS

85 8.05
22r,35

1r644.60 36

I
3

TOTALS :.21877,50 79
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APPENDIX ),2

Estimatesofs''(degneesofvisualangle)togethen
with the gãå¿"8""-óF-fit and associatecl probabilitv'
as in¿icaiãá-U' the Peanson X2 test, fnom 20 0s each

i.rirrg pant in two sessions ãuning Experiment 4'1'

Obser.ver sD

Session 1

x2 d,f. 1-p "Dx

Session 2

2 d.f. r-p

t
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

10

11

T2

13

14

15

16

L7

18

19

20

0,28
0.33
0,2I
0.34
0 .41
0,42
0. 31

0,42
0,55
0.39
0.27
0.36
0.35
o.42
0.56
0.29
0 .56

0,27
0,43
0 ,37

14

15

13

15

T7

L7

15

17

18

16

14

16

16

17

18

14

18

14

L7

16

]5
15

13

13

14

16

14

15

L7

t5
14

15

L7

15

16

15

16

15

L5

15

11.64
1.56

11.50
10.88

8 ,49

13,96
5.95

15 .31
5.57

10.52
1r.26

8.51
10,+9

8.33
11.62

2 .61
6.05
t+.20

8 .11
7.85

<0,50
<0 .0r
<0 .50
<0.25
<0.05
<0.50
<0,02
<0 .50
<0 .01
<0 .25
<0 ,50
<0 ,10
<0.25
<0.05
<0,25
<0 .01
<0 .01
<0 .01
<0.05
<0,05

0.28 +,20
0 .29 3. 36

0 .21 6.22
0 .21 r0 .33

0 .27 11 .41

0.36 3.68
0.27 9.92
0,27 6.92
0.42 12.60
0 ,28 5 .41
0,27 9.24
0 ,27 10 .79

0.37 9.65
0,28 2,25
0,32 7.45

0.27 6.L2
0.35 9.97
o ,27 16 .01

0.29 5.68
0.28 6.58

<0,0r
<0 .01
<0 .10
<0 .50
<0.50
<0 .01
<0.25
<0,05
<0.25
<0.02
<0.25
<0.25
<0 .10
<0 .0r
<0.05
<0.02
<0,25
<0.75
<0,02
<0.05
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APPENDTX 4.3

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLES

FOR EXPERIMENT 4.1

(i) the index of noise sñ (degnees of visual angle)
nepresents the depenäent vaniable, Each group
is observed in both sessions (Factor C) but is
assigned to only one combination of factons A
(placebo tneatment) and B (sex).

Sounce s.s. d, f , M, S. FP

Between subjects 0.18110 19

A (placebo
tneatment:
Exp. v. contnol)

B (se.x)

AxB
Sub j .!.¡. gr?oups
(enron (between) )

l,lithin subjects

C (session 1 and 2)

AxC
BxC
AxBxC
C x sub.w. grloups
.(enron (r^rithin) )

0.15566 16 0 ,009 72

0.12862 20

0.00178

0,02332

0 ,000 34

0,07516

0,00001

0.01946

0,00008

0.03390 16

T

1

I

0.0017 8

0,02332

0.00034

<I.0

2.+0

<1. 0

n.s,

0.138

II .S r

I
1

1

1

0.07516

0 ,0001

0,01946

0 .0000 I

35.47 <0.001

<r.0

9 ,18

<1.0

II .S.

0.008

11 .S.

0.00212

TOTALS 0,30972 39



(íi) Hea::t Rate (beats pen rninute) repnesents the dependent
vaniable. Each gnoup is obsenved in both sessions
(facton C), with tfrneã HR measures in each (Facton D);
each gnoup is assigned to only one combination of
factors A (placebo tneatment) a¡rd B (sex).

2I8.

ÞSour-ce S.S. d.f. M.S. F

Between subjects 16 381.62 19

A (placebo
treatment; exP.
v. contnol)

B (sex)

AxB
Sub j .I^t. gnoups

Within sub ects 100

C(sessionleZ)
AxC
BxC
AxBxC
C x sub j .w. groups

95.41
4 20+8 .40

429 ,41

11r808.+0

9,260,20
407.0I
210,67
l+14 . 41

L 1209 .70

2 r 857 .74

T

1

1

95,[1 <1,0

4r048.40 5.49
429 .41 <1.0

738.03

407.01
2L0,67
414.41

1r209.70
17 9 ,61

n.s.
0.0 3]

II .S.

0.148
0.294
0 .144
0.018

16

1

I
I
I

16

2.18
1. tB

2,32
6.77

D (HR measune
I 12 13)

AxD
BxD
AxBxD
D x sub j ,w. grouPs

3r002.20
26 .82
89.72
3,72

446. 2 0

2

2

2

2

1r501.10 107.65
13.41 <I.0
44. 86 3.22

1, 86 <1.0

13,94

<0 .001
II .S.

0.052
fl .S.

32

CxD
AxCxD
BxCxD
AxBxCxD
C x D x sub,u¡.grouPs

7 .82
25 .55

27 .72

40.85
490.07

2

2

2

2

3.91
L2.7 8

l_3.86

20.43
15 .31

<1.0
<1.0
<1.0

1.33

fl .S.

TI .S.

n.s.
0.278

32

TOTALS 25 ,641.80 119
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(iii) Mean overall latency L (msec) nep:resents the
dependent vaniable. Each. g:roup. is observed
in both sessions (Facton C) but is assigned
to only one combination of factons A (placebo
tneatment) and B (sex).

Sou::ce S,S, d. f. 1,1, S . FP

Between Subiects 277 ,

A (placebo tneatment;
exp. v. contnol) 546r391

B (sex) L34 r2l2

A x B 67'815

Subj.w,gnoups 277 ,205 r480

V,lithin subiects 68r60 0,268

953.898 19

20

1 5+6,391

1 ]-3+ r2L2

I 67r815

16 17 ,325 ,342

1 5r318r060

L 2 r5L2

1 277 ,056

1 3221382

16 3r917r516

<1.0

<1.0

<1. 0

fI .S.

n.s.

IIrSr

<1,36 0 ,260

<1.0 fl ,s.

<1 .0 ft.s.

<1.0 n. s .

C(sessionIE2)
AxC
BxC
AxBxC
C x sub j ,v¡. gt-ouPs

5 ,318,060

2 1512

277 ,056

322 1382

621680r258

TOTALS 346,554,166 39



APPENDIX 4.I+

Session Expeninental GnouP

TABLE OF MEAIü HEART RATE (b;p.m,) FoR EXPERIMENT 4.I

Contnol Gnoup 0ueraLL

HR measune MaIe Fema1e TOTALS MaIe Female TOTALS Male Female TOTALS

I
2

3

1

78.6
71.6
68.8

107.8
96,2
91.4

93,2
83.9
80.7

88.4
80.2
7 8.2

9+.8
85.2
82.4

97.6

82.7
80.3

83.5
75.9
73.5

101, 3

90.7
86,9

92.5
83,3
80.2

TOTALS 73.0 98.5 85.7 82. 3 87 .5 84. I 7?.6 93.0 85.3

2

L

2

3

84 ,0

75.0
7L.2

81.3
73.3
70.0

89 .6

78.8
77.8

98.7
97.5
84 ,6

86.8
76,9
74.5

90.0
80.4
77.3

82.0
80 .4

73.4

85 .2
80.3
75.8

97,8
86.8
83.6

96.3
86 .0

93.0

89.9
83.6
78.5

90.7
83.2
79.4

83.0
77 .7
72.3

83.3
76, I
72.9

93.7
82.8
80,7

97.5
86.8
83.8

88.3
80.3
76.5

90.4
8L. 8
78.4

76.? 82.7 79.4 78.6 89,4 84,0 ?7.7 85.7 81.7TOTALS

0oercLL

TOTALS

I
2

3

74,9 90,3 82.6 80.5 88.4 84.4 ?7.7 89.4 83.5

N)
N)o



22I.

APPENDIX 4.5

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLES

FOR EXPERIMENT 4.2

(í)

Source s.s. d.f. M,S. F

The index of noise sñ (degnees of visual angle)
nepresents the depenäent vanrable. Each gnguP
is'observed in ¡otfr Sessions (Facton C) but is
ãssigned to only one combination of factons (A)
(shock) and (B) (sex).

P

Between subrects

A (shock treatment;
exp.v contnol)

B (sex)

Ax B

Subj.w,grouPs
(ernon (between) )

!ùithin sub'iects

C(SessionleZ)
AxC
BxC
AxBxC
C x sub j .vü. gtloups
(ernon (within) )

¡-91.6012

I
1

I
1ô

I
1

1

1

16

0 .646 I
0 .06r8
0 ,0130
0.8796

0.3386

0,0138
0.I556
0,0008
0 ,0 310

0 .137 4

0.6468
0.0618
0 .0130

0.0550

0 .013 I
0.1556
0,0008
0 ,0 310

0.0086

LT.77
L,L2

<1,0

0.004
0.306

fI .S.

20

r.60
18 .12
<1.0

3.61

0.222
0 .001

D.S.

0.073

TOTALS 1.9 39I 39



(ii) Heant-Rate (beats pen minute) nepnesents the dependent
vaníable. Each gnoup is obsenved in both sessions
(Eãcton C), with ã Uf measunes in each (Factor D);
.""fr gnoup'is assigned to only one combination of
factors A (shock) and B (sex).

222.

DSounce s.s. d,f M.S. F

Between subiects 18, 635,92 19

A (shock tneatment;
exp. v. contnol)

B " (sex)

Ax B

Sub j ,w. grouPs

wi thin subiects

C(sessionIE2)
AxC
BxC
AxBxC
C x sub.w, gnouPs

7 , 84 3.16 100

1+3,01
3 85 ,21
110 .21

7 .0r
3r615"04

69 .01
1r883,00

49 .41
16r684.50

69.01
1r833.00

49 .41
r r0)2.7I

14 3.01
385.21
110 .21

7 .01
225,9t+

<1.0

1. 76

<1.0

<1,0

1. 70

<I.0
<1,0

11 .s.
0.201

D.S.

Il .S.

0.209
û.S.

rt.s.

1

1

I
T6

I
I
I
1

16

D (HR measune
l12,3)

AxD
BxD
AxBxD
D x sub j ,I^I, gnouPs

1r399.64
259,62
76,32
45.02

l.1225 , o 7

699.82
129.81

38.16
22.51
38.28

18.28
3. 39

<1.0
<1.0

<0 .001
0 .045

fl .s.
fl .S.

2

2

2

2

32

'CxD
AxCxD
BxCxD
AxBxCxD
CxDxsub,w.gnouPs

43,12
48,62
2,72

2l-,22
461.33

2

2

2

2

21.56
24. 31

1. 36

10,61
14 .42

1.50
1.69

<1.0
<1.0

0.237
0.199

fl .s.
D.S.

32

TOTALS 26 , +79 .0 I 119



223,

(iii) Mean ovenall latency -D (msec) nepnesents the dependent
va::iable. Each guouP is obsenved in both Sessions
(Factor C) but is assigned to only one combination of
factons A (shock) 'and B (sex)

Sounce S.S, d.f. M.S. F p

Between subiects 441r984.6 19 f

A (shock tneatment
exp. v. control

B (sex)
AxB
Sub j ,I^I, gnoups

Within subiects

C(Sessionl¿2)
AxC
BxC
Ax B x C

C x sub j .h¡. gnoups

101r949.7 20

)
) 1r4L6 .1

2 )L02,5
L6 ,4 84.0

42L1982.o

29 ,9 2I.0
7r075.6

19 ,872 ,0
828.1

t+4 ,25 3 .0

r,416 .1
2 1l.02.5

16r484.0
26 ,37 3.9

29 r92I,0
7r075.6

19,872.0
828.1

2r765.8

<1.0
<1.0
<1.0

10.82
2.56
7 .19

<]-.0

n.s.
n.s.
fl .S.

0.005
0.126
0 .016

n.s.

1

1

I
16

I
1

1

1

16

TOTATS 543,9 34. 3 39



APPENDIX 4,6

0bsenven stimulus
difference
(m .m, )

Mean latencies (msec) fon both connect and ernon
responses registened by 2 atypieql 9= f-oo 10

difienent disc:rimination levels during both
sessions of Expeniment 4'2.

session I

224.

session 2 ,

cornect ernor ovenall conrect error ovenall

It

0.3
L,2
2.1
3,0
3,9
4,8
5,7
6,6
7,5
I,t+

584

544

562

5 r+9

545

594

591

574

563

586

591

608

588

649

532

615

601

624

627

660

587

577

575

597

541

600

592

586

s78

598

559

530

568

590

577

567

620

590

569

548

568

573

590

562

569

557

556

606

600

557

564

552

581

582

574

563

594

595

579

550

TOTAL

0,3
1.2
2.L
3,0
3.9
4,8
5r7
6,6
7,5
8,4

738

768

749

667

703

688

706

691

679

696

79I
70s

69I
757

733

7r8
728

806

879

77L

766

743

734

693

713

696

710

705

703

7t2

849

846

8U0

822

836

824

841

839

868

810

863

850

80r
841

819

752

847

843

835

88r

858

848

818

827

830

807

843

840

862

819

571 608 583 573 574 573

v

TOTAL 706 750 718 836 I 33 835



APPENDtrX 5,1
l,latnix of conneration coefficients found between vanious Pel?sonalitv measunes obtained

*i*,i:;fi;î;it:*ll¡tiTõ:r;tåiå 
.;ï4,::ffii"":"1":"1':ï"ii:* :::'?l:'3ini3';:ä

Cattell (16 P.F.¡ Eysenck (E'P'I') ACER

eullox euro
Anxiety vension ticisrn M. D. ve:rsion ticism Lie r.Q.

Taylon M.A. S '

Q+

+0 ,71*** +0 .74***

+0,95***

-0 .51***

-0 .44***

-O , S B***

+0 . 79 ?t**

+0.77**tr

+0 . 89 ***

-o , z 3***

(two tails)
(two tails)
(two tails)

-0 .49:t**

-0.61***

-0 , S B***

+0 .2 8*,

-o . 52 ***

+0.14

+0.L2

+0 .01

-0.27*
+0 .1r

+0 .12

-0 .11

+0 .09

-0 .11

-0,03

-0.05

+0 .04

-0.09

-0,09

+0.07

-0.20

-0.11

-0,22 +0.83***

-0 .0 g +0 .65 *tt*

-0.21 +0.65***

+0.55** -0.34**

-0.47*** +0.69***

+0 .0 8 -0 , 50***

-0.25

16 P.F.

E. P.I

fExtravension

lll"'ooticism

Irt"

Qr+

An¡iety

Ext:ravension

Neunotieism

M, D,

*¡t*p
**P

*,P

ôo
f\)
(rì



APPENDIX 5.2

(i) seores on the IaYLon M.A.S.

Summaxies of anaLysis of tsarianee cf inspeetion
time )t (in msec) r"obtained fnorn 40 Os categonized
in accordance wiifr thnee diffenent pensonality
dimensions.

226.

PS.S d.f, M.S. FSource

Between (degnee
of anxiety) 7r081.13 3 21360.38 6.81 0.0c1

Linean

Quadnatic
Othen tnends

Ernon

98;0
6r76o.o

223,13

L2r478.80 36

1

1

1

98.0
6r760.0

223.13

346.6 3

<1.0

19 .50
<1.0

D.S,
<0 .001

fl .Sr

TOTALS 19,560.0 39

(íi) Estraoersion

Sounce

(8.P, T, )

S.S, d,f . M.S. F P

Between (degnee
of extnavension) 2 r722,94 907.65 1,94 0.1393

Linean

Quadnatic
Other tnends

Ernon

0.0
2 r722.50

0 ,44

16,837.0 36

I
1

I
2 r722.50

0 .44

467.69

sl az

<r.0

fl .St

0.020
lIrSt

TOTALS 191560.0 39



227 ,

( iii) Neuroti.eisn (8.P. r, )

s.s. d.f. M,S. F p
Source

Between '(degree of
neunoti-cism) 3 11363.38 3.r7 0'035l+r090,13

392.0

3r385.60

3L2.53

15,469.80

<1.0

7 .88

<r;0

Linean

Quadnatic

0ther tnends

Ernon

l"

I
I

36

TOTALS L9,560.0 39



228.

APPENDTX 5.3

(i) Seores on the laYlon I'1.A.5.

Sounce S,S. d.f. M.S.

se
"D

F

ncfil

{

P

Between (deg. of
anxiety) 0,0028 3 0.0010 <1.0 fI .s,

Linean

Quadnatic
Othen tr:encls

Ennon

0,0001
0,0022
0,0005
0,1290

0.0001
0.0022
0.0005
0.0036

<1.0
<1.0
<1.0

fI .S.

n.s.
fl .S.

1

I
1

36

iorRm 0 ,1318 39

(ii) Eætrauersíon (E.P,L )

Source S.S. d,f. M.S. F P

Between (deg, of
extnavension) 0.0008 3 0.0002 <1.0 o.s.

Linean

Quadratic
Othen trends
Enror

0.0001
0,0002
0.0005
0.13r0

0 .0001
0.0002
0.0005
0.0036

<r.0
<1.0
<1. 0

II .S.

Il .S.

fI .S.

1

I
1

36

TOTALS 0 ,1318 39
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APPENDIX 5.4

Summan'íes of anaLysís of uaríance of immediaþe tnemorA
6(in degrees of uisuaL angLe), obtained fr^om 40 0s
categonized in accor:dance with two diffenent pensonality
dlmensions.

(i) Seones on the Taylor M.A, S.

Sounce s.s. d.f . M, S. F P

Between (deg. of
anxiety )

Enron
0 ,0101
0.2640

0 .00 34

0.0073
<L.0 n. s3

36

TOTALS 0,27t+I 39

(ii) EætnauensLon

Sounce

(8,P,1, )

S,S, d. f . M.s, P P

Between (deg. of
extnaversion ) 0.0187 3 0.0063 <1.0 n.s,

Linean
0then
Ennon

0.0176
0.0011
0.2554

I
2

0.0176
0,0006
0,0071

2.48
<1.0

0.120
DrS.

36

TOTALS 0.27+L 39
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APPENDIX 5.5

Source S,S. d,f, M,S. F P

Between Obsenvers

A (degnee of anxietY)

ennor (between)

!,fithin 0bsenvens

B (sessions)

AxB
error (within)

36

616 ,75 3 80

207r358

27 ,+00

3Brr995

2

6

72

6 ,416

27 r83r

103r679

4r567

5,306

<1,0 fI .s.

19 . 51+ <0 . 00r

<1.0 rI .s.

39

3

\
TOTALS 1r637,915 r19
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APPENDIX 6.1

(a) Latency for the emergence of the initíaL peneept

(i) Seones on the IaYLon I'1,A,5'

Summany tables for anaLyses of'oanianee
(a)the}atencyfontheemergenceoftheinitial

pencept (msec) and

(b) mean pencept duration (rnsec) obtained from 40 0s '
ãti"gãoízea in accordance with scores on 1l¡o
different-p""äo"ãiity dimensions duning Expeniment 6'1'

(

ee!).U. d.f. M.S. FSounce

Between (degnee of
anxiety)

Ennon

856r368

L3 r789 r600

3

36

285,456

385r045

<f-.0 fl.s.

TOTALS 14,645,968 39

(ii) Eætrqvetsion

Sounce

(E.P.r, )

S.S, d.f. M.S.
I

F Þ

Between (degree of
extnaversion)

Ennon

137 r760

14,508,200

3 l+5,920

403r007

<1.0 D.s.

36

TOTALS 1+,645,960 39
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(b) Mean pereePt' duYatî.on

(i) Scores on the TaYLon M,A.S,

Source S,S. '.d¡'f . M.S, '

I

F

Between (degnee of
anxiety)

Enron

7 ,727 ,230 3

100r114r000 36

2r575r750

2,780,930

<1.0 n.s.
I

TOTALS 107r841r230 39

(ii) Eætrauersion (E,P.I. )

Sounce

Between (degnee of
extravension) 1r262 r590

Er:ron 10615781200

TOTALS 107r840,790 39

S.S. d. f. M.S. F

3 420 ,864

2 196 0 ,510

<1.0 rI .s.

36



APPENDIX 6.2

ë
D

L (s

Matrix of connelation coefficients (Peanson n)
found between var:ious behaviounal descriptons :

estimates fon 22 0s duning Expeniments 5.2 and
6.]_.

Penceptuat Altennation Measunes

inÍtial pencept mean pe::cept
dunation dunation

233.

S.D.

)

-0.27

+0.29

-Q. IJ*fc

+0. 30

+0.33

+0.23

-0,24

+0.05

+0.15

-0 .41*

+0,25

+0,37*

+0.08

-0.t2

-0 .01

+0 .19

-0.46h"..

+0.27

+0.40*

-0 .12

+0,05

D

b fon Lc, .u.& (8D.l

L (opt)

L (opt) + À

No, of errons

h

Initial percept
dunation

Mear¡ pencept
duration

+0. SZtt* +0.58*?tib

+0.95fitçtç

*P
*P
*P

**
*

.01
,05
.10

(two tails)
(two tails)
(two tails)
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